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Abstract

Sporadic-E is an ‘abnormal’, altitude-confined intensification of the E-region plasma density. 
Its presence may both enable and disable an oblique propagation circuit, depending on the 
prevalent propagation path geometry, the ambient ionospheric conditions, and the plasma 
structure of the layer itself. This thesis studies the plasma characteristics of sub-auroral 
sporadic-E layers, utilising oblique HF ‘Chirp’ sounders, deployed during times of both quiet 
and disturbed geomagnetic activity.

During largely quiet geomagnetic conditions, a relationship is established between the 
sporadic-E top frequency, ftEs, and the layer’s signal strength (SS), at a fixed sounder
‘Probing Frequency’ (PF) such that SS (ftE s/PF )n, with values of V  varying between 
~ zero and ~ 20. The resulting ‘curve’ is derived primarily for ‘overdense’ sporadic-E 
reflections and is interpreted in terms of the sporadic-E plasma ‘cloud’ model. A gaussian 
distribution of differing cloud plasma densities is demonstrated to best model the observed 
sporadic-E signal strength characteristics. However, this signal strength relationship is 
increasingly inapplicable to the minority of sporadic-E layers arising from equivalent vertical 
top frequency (vftEs) growth rates, greater than ~ 0.6 MHz per five minute time interval. 
Indeed, for vftEs growth rates greater than - 1 .2  MHz per five minutes, the signal strength is 
independent of the top frequency. These observations are again consistent with the plasma 
cloud model, though field-aligned irregularities and off great circle path propagation may 
account for some of the more temporary vftEs growths.

The thesis concludes with a study of correlated observations of sporadic-E layers and -  1 m 
scale plasma irregularities, as detected by the Wick receiver of the SABRE (Sweden And 
Britain Radar-aurora Experiment) VHF backscatter radar. The correlated occurrence of the 
two plasma features, coincided, primarily, with substorm activity. On occasions it was also 
noted that the backscatter S/N ratio correlates closely with the sporadic-E top frequency, the 
observation being interpreted in terms of the enhanced auroral electric fields.
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Glossary
Commonly used abbreviations, acronyms and standard constants

A amperes

AU Astronomical Unit

B magnetic flux intensity (teslas)

c free space speed of electromagnetic waves =

CME Coronal Mass Ejection

dB decibels

D ambipolar diffusion coefficient

e electron charge = 1.602 x 10'19 coulombs

eV electron volt = 1.602 x 1 O'19 joules

E electric field (volts/meter)

/ frequency (hertz)

fo oblique propagating frequency

fp
plasma frequency

f v vertical propagating frequency

fbEs sporadic-E blanketing frequency

JjE E-region junction frequency

JjE F-region junction frequency

foE E-region ordinary critical frequency

foEs sporadic-E ordinary critical frequency

foF F-region ordinary critical frequency

foF l Fl-region ordinary critical frequency

foF2 F2-region ordinary critical frequency

ftEs sporadic-E top frequency

ftF F-region top frequency

fxE E-region extraordinary critical frequency

ficEs sporadic-E extraordinary critical frequency

fxF F-region extraordinary critical frequency

ftcFl Fl-region extraordinary critical frequency

jxF2 F2-region extraordinary critical frequency

FAC Field Aligned Current

g acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m s'2)

GSE Geocentric Solar Ecliptic



h ’E E-layer height

h ’Es sporadic-E height

HF High Frequency (~3 to 30 MHz)

Hz hertz

I geomagnetic field inclination angle

ICEPAC Ionospheric Communication Enhanced Profile Analysis and Circuit prediction 

program

IMF Interplanetary Magnetic Field

J current density (amperes m'2)

k Boltzmann’s constant = 1.381 x 10'23 joule/kelvin

K Kelvin

K 3-hour (local) magnetic index

Kp 3-hour planetary magnetic index

kW kilowatt

LT Local Time

m meter

me electron rest mass = 9.107 x 10'31 kg

m, ion mass

MHD MagnetoHydroDynamic

MLT Magnetic Local Time

MSS Median Signal Strength

nT nanotesla

n complex refractive index = fi-\x

Ne electron number density

Ni ion number density

P  partial pressure

PF oblique Probing Frequency

R sunspot number

Re Earth’s radius (6371.03 km)

RSS Representative Signal Strength

s second

SABRE Sweden And Britain Radar- aurora Experiment

S AMNET Sub-Auroral Magnetometer Network

SS Signal Strength

STARE Scandinavian Twin Auroral Radar Experiment

ULF Ultra Low Frequency (~3 to 300 s)



UT Universal Time

vg group speed of electromagnetic waves

vp phase speed of electromagnetic waves

Vi, ve ion and electron velocity (m s’1)

vftEs equivalent vertical Sporadic-E top frequency

w neutral wind velocity

VHF Very High Frequency (-30 to 300 MHz)

VPF equivalent Vertical Probing Frequency

w watts

Z, Y ,D orthogonal geomagnetic field coordinates

£o permittivity of free space = 8 .854xl012 farad/meter

k wave number = 2x/X

kp, kn , kd Pedersen, Hall and direct (parallel) mobilities

X wavelength

P (phase) refractive index (real) = dvp

p ’ group refractive index (real) = c/vp

Po permeability of free space = 12.57x1 O'7 henry/meter

p normalised ion-neutral collision frequency

Op > oh, Od Pedersen, Hall and direct (parallel) conductivities

V in  , Ven ion- and electron-neutral collision frequencies (s’1)

X complex refractive index

CO angular frequency = 2irf

CO H i ,  CO He ion and electron gyrofrequencies

Vectors are denoted by bold type throughout this thesis
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If you think you are beaten, you are 

If you think you dare not, you don’t 

If you’d like to win, but think you can’t 

It’s almost certain you won’t.

If you think you’ll lose, you’ve lost 

For out of the world we find 

Success begins with a fellow’s will - 

It’s all in the state of mind.

If you think you’re outclassed, you are 

You’ve got to think high to rise 

You’ve got to be sure of yourself before 

You can ever win a prize.

Life’s battles don’t always go 

To the stronger or faster man 

But sooner or later the man who wins 

Is the one who Thinks he can.

Anonymous



Chapter 1

The Solar-Terrestrial Environment

1.1 Introduction

Beyond line-of-sight communications may be achieved through the reflection and refraction 

of High Frequency (HF) radio waves within the ionosphere. This partially ionised region of 

the Earth’s upper atmosphere varies both spatially and temporally, thus determining the 

characteristics of the propagation circuit. Sporadic-E layers are ‘abnormal’ plasma 

enhancements, occurring in thin layers at altitudes -  110 km, contributing both beneficially 

and adversely to the propagation of such waves. The study of these layers is the subject of this 

thesis.

The ionised nature of the ionosphere is a direct consequence of solar energy coupling 

processes, by means of radiation, particles and magnetic fields. The following presents an 

overview of these processes, from their solar origins to the resulting characteristic features of 

the Earth’s solar-terrestrial environment.

1.2 The Solar and Geomagnetic Environment

1.2.1 The Sun
The Sun is a typical galactic, Main Sequence star. It is a hot sphere of fully ionised plasma

with a core temperature ~107 K, comprising -91% hydrogen and -9%  helium. This 

temperature and the atomic composition of the sun, are a direct consequence of the Sun’s 

mass (~ 1032 kg). Intense gravitational forces are generated, resulting in extreme forces of 

contraction, promoting nuclear fusion at the core, converting hydrogen to helium in the 

process. The subsequent energy release creates thermal expansion forces of sufficient 

magnitude to overcome the gravitational forces, preventing internal collapse and ultimately 

giving rise to the solar atmosphere and radiation. This electromagnetic radiation is emitted 

over a wide spectral range, and takes approximately 8.3 minutes to traverse one Astronomical 

Unit (AU), the mean Sun-Earth distance (~ 150,000,000 km).

1



The visible surface of the Sun, the photosphere, approximates to a black body of temperature

-  6000 K. It defines our view of the Sun, having a radius ~ 700,000 km, approximately 

110 times that of the Earth. Above this thin layer is the chromosphere, through which the 

density decreases and the temperature rises steadily. The outermost layer is the corona, a hot,

rarefied plasma, having typical densities ~ 108 m'3 and temperatures reaching ~ 106 K 

(e.g. Priest, 1995).

The Sun has an active magnetic field which reverses polarity approximately once every 

11 years. During a solar cycle, the activity level of the Sun can be monitored by observing the 

number, and latitudinal extent, of relatively cool spots (-4000 K) within the photosphere. 

These sunspots occur in pairs and having opposite polarity may be joined by closed loops of 

magnetic flux. Particles trapped in the closed loops can be seen from Earth as prominences. 

Further, sunspots tend to occur in groups and it is this combination of observed groups and 

pairs that define the sunspot number ‘R’, utilised as a measure of solar activity. Sunspot 

lifetimes are highly variable, often lasting many days. They may thus be observed to rotate 

with the sun, a rotation period approximating to 27 days but which is noted to vary 

significantly (and increasingly) with latitude. It is interesting to note that while emissions of 

extreme ultraviolet and X-radiation vary by several factors over the solar cycle, the visible 

spectrum generally varies by less than 1% during the same period.

1.2.2 The Solar Wind and Interplanetary Magnetic Field
The solar wind is the expanding corona of the Sun, consisting largely of streaming electrons 

and protons (e.g. Parker, 1961). Details of the particle acceleration are not fully understood 

but the solar wind is known to become supersonic above a few solar radii. At 1 AU the solar 

wind has typical velocities between 300 km s’1 and 600 km s 1, translating to transit times
6 3-  4.5 days. Typical solar wind densities in the near Earth environment are between 5x10 m'

and 15xl06 m'3. Both these parameters can increase significantly during times of solar flares 

and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) (Gosling et al., 1976; King, 1986).

The Sun has a very complex surface magnetic field created by convective flow of the 

electrically conducting solar material. The solar wind, being highly conducting and more 

energised than the solar magnetic field, ‘freezes-in’ the field, thus drawing it out into space, 

hence defining the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF). At 1 AU the IMF has a typical 

magnitude -  5 nT. Due to the rotation of the Sun, the solar wind particles and hence the



frozen-in IMF, radiate out from the Sun in the form of an Archimedean spiral, often referred 

to as the Parker spiral (Parker, 1958). At 1 AU, the spiral subtends an angle of approximately 

45° to the radial direction (cf. Figure 1.1a).

A current sheet is formed approximately on the ecliptic plane, between the oppositely directed 

field lines of the northern and southern solar hemispheres, as depicted in Figure 1.1b. The 

spiral field is thus directed either towards or away from the Sun, depending on whether the 

current sheet is above or below the plane, hence defining a sector structure in the IMF. Four 

sectors are represented in Figure 1.1a, but this may vary between two and six between solar 

minimum and maximum (e.g. Yeoman et a l,  1990a). The north-south (Z) component of the 

IMF (GSE coordinates) may typically vary on a time scale ~ 1 hour and is instrumental in 

determining the degree of coupling between the IMF and the Earth’s magnetic field, and 

hence solar energy influx into the Earth’s environment.

1.2.3 The Magnetosphere
The magnetised solar wind impinges upon the geomagnetic field with a speed greatly 

exceeding that of the Alfven speed, resulting in the generation of a bow shock between about 

12 and 15 Earth radii (Re) upstream of the Earth. Due to its high electrical conductivity, the 

solar wind can not penetrate the Earth’s magnetic field lines and is thus swept around, so 

defining the geomagnetic cavity, termed the magnetosphere, depicted in Figures 1.2(a,b). The 

magnetosphere may be defined as the region of the Earth’s atmosphere in which the energy 

density of the magnetic field, exceeds that of the plasma, i.e.:-

4 — > N ekT (1.1)
2

where B is the magnetic flux density, is the permeability of free space, Ne is the electron 

density, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the plasma temperature. This definition however 

also encompasses much of the topside ionosphere, hence an additional constraint defines the 

magnetosphere to be above about 1000 km altitude (e.g. Ratcliffe, 1972).

The magnetosphere is greatly distorted from a simple dipole field, being compressed on the 

sunward side and stretched out into a roughly cylindrical magnetotail on the nightside. The 

magnetopause is located ~ 10 Re sunward of the Earth (Ness, 1964), with the tail having been

3
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FIGURES l.l(a,b) Two-dimensional (a) and three-dimensional (b) schematics o f the solar 
interplanetary magnetic field. The field forms a sector structure o f ‘toward’ and ‘away’ magnetic 
field lines, as the Earth’s orbit alternately lies above and below the current sheet. ((1.1b) after 
S.-I Akasofu.)
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FIGURE 1.2 Two-dimensional (a) and three-dimensional (b) schematics of the 
magnetosphere, interacting with the solar wind.



observed well beyond the moon’s orbit (~ 380,000 km), at distances greater than 1000 Re 

(Villante, 1975). From Figure 1.2a it is clear that the bow shock is formed some 2 to 3 Re 

upstream of the magnetopause. The region between is called the magnetosheath and is 

characterised by more turbulent, hotter plasma, which has diffused across the bow shock.

The magnetotail is threaded by oppositely directed field lines, separated by a neutral sheet of 

nearly zero magnetic field. This neutral sheet carries a total dawn to dusk current, between 

~ 10 Re and 60 Re, of about 107 Amperes (Iijima and Potemra, 1976), and is known as the 

cross-tail current. Closure of the current is via the magnetospheric flanks. Above and below 

the neutral sheet is the plasma sheet, consisting of hot plasma with energies ~ 1 to 10 keV. 

The plasma sheet maps into the nightside auroral oval, the region of the high latitude 

ionosphere where visible aurora are observed (Feldstein, 1963; Feldstein and Starkov, 1967), 

produced by the precipitation of magnetospheric particles along the geomagnetic field lines. 

On the dayside, the auroral oval is defined by the precipitation of low energy plasma from the 

magnetosheath, via neutral magnetic field points at the magnetopause, known as the cusps.

Further currents observed in the auroral zones are the Birkland currents. These Field Aligned 

Currents (FACs) flow into and out of the ionosphere and have typical total magnitudes ~106 

to 107 A, increasing approximately linearly with magnetic activity. Within the confines of the 

auroral oval lies the polar cap, a region defined by open field lines.

At low and mid-latitudes the field is closed and approximates to a dipole inclined at ~ 12° to 

the spin axis. The region so enclosed co-rotates with the Earth and is termed the 

plasmasphere. The plasmasphere extends to ~ 4 Re, contains a particle population which is in 

equilibrium with the ionosphere and is characterised by densities ~ 108m'3(Egeland et al., 

1973). The boundary between it and the outer magnetosphere is called the plasmapause and 

when mapped into the nightside mid-latitude ionosphere, defines the equatorward boundary of 

the plasma-depleted, F-region trough (Knudsen, 1974; Spiro et al., 1978). Within the 

plasmasphere, particles become ‘trapped’, gyrating around and along the closed field lines 

and being reflected at magnetic ‘mirror points’ within the ionosphere. They are also subjected 

to gradient-curvature longitudinal drift, the electrons drifting to the east and the protons to the 

west, constituting the ring current of magnitude ~ 107 A. The particle densities peak at ~ 2 Re 

and ~ 4 Re, in what are termed the Van Allen radiation belts. These belts define regions of 

high energy (~ MeV) particle populations, and are a major source of energy input into the 

ionosphere at times of magnetic activity.

4



1.2.4 Solar Wind and Magnetospheric Coupling
Two models describe the transfer of energy from the solar wind to the magnetosphere. The 

closed or viscous interaction model (Axford and Hines, 1961) is depicted in Figure 1.3a. The 

coupling process is uncertain but may be initiated by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. The open 

model (Dungey, 1961) is depicted in Figure 1.3b and describes a process of magnetic 

reconnection. New ‘open’ field lines are created on the dayside by magnetic reconnection 

between the IMF and previously ‘closed’ field lines. These field lines are dragged 

antisunward across the polar cap, transporting frozen-in plasma towards the geomagnetic tail. 

Under steady state conditions, these open field lines are subsequently closed by further 

magnetic reconnnection, at the distant neutral line, approximately 100 Re down the 

magnetotail. Closed magnetic flux and plasma convects back to the dayside at auroral and 

sub-auroral latitudes. This cyclical motion of the field lines is known as magnetospheric 

convection.

Both the open and closed models predict similar convection patterns though the open model is 

considered to dominate, particularly at times when the IMF has a southward component (GSE 

coordinates), i.e. when reconnection is very efficient. When the IMF has a northward 

component, the convection cell flows may be reversed, with sunward flow dominating. Under 

such conditions, magnetic reconnection occurs between the IMF and open field lines, with 

viscous flows influencing the final convection cell structure.

The convecting magnetoplasma is noted to move with a velocity, v, relative to the Earth’s 

magnetic field, B, generating magnetospheric electric fields, E, given by E = - v a  B . These 

electric fields map into the polar cap via the highly conducting magnetic field lines, and so 

define the cross polar cap potential (e.g. Cowley, 1984). A schematic of the southward IMF, 

F-region (cf. §1.3.2) ionospheric twin cell plasma convection pattern, arising from both 

electron and ion ‘E cross B ’ drifts (e.g. Heelis and Hanson, 1976), is depicted in Figure 1.4. 

The general features are anti-sunward flow across the polar cap, with return flow at lower 

latitudes. Co-rotation effects and the significant influence of the east-west component of the 

IMF, will in fact lead to more complex, asymmetric cells, during both southward and 

northward IMF conditions (Burch et a l,  1985).

In the high latitude E-region (cf. §1.3.2), the normalised collision frequencies of the electrons

and ions (cf. §2.3.2) dictate that the ions are coupled to the neutrals, where as the electron

flow is still defined by ‘E cross B ’ drifts. This differential flow results in E-region Hall

currents flowing along largely horizontal lines of equipotential, and approximately mirroring
5
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FIGURES 1.3(a,b) Schematic illustrations of the closed (a) and open (b) magnetospheric 
models (Axford and Hines, 1961; Dungey, 1961, respectively). Both models demonstrate the 
resulting polar cap plasma flows, the former by viscous interaction and the latter by 
magnetospheric convection.
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the F-region twin cell pattern. The electrojets are enhanced Hall currents, flowing both 

eastwards and westwards on the dusk and dawn side of the nightside plasma flow reversal 

respectively (cf. Figure 1.4). It thus follows that the auroral electric fields on the nightside, 

turn from a northward to a southward direction, between the dusk and dawn convection cells 

(cf. Figure 1.4).

1.2.5 Magnetospheric Substorms

Magnetic reconnection leads to a build up of magnetic flux and energy within the 

magnetotail. The build up and subsequent explosive release of this energy is termed a 

substorm (e.g. Rostoker et al.t 1980). By this process, energy within the solar wind may be 

dissipated within the auroral zone.

The substorm cycle may be considered in three stages. During the growth phase (McPherron, 

1970), unequal rates of reconnection, between the dayside and nightside magnetosphere, leads 

to an unstable accumulation of open flux within the magnetotail. The expansion phase 

(AkasofUy 1964) is initiated by the said explosive release of energy and is characterised by a 

reconfiguration of the near-Earth magnetic field. The field becomes more dipolar and a 

near-Earth neutral line forms, the exact sequence being uncertain. This reconfiguration leads 

to the generation of Pi2 micropulsations. These magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) ULF waves 

are nominally defined as having periods between 40 s and 140 s, and are observed over a wide 

range of latitudes during substorms. The detection of Pi2 pulsations define substorm onsets 

and subsequent intensifications.

Dipolarisation of the Earth’s magnetic field leads to an Earthward surge of plasma into the 

auroral zone (particle injection), and the ejection of a plasmoid anti-sunward down the 

magnetotail. Particle injection enhances the level of precipitation in the auroral zone, leading 

to auroral break-up. Instabilities within the magnetotail lead to the diversion of the cross-tail 

current, via the highly conducting auroral E-region, as depicted in Figure 1.5. The so 

generated upward and downward FACs, enhance the westward electrojet, thus defining the 

substorm current wedge (McPherron et al., 1973). An auroral arc brightening is also noted at 

the foot of the western FAC at substorm onset. The general expansion both westward and 

poleward of the electrojet and auroral forms, is termed the westward travelling surge. The 

expansion phase is deemed to be over when the westward electrojet and associated FACs 

begin to diminish. During the recovery phase the auroral intensity decreases and the magnetic
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field returns to a quiet time configuration. The whole substorm cycle has a typical duration 

~ 1 to 3 hours but may be characterised by multiple onsets and surges.

Further disturbances to the geomagnetic environment may arise from shock waves in the solar 

wind, generated by solar flares or CMEs, or prolonged periods of coupling between the IMF 

and magnetosphere. These global disturbances to the Earth’s magnetic field and geospace, are 

simply termed magnetic storms (cf. reviews by Akasofu, 1963; Gonzalez et al., 1994). 

Significant signatures may last up to several tens of hours.

1.3 The Earth’s Atmosphere

1.3.1 The Neutral Atmosphere
The Earth’s neutral atmosphere may be described in terms of pressure, mass density, mean 

molecular mass and temperature, each measure varying uniquely with height. The variation 

with temperature is depicted in Figure 1.6, its structure defining numerous regions. In height 

ascending order these are the troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere and thermosphere. The 

absorption of ultra-violet radiation within the ozone layer, ensures a rise in temperature at the 

stratopause. The same radiation is also responsible for the substantial and continuous rise in 

temperature within the thermosphere.

The atmosphere is primarily heated by solar radiation, but particle precipitation and frictional 

heating also make varying contributions. Temperature variations give rise to pressure 

gradients driving prevailing winds, tides and gravity waves. These bulk neutral motions are 

discussed more fully in Chapter 2. The overwhelming dependence of the temperature on solar 

and magnetospheric processes, ensures that the temperature profile is highly variable, 

changing diumally, seasonally and with solar activity.

The composition of the neutral atmosphere is depicted in Figure 1.7. Within the turbosphere 

or homosphere (below - 1 0 0  km), turbulent mixing ensures that the constituents are 

essentially homogenous. The major species at sea level are molecular nitrogen (~ 78%) and 

oxygen (~ 21%) and atomic argon (~ 0.9%), the percentages defining number densities. Other 

trace constituents are hydrogen, helium, carbon dioxide and water. Above the turbopause, the 

increase in temperature with height produces an atmosphere stable to vertical motion. The
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heterosphere is thus defined by diffusive separation under the influence of gravity. Each 

species takes up individual distributions, characterised by a scale height, Hn, defined as:-

where Tn and Mn are the temperature and mass of the neutral species, k is the Boltzmann 

constant, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The scale height is typically ~ 8 km at sea 

level but increases to several hundred kilometers in the upper ionosphere. The mean 

molecular mass thus decreases with height as the lighter elements increasingly dominate the 

neutral composition. The number density, n, may be approximated from the equation of state 

for an ideal gas i.e.:-

PV = nkT (1.3)

where P, V and T define the pressure, volume and temperature. At sea level, the neutral 

number density approximates to 1025 m'3, falling to about 1019 m'3 at a height of 100 km.

1.3.2 The Ionosphere
The ionosphere is an ionised region of the Earth’s atmosphere, extending from ~ 60 km to 

-1000 km. The ratio of ions to neutrals varies with altitude but is generally less than 10'6 at all 

but the upper heights. Nevertheless, the ionosphere may still be defined as that region of the 

atmosphere where ionisation is present in sufficient quantities to significantly influence the 

propagation of radio waves.

Photoionisation is the principle process for electron-ion pair creation, i.e.:-

X + h v= > X + +e~ (1.4)

where X  is a neutral atom or molecule. Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV) and X-radiation from the 

sun are the principle radiation sources. By making various simplifying assumptions, 

Chapman (1931) derived the ion production rate, q, at a solar zenith angle, X, the formula 

being expressed in Equation 1.5:-

q{z.Z) = <?„ exp[l -  z -  sec^exp(- z)] 
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where z = (h- hQ)/H  , h and H are the actual and scale heights, and q0 is the maximum rate of

production at height h0, when the sun is overhead QC=0°). Actual ionisation magnitudes are

largely determined by competing photoionisation and chemical loss processes. Radiative

recombination is defined by the reverse reaction in Equation 1.4, and is relatively slow

(~ 10'12 cm3 s’1 within the lower ionosphere (Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969) ). Dissociative
1  ̂ 1recombination is a much more rapid process (~ 10' cm s' ), common ionospheric examples 

being given below :-

C>2 +e" = > 0  + 0  (1.6)

N ;+ e '= > N  + N (1.7)

0 + + N 2 =>NO+ + N  (1.8a)

NO+ + e~ => N + O (1.8b)

Equation 1.8 is actually a combination of charge exchange followed by dissociative 

recombination, a process of considerable importance discussed below. The rate of dissociative 

recombination is determined by the equal concentrations of ions and electrons, and is thus

proportional to N ] . Under equilibrium conditions where production equals loss, and

dissociative recombination is the dominant loss process, it can be shown from Equation 1.5 

that:-

Nt( z h  N.cos'x  (1-9)

where Na is the maximum ion density of a Chapman layer, for Z=0°, and n equals 0.5. In 

practice, 0.2 < n < 0.9 (Davies, 1990).

The varying neutral composition of the ionosphere with altitude (cf. Figure 1.7) determines 

the radiation absorbed at a given height, and the nature of the chemical loss processes. The 

consequence is a multi-layered ionisation profile as depicted in Figure 1.8. The layers, or 

ledges, are termed the D-, E- and F-regions, the F-region often being defined by two distinct 

regions during the day, the FI- and F2-layers, the splitting process known as bifurcation. 

Figure 1.8 depicts typical densities, actual densities varying by up to an order of magnitude 

between sunspot maximum and minimum.

D-Region

The D-region extends from ~ 60 km to ~ 90 km and has typical daytime electron densities 

~ 109 m'3. Principle sources of ionisation are X-radiation, and to a lesser extent, Lyman-a,
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EUV and galactic cosmic rays. The D-region defines a ledge of ionisation and completely 

recombines at night. The primary ions are NO+ and C>2+, N2+ rapidly converting to C>2+ by 

charge exchange. Negative ions are also significant in the D-region, created through charge 

attachment. Non-deviative absorption (cf. §3.2.7) maximises within the D-region.

E-Region

The E-region extends from ~ 90 km to ~ 160 km, typically peaking at -  110 km with electron
It ldensities - 1 0  m*. The principle source of ionisation is EUV radiation, with soft X-rays 

becoming significant at sunspot maximum. The primary ions of production are N2+, C>2+ and 

0 +, with subsequent reactions (cf. Equation 1.8a) leaving NO+ and C>2+ as the most abundant. 

The E-region ionisation profile is characterised by the Chapman formula (cf. Equation 1.5). 

The E-region is the focus of this thesis, it being the region of sporadic-E occurrence. The 

mid-latitude generation mechanism of sporadic-E is largely a consequence of the differing 

ion-neutral and electron-neutral collision rates, in comparison to their respective 

gyrofrequencies. Ions are coupled to the neutral wind, with electrons largely ‘E cross B ’ 

drifting. This topic is discussed more fully in Chapter 2.

At high latitudes, the E-region is dominated by the auroral zones, two annuli, positioned over 

the north and south geomagnetic poles (Feldstein, 1963). Electrons and protons from varying 

magnetospheric origins, precipitate into these zones, and directly and indirectly generate a 

range of ionisation features. The most striking of these is the visual or luminous aurora, 

resulting primarily from the ionisation of atomic oxygen and molecular nitrogen, generating 

green, red and violet displays. The statistical location of these displays define the auroral oval 

CFeldstein and Starkov, 1967). The oval is eccentric with respect to the dipole pole, the centre 

being displaced towards the nightside. The magnetic latitude of the statistical maximum is 

near 67° at local midnight but about 77° at local noon. Increased geomagnetic activity results 

in oval broadening and an expansion to lower latitudes.

Precipitating particles have a range of energies up to many tens of keV. The average energy 

dissipated per ion-electron pair produced is 35 eV. The depth of penetration into the 

ionosphere thus depends on the particle’s initial energy. Electrons with energies between 

-1  keV and -  30 keV produce ionisation in the E-region. Approximately co-located with the 

luminous aurora is the radar aurora (Chestnut, 1972). Auroral radars receive echoes 

associated with both discrete and diffuse auroral forms, the former being associated with the 

higher electron energies noted above. The more common, sub-visual diffuse type, constitute 

lower energy precipitation (0.1 to 10 keV) which originates in the central plasma sheet of the
10



magnetosphere (Whalen, 1983). The hardest electrons in this band are responsible for 

auroral E, the enhancement of the auroral E-region densities (Robinson and Vondrak, 1985).

F-Region

The FI-region is a daytime, largely summer-time peak or ledge of ionisation, forming in the 

lower F-region at an altitude ~ 160 to -  180 km. Its presence pertains to the altitude of 

maximum solar radiation absorption. Its characteristics approximate to a Chapman layer and 

it is essentially similar to the daytime E-region, though with a larger electron density peak.

The F2-region (~ 200 to ~ 400 km) does not coincide with a maximum ionisation rate, its rate 

of production being less than that of the FI-layer. Its electron density peak is determined by 

loss processes, specifically those defined by Equation 1.8. The dominant ion at these altitudes 

is the single atomic ion 0 + (cf. Figure 1.7). The ion loss process is thus a two-stage reaction, 

slow charge exchange (Equation 1.8a), followed by rapid dissociative recombination 

(Equation 1.8b). As N2 decreases with altitude, so too does the chemical loss rate, and hence 

the ion density increases with height above the Fl-layer. At greater heights still, decreasing 

neutral density results in loss by diffusion becoming more important than both the production 

and chemical loss processes. A peak in ion density is thus constituted. The deviation from a 

solar controlled Chapman type layer results in other F-region anomalies e.g. the electron 

density often not peaking at midday and densities often being higher in winter than in 

summer.

1.4 Radio Wave Propagation

1.4.1 Ionospheric Influences
Though the ionospheric plasma is on average neutral, containing equal numbers of positive 

ions and free electrons, the effect of the electrons is predominant. The electric field of the 

propagating radio wave excites the charged particles into oscillation, each thus radiating 

electromagnetic waves of the same frequency. The resulting interference of these ‘wavelets’ 

define the propagation characteristics of the wave. The amplitude of the oscillations relate 

directly to the particle mass, and as the positive ions are ~ 60000 times more massive than the 

free electrons, their effect on the wave’s propagation is relatively negligible.
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Attenuation of the radio wave occurs when the oscillating electrons collide with the ambient 

neutral gas atoms and molecules, the wave’s energy rapidly dissipating through the 

predominantly neutral medium via the subsequent neutral-neutral collisions. The 

characteristics of radio wave propagation is thus dominated by the relative magnitudes of the 

ambient electron density, the electron-neutral collision frequency and significantly, the 

Earth’s magnetic field.

Also of considerable importance is the relative magnitude of the propagating wave frequency, 

to that of the ‘Plasma Frequency1, fp, defined as :-

An e jn M
(1.10)

where e is the electronic charge, e0 is the permittivity of free space and me is electron rest 

mass. The square of the plasma frequency is thus directly proportional to the electron density 

of the medium. It is an intrinsic property of an ionised medium and arises from the 

development of space charge, the small scale, temporary separation of positive and negative 

charges. The resulting electrostatic forces generate heavily damped oscillations, with time 

constants of a few milliseconds or less. It is this property of the plasma that determines 

whether incident radio waves are reflected or refracted. A review of radio wave propagation, 

as related to this thesis, is presented in Chapter 3.

1.4.2 High Frequency Radio Waves
High Frequency (HF) waves range between 3-30 MHz and are a constituent of the commonly 

termed radio wave band of the electromagnetic spectrum. They are ideal for reliable, low 

power (few kW or less), low cost transmissions, having an adequate bandwidth, relatively low 

atmospheric noise, increasingly reduced absorption at the higher frequencies (cf. §3.2.7) and 

excellent range potential, in particular, beyond-line-of-sight links (e.g. Maslin, 1986). With 

the advent of increasingly cheaper and often more reliable satellite channels and 

point-to-point microwave links, much HF traffic has switched over to these more ‘high 

technology’ means of communication. The HF band however, is still used extensively for 

both fixed and mobile transmissions, of both voice and data, particularly in the military, 

maritime and aeronautical sectors.

12



1.5 The Current Investigation

This thesis is primarily engaged in analysing and interpreting oblique ionosonde data, derived 

from HF ‘Chirp’ Sounders (Barry, 1971). Data was recorded over three, eleven day periods 

between 1987 and 1988, at sub-auroral and mid-latitudes, as a means of investigating 

sporadic-E layers (cf. reviews by Whitehead, 1970; Whitehead, 1989; Matthews, 1998) 

through oblique sounding techniques. Sporadic-E layers, commonly termed Es-layers or Es, 

are generally considered to be unpredictable enhancements of the E-region electron density, 

forming an altitude thin layer (-0 .5 -2  km) at heights near 110 km altitude. A commonly 

quoted characteristic is their ‘top frequency’, ftEs, the maximum frequency reflected from 

remote transmissions. A comprehensive review of sporadic-E layers is presented in Chapter 2.

Sporadic-E is influential in specifying reliable communication channels and despite the 

extensive amounts of research performed in this field, there is still much detail to be 

determined on the morphology of these layers. Chapter 4 contributes to this end. It also lends 

itself as a springboard for further data analysis, characterising the nature of the sporadic-E 

layers pertaining to this study, and by thus establishing the ‘typical’ nature of the layers, 

allows generally applicable deductions to be presented in subsequent Chapters.

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 examine the relative signal strength returns, reflected from 

mid-latitude sporadic-E layers, with respect to the scanning, ‘Probing Frequency’ of the 

ionosonde (cf. §3.3.2). For the data set employed, ionograms are composed every 5 minutes, 

signal strength measurements therein being recorded at 100 kHz intervals of the frequency 

modulated transmissions. This high resolution information is utilised to postulate on the 

internal plasma composition of the layers, allowing deductions to be made on the response of 

this composition to differing rates of change of the top frequency.

The thesis concludes with a series of case studies, examining how both the morphology and 

internal plasma structure of sub-auroral sporadic-E, are influenced during times of substorm 

activity (e.g. Rostoker et al., 1980) and other magnetically disturbed periods. During these 

intervals, the top frequency of sporadic-E is correlated with plasma irregularity backscatter 

intensity (e.g. Fejer and Kelly, 1980), as detected by ‘SABRE’, a VHF coherent backscatter 

radar (cf.§3.4.1).

13



Chapter 2

A Review of Sporadic-E Observations and Theory

2.1 Introduction

Sporadic-E (or Es-layer), is the term used to describe anomalous patches or layers of 

enhanced ionisation within the E-region {Kirby and Judson, 1935). It is an all encompassing 

term, relating to features noted at all latitudes, often with different morphological 

characteristics and generation mechanisms. Indeed, the name itself implies unpredictability in 

occurrence, which is often inappropriate, even on a daily time scale. Originally termed 

‘abnormal-E’ {Ratclijfe and White, 1933), it is unfortunate that this more accurate description 

has been usurped. This thesis will however adhere to the widely used and recognised 

terminology, that of ‘sporadic-E’.

Sporadic-E is generally observed between heights of 95 km and 120 km, with some evidence 

of ‘preferred1 heights (e.g. Smith and Mechtly, 1972). It is mostly observed as thin sheets, 

~ 500 m to 2 km, though thicker layers are observed at greater heights (e.g. Rowe, 1974). It is 

this narrowness of extent, first observed employing vertical sounding techniques, that 

distinctly identifies the layers, the returned echoes being of constant virtual height (cf. §3.2.5). 

Sporadic-E has been observed extending over many hundreds of kilometers 

(e.g. OvezgeVdyyev, 1972) with the associated movement of these large scale structures being 

consistent with the neutral wind in the E-region (e.g. Tanaka, 1979; Kolawole and Derblom, 

1978). The layers may be completely blanketing, reflecting all incident radio waves, or be 

totally or partially transparent to the higher frequencies (e.g. Whitehead, 1972).

At mid-latitudes, the occurrence of sporadic-E is directly linked to the semidiurnal 

atmospheric tide, hence determining maximum occurrence peaks pre-noon and late afternoon 

(iSmith, 1957). Layers observed at these times are often noted to descend in height at speeds 

-  1-2 m s'1, corresponding to the downward phase velocity of the tidal motion (MacDougal, 

1974, 1978; Fomichev and Shved, 1981). Such layers are termed ‘sequential’ sporadic-E. At 

other latitudes the tides are less important and the occurrence and intensity of sporadic-E 

depends on a range of other local factors (cf. reviews by Whitehead, 1970; Whitehead, 1989; 

Mathews, 1998, and references therein).
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One of the most important and interesting aspects of sporadic-E is the temporal and spatial 

variability of its plasma composition. It is these properties that largely define its 

unpredictability and with which this investigation is primarily engaged. While other latitudes 

are mentioned in passing, the following discussion and review largely confines itself to 

sporadic-E observed at mid- and sub-auroral latitudes (~ 10° to 60°), pertaining to the data in 

this thesis.

2.2 Observations of Sporadic-E

2.2.1 Scaling Parameters
Sporadic-E is often characterised by its ‘top frequency’, or ‘ftE s’, the maximum frequency 

returned from remote transmissions. By its very nature, this parameter does not cluster around 

a predictable value but often varies considerably over short (< 1 hour) time scales. As a 

consequence, occurrence statistics are usually quoted as a percent probability that layers will 

exist with top frequencies greater than a given threshold value. The probability of sporadic-E 

occurrence, ‘P \  for top frequencies greater than a given frequency, ‘f ,  was empirically 

determined by Phillips (1947) as :-

log10 P - a - v b f  (2.1)

where ‘a’ and *b' are customised constants, depending on geographic location, daytime or 

night-time, etc. The threshold frequency may be selected to highlight unusually intense 

Es-layers, but is more commonly chosen to be 5MHz, a value high enough to consistently 

avoid ‘contamination’ by normal E-region data.

Sporadic-E is also characterised by a ‘blanketing frequency’ (fbEs). This parameter 

specifically refers to the frequency below which all vertically incident frequencies are totally 

reflected. Returns from higher ionospheric layers are thus impeded. At oblique incidence and 

in general, it is more applicable to define this parameter in terms of the plasma composition of 

the layer and this is considered in more detail in §2.4. The blanketing frequency is a 

manifestation of the historical practice of parametising sporadic-E in relation to features noted 

on vertical ionograms (see §3.3).
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2.2.2 Geographical Distribution and Morphology
Smith (1957) compiled extensive geographic and temporal occurrence statistics for sporadic-E 

occurrence. Data pertaining to three distinct geographic locations was compiled, namely the 

equatorial, mid-latitude and auroral zones. The auroral zone (> 60°) is noted for the

night-time occurrence of sporadic-E while conversely, the equatorial zone (£ 10°) and 

mid-latitudes are characterised by daytime Es-layers. Generation mechanisms within these 

zones are known to be different and are discussed more fully in §2.3.

The mid-latitude zone (often denoted as the ‘temperate’ zone in early literature) is 

characterised by summer time and daytime occurrence maxima, though a minor occurrence 

maximum is often noted in the winter (e.g. Baggaley, 1985). Figure 2.1 summarises these 

observations. It should be emphasised that even within a given zone, local anomalies exist. At 

mid-latitudes, where sporadic-E occurrence is linked to the horizontal component of the 

magnetic field (cf. Heisler and Whitehead, 1960, and discussions below), occurrences over 

South Africa are an order of magnitude less than those noted over Japan, despite both being at 

similar relative magnetic latitudes (~ ±35°).

Temporal studies of mid-latitude sporadic-E occurrence again reveal many local influences, 

but the majority are defined by pre-noon and late afternoon maxima, the former being more 

prominent (e.g. Smith, 1957; Dyer, 1972; Harris and Taur, 1972). Figure 2.2 presents some 

typical observations. Note the similarities and differences between the three mid-latitude, yet 

geographically dispersed, stations.

2.2.3 The Effects of Magnetic Activity
Magnetic activity has a markedly different influence on sporadic-E at high-latitudes (e.g. the 

auroral zone) as compared to mid-latitudes. Within the auroral zone, increased precipitation 

and electric fields, during storm or substorm activity, can generate auroral-type sporadic-E 

layers, characterised by an inherent irregularity structure (e.g. Reddy et al., 1969; 

Dudeney and Rodger, 1985). Weber etal. (1977) relate sporadic-E occurrence to the 

enhanced discrete aurora, while Besprozvannaya et al. (1980) correlate the general 

enhancement of sporadic-E occurrence to electron precipitation of energies up to 10 keV.

At mid-latitudes the effect of magnetic activity on sporadic-E occurrence is disputed. Smith 

(1957) and Dyer (1972) both indicate a negative correlation while at sub-auroral latitudes, the
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E. K. Smith, 1957). Three distinct latitudinal zones are presented, the ‘high temperate zone’ 
corresponding to the Bod0/Wick propagation path, during magnetically quiet times (cf. Chapter 4).
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potential increase in the convection electric fields can both promote layer formation or 

disperse existing layers (Nygren et al., 1984a; Bristow and Watkins, 1994). Similar effects 

may be observed by equatorward propagating gravity waves, generated in a more active 

auroral zone (Hunsucker, 1982). All these aspects of sporadic-E generation are discussed 

more fully in §2.3 and §2.4.

2.3 The Theory of Sporadic-E Generation

2.3.1 Introduction
The almost universally accepted mechanism for the formation of mid-latitude sporadic-E is 

that encompassed in the Windshear Theory (Whitehead, 1961; Axford, 1963, MacLeod, 1966, 

and Kato, 1966). In its simplest form, it describes the convergence of ions into thin layers, 

within the lower E-region, Lorentzian forces driving the ions downward from above and 

upwards from below, as a consequence of a shear in the zonal neutral wind. There is much 

direct and indirect evidence to support this theory, the most compelling being the coincident 

observations of sporadic-E and wind profiles, usually by means of rocket experiments 

(e.g. Smith, 1970; Kato et al., 1972).

A more generalised form of the theory encompasses meridional wind shears (considered in 

isolation by Dungey, (1956) and (1959) ) and the E-region electric field {Rees et al., 1976). 

This General Windshear Theory is considered in detail below. But first, some important and 

relevant E-region physics is considered.

2.3.2 E-region Conductivities, Mobilities and Collision Frequencies
The differential flow of ions and electrons, i.e. the differential plasma drift, defines a current 

which is summarised by the general version of Ohm’s law, i.e.:-

J = o.E (2.2)

where J is the ionospheric current density, a is the conductivity tensor and E the ambient

electric field. Equation 2.2 is more conveniently expressed with respect to the magnetic field, 

B, as:-
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where and Ey are the electric field components perpendicular and parallel to B, and

Oh, and oQ are the Pedersen, Hall and direct conductivities respectively, defined as {Rees, 

1989):-

where Nej  , me>i , ventin and coHe.m are the electron and ion number densities, mass, neutral 

collision frequencies and gyrofrequencies. The conductivities are depicted in Figure 2.3, for a 

typical mid-latitude ionosphere. The Hall conductivity maximises at -  110 km, thus defining 

the height of maximum differential plasma drift. The Pedersen conductivity maximises at 

~ 130 km though decreases less rapidly with height. The direct or parallel conductivity 

increases with height as the collision frequencies reduce, and dominates above the F-region.

Ion and electron ‘mobilities’ are closely related to the conductivities, each conductivity being 

essentially defined by the sum or difference of the respective ion and electron mobilities 

(Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969).

The height varying conductivities and mobilities are largely a manifestation of the important 

differences that exist between the electron- and ion-neutral normalised collision frequencies, 

particularly within the E-region. Normalised collision frequencies decrease with height but at 

differing rates for the electrons and ions. For electrons, the transitional value of 1 (collision 

frequency equaling the gyrofrequency) occurs at ~ 80 km; for ions the respective height is 

- 1 2 0  km (e.g. Wright and Fedor, 1970). Within the E-region, it is thus important to 

distinguish between the electron and ion (mobility) terms within Equations 2.4(a,c). Electron 

motion is largely dominated by the magnetic field, ‘E cross B’ drifting being dominant. 

Below -  120 km, the ion motion is collision dominated. These contrasting forces are 

instrumental in determining the theory of sporadic-E generation at mid-latitudes, 

pre-disposing the layers to form between heights -  95 km and -  120 km (cf. §2.1). Ion motion

(2.4a)

(2.4b)

(2.4c)
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dominates the theory, with the electrons, through high ‘direct’ mobility, drifting parallel to the 

magnetic field lines to neutralise the space charge so established. A stable structure is thus 

maintained.

2.3.3 The Windshear Theory

The continuity equation

The continuity equation for ions in the lower E-region may be expressed in terms of 

production and loss rates (Q and L respectively), a transport term and the diffusion rate, i.e.:-

where N, is the ion number density, Vi is the ion velocity and D is the ambipolar diffusion 

coefficient. A layer of enhanced ion (plasma) density may thus be produced by either a local 

increase in the ionisation rate, a local decrease in the ion loss rate, or a redistribution of 

existing ionisation. The first two possibilities are inappropriate for sporadic-E layers. 

Increasing the ionisation rate would require an implausibly large localisation of absorption or 

collision processes in a very thin layer. Moreover, ionisation by impact with charged particles 

would be accompanied by excitation and hence by the emission of light; this is not generally 

observed. Enhancement resulting from a local decrease in the ion loss rate can be ruled out 

because the metal ions, that are known to be the major constituent of thin sporadic-E layers 

(cf. §2.3.7), already have a very low loss rate at the altitudes in question. These deductions 

imply a redistribution of existing plasma. Diffusion, by definition, will not enhance the ion 

density, and horizontal transport of ionisation is again inconsistent with sporadic-E 

observations, the horizontal scale of ion distribution being so much larger than the vertical 

scale (cf. §2.1). Vertical transport appears to be the only plausible mechanism.

Equation o f Motion

The general equation of motion for a given ion, may be defined in terms of momentum 

transfer, Lorentz’s Law, gravity and partial pressure gradients (.Miller and Smith, 1976):-

^  = G - L - V . ( i V 1-vj ) + V 2(DAri ) (2.5)

(2.6)
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where vj and w are the ion and neutral wind velocities and p  is the partial pressure. If steady 

state conditions are assumed, and both gravity and partial pressure are neglected as relatively 

insignificant {MacLeod et a l,  1975), the equation may be solved for v*, in terms of the 

normalised ion collision frequency, p, giving:-

where:-

\, = Y -i-y[/?2u + p u  a B  + (u*b)b] (2.7a)

u = w + —7;, p  = — ; CO Hi = —  (2.7b, c,d)
pB (0Hi m,

Equation 2.7 represents the most concise and generalised form of the Windshear theory of 

sporadic-E generation. The first term gives the ion velocity parallel to the resultant wind 

velocity and electric field, the second term gives the velocity perpendicular to both the wind 

velocity/electric field vector and the magnetic field, and the third term gives the velocity 

parallel to the magnetic field. Different terms will dominate at different heights, according to 

the value of the normalised collision frequency. The ion motion is more easily interpreted by 

substituting Equation 2.7b into Equation 2.7a. In doing so, we implicitly assume that the 

electric field is perpendicular to the magnetic field, the ‘direct’ conductivity, parallel to the 

magnetic field, being very large (cf. §2.3.2). Hence (after Kirkwood and von Zahn, 1991):-

where and Wjj are the neutral wind components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic

field. Note that Equation 2.8 is general, having only neglected some minor perturbing forces. 

The first term describes the Pedersen current and Lorentz forcing, the latter driving the ions 

across the magnetic field lines as a consequence of ion-neutral collisions. This Lorentz 

forcing defines the Windshear theory, the term dominating at the lower heights under 

consideration, as can be determined from the value of its coefficient. The second term 

describes the Hall current and will dominate at the upper heights, again determined by its 

coefficient value. At these heights (£150 km) both the electrons and ions will ‘E cross B ’ 

drift, moving largely independent of the neutral wind.

V ; =
1 + P ‘

E w a B— I---------
B B

+  ■
1 + p :

E a B
B2
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It was stated earlier that sporadic-E layers will be generated from the vertical transport of 

ions. It is appropriate then, to define the ion velocity in the vertical, z-direction. The electric 

and magnetic field are assumed to be constant with height, as is the inclination angle of the 

magnetic field, 7 ’. The variation of the normalised ion collision frequency with height is 

implicit and instrumental to the Windshear theory. Equation 2.8 thus yields:-

+

B
+  Wr COS I

+

1+ p  

1 -

E E 7—— -  sin I
B

COS /

cos21

^ 7

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

(2.9c)

where the subscripts W’ and ‘fT denote northerly and easterly directions.

At the lower heights, between ~ 95 km and - 1 2 0  km, Equation 2.9a is in ascendancy and the 

vertical ion motion is determined by the northward component of the electric field, and the 

eastward component of the neutral wind. At greater heights, between -  120 km and -  140 km, 

Equation 2.9b dominates, the vertical ion motion thus being determined by the eastward 

component of the electric field, and the northward component of the neutral wind. The 

vertical component of the neutral wind will have an influence at all heights (Equation 2.9c). 

At heights below -  95 km, sporadic-E layers are rapidly dispersed by turbulence.

Equation 2.9 thus encapsulates all the E-region features that directly impact upon the vertical 

motion of ions, hence determining whether ion convergence will occur, leading to a layer of 

enhanced ionisation, a sporadic-E layer.

2.3.4 Mid-Latitude Approximations of the General Windshear Theory 
At mid-latitudes the electric field is mostly very small (~ a few mV m'1) (Mozer, 1972; 

Schutz et al.y 1973; Harper et a l , 1976). It is thus not considered to play an important role in 

determining the magnitude and sign of the ion convergence term, C, defined as -  (dviz /  dz) .

It is however often considered to influence the exact height of the convergence node 

(Rees et al., 1976).
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The vertical component of the neutral wind is also known to be small (Manring etal., 1961; 

Bedinger and Knaflich, 1966), the neutral wind often considered to reside solely in the 

horizontal plane, concentric to the Earth’s surface (this said, a vertical wind of a few m s'1 

may have the same effect on vertical ion motion as a horizontal wind of a few 10’s of m s 1 

(Wright and Fedor, 1969) ). Neglecting these two terms and letting co2Hi «  vfn, as in the 

lower E-region, Equation 2.9 transforms into the simple zonal Windshear theory (Whitehead,

1961) as below:-

v.. ~ w E.—— .cos/  (2 .10)
V  ■m

The east-west shear is more efficient than the north-south shear, sporadic-E being much more 

frequently observed between heights of 95 km to 120 km (cf. §2.1). The motion encapsulated 

within Equation 2.10 thus defines the familiar zonal wind mechanism for sporadic-E 

generation, applicable to the majority of layer observations. Note that Equation 2.10 also 

highlights the dependence of the ion convergence on the horizontal component of the 

magnetic field (Heisler and Whitehead, 1960), a notable factor in the worldwide occurrence 

statistics of sporadic-E (cf. §2.2.2).

Figure 2.4 depicts the Windshear theory as applicable to Equation 2.10, with the angle of the 

vertical ion drift being defined by the ratio of the Pedersen, kj, and Hall, &2, mobilities 

(Rishbeth and Garriott, 1969), i.e.:-

tan6> = ^ - = —  (2 .11)
*i v*

2.3.5 High-Latitude Approximations of the General Windshear Theory
As the magnetic inclination angle decreases with increasing latitude, the Windshear

mechanism becomes less efficient (cf. Equation 2.10). The electric field however may

increase by well over an order of magnitude, with values of 50-100 mV m*1 being common

within the auroral zone (Horowitz et a l,  1978), particularly during active periods (Steen et al.,

1988). For a typical high latitude magnetic flux density of 50,000 nT (cf. IGRF model), and

an electric field component of just 5 mV m 1, the electric field terms in Equations 2.9(a,b) are

equivalent to neutral wind speeds of 100ms1. Indeed, electric fields larger than ~ 3 mV m"1

have been noted to disrupt the Es-layering process (Morton and Mathews, 1993). The electric

field will thus have a dominating influence within this zone.
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FIGURE 2.4 Schematic representation of the Windshear Theory, depicting a zonal 
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Neglecting the neutral wind, Equation 2.9 transforms to (after Nygren et al., 1984a):-

vi7= -^ ~ r [p .c o s a -s in a ]c o s I  (2.12)
1 + p z

where a  is the angle between the electric field and magnetic north, in a plane perpendicular to 

the magnetic field (cf. Figure 2.5a), defined as positive from north to west. The vertical 

component of the ion velocity will thus equate to zero where p = t m a .

Figure 2.5b demonstrates the nature of the ion velocity profile for differing orientations of the 

electric field vector. Ion convergence is noted when the uniform electric field vector points in 

the north-west quadrant. From Figure 2.5a, it can be seen that the Pedersen ion velocity, 

which dominates at the lower altitudes (cf. Equation 2.4a), will maximise in the upward 

direction for a northward electric field. Conversely, the Hall ion mobility term, which 

dominates at the higher altitudes (cf. Equation 2.4b), will maximise in the downward direction 

for a westward electric field. This physical interpretation thus confirms that a uniform electric 

field, oriented in a direction between north and west, provides favourable conditions for 

sporadic-E formation. Convergence was computed to maximise at a height -125  km.

Observations and computations of the electric fields in the auroral zone indicate a northward 

direction in the pre-midnight sector, reversing to a southward direction in the post-midnight 

sector, the transition at the plasma convection flow reversal often being complex 

(Heppner and Maynard, 1987).

Turunen et al. (1985) and Kirkwood and Von Zahn (1991) provided observational evidence of 

this theory, through coincident measurements of sporadic-E layers and the ambient electric 

field, though the latter noted more sporadic-E when the electric field was measured in the 

south-west and even south-east quadrants. Bristow and Watkins (1991) computed that 

sporadic-E could still form with the electric field within these quadrants, as the downward ion 

velocity would decrease with height. The subsequent height of formation (-110-115 km) was 

also noted to be more favourable. Indeed, Nygren et al. (1984a) also noted that sporadic-E 

could form as a result of suitably oriented uniform neutral winds (cf. also 

Rowe and Gieraltowski, (1974)).
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FIGURE 2.5b Schematic depicting the electric field in a plane 
perpendicular to the magnetic field, and at a positive angle 'a ' from north.

FIGURE 2.5a Schematic indicating the type of vertical ion flow caused 
by an electric field directed into the four quadrants between the cardinal 
points of the compass (after Nygren et a l ,  1984).



2.3.6 E-Region Tides and Gravity Waves
Implicit to the Windshear theory is the presence of suitably oriented shears in the neutral 

wind. Apart from the prevailing winds, the E-region is dominated by atmospheric solar tides 

and gravity waves {Greenhow and Neufeld, 1961; Kochanski, 1964). The solar tides have 

many temporal components with the semi-diurnal (.Fujitaka and Tohmatsu, 1973;

Williams and Virdi, 1989) and to a lesser extent, the diurnal {Mathews et al., 1993) 

components being dominant and being most strongly associated with sporadic-E. They have 

downward phase velocities of a few meters per second and vertical wavelengths of up to 

several tens of kilometers {Virdi et al., 1986).

Atmospheric gravity waves {Hines, 1960) are similar in many respects to the atmospheric 

tides, but their fundamental period is shorter. The lower limit of the period is ~ 5 minutes at 

E-region heights, it being determined by the Brunt-Vaisala period. Gravity wave sources are 

also more diverse. They may originate at low altitudes e.g. due to thunderstorms and jet 

streams, or at ionospheric heights, particularly in the upper E-region auroral zone, due to 

Lorentz forces or particle or joule heating. They can also be produced in the upper atmosphere 

by the break down of tidal motions. Their signature in the ionosphere is the Travelling 

Ionospheric Disturbance (TID) {Williams et al., 1988).

The tidal winds, to a first order approximation, have a spiral profile, the wind vector having a 

strong tendency to rotate in a clockwise direction with increasing height {Bedinger et al., 

1968). However, the non-linear character of the wind system and the contribution from 

gravity waves and turbulence, results in more complex profiles, with sharp ‘comers'. These 

‘comers’ represent abrupt changes in direction of the horizontal wind gradient, and with 

typical wind speeds between 50 m s'1 and 100 m s’1, the resulting wind shears are sufficiently 

large to promote ion convergence {Kirkwood and von Zahn, 1993). Further, the ‘comers’ are 

most frequently observed between heights of 85km and 120km and are noted to be stable and 

persistent features, with lifetimes of several hours. Typical ‘hodographs’ and windshears are 

depicted in Figures 2.6(a,b) (after Bedinger et al., 1968).

The stratified stmcture of the E-region wind system is thus ideally suited for sporadic-E 

generation, via the Windshear mechanism. Layers will tend to form at or near convergent 

nodes in the wind profile, and will then descend with the downward phase velocity at a rate of 

a few meters per second. Such layers are known as ‘sequential and were first described by 

Axford (1961) in his ‘corkscrew’ theory. At heights below ~ 95 km, the ion-neutral collision
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FIGURE 2.6a Typical mid-latitude hodographs, demonstrating the helical nature of the neutral 
wind altitude profile, though often with numerous sharp ‘comers’. The heights are marked in 
kilometers, at either 5 km (open circles) or 1 km (dots) intervals.

FIGURE 2.6b Typical mid-latitude zonal wind structure (solid line), with the broken line 
representing a smoothing over 25 km. (both Figures from Bedinger et al.., 1968)



frequency is sufficiently large to impede further descent, the layers being effectively 

‘dumped? at this lower height (Chimonas and Axford, 1968).

The interference between tidal and gravity waves, and between gravity waves, can however 

significantly perturb this ideal, though often observed, sporadic-E motion. Whitehead (1971) 

has suggested that gravity waves may enhance or diminish a tidal convergence profile. 

Modulations in Es-layer intensity and/or height have been noted in the presence of gravity 

waves, (e.g. van Eyken, 1982; Lanchester et al., 1989). Layers have also been noted to ascend 

in height (e.g. Turunen et al., 1988; Nygren et al., 1990), consistent with the vertical phase 

velocity of an upward propagating gravity wave. This upward motion may arise from the 

gravity wave’s low altitude generating source, or be the result of upward reflection, or ducting 

between two reflection levels (Pittaway and Hines, 1965). Further consequences of the 

interference between tidal and gravity waves, relating to the structure of Es-layers, are 

considered in §2.4.

2.3.7 Ion Composition of Sporadic-E Layers

The majority ion constituents in the E-region are NO+ and C>2+. Recombination rates for these 

ion species are however -  10 seconds, and a sporadic-E layer consisting primarily of these

ions would be unstable. Sporadic-E has instead been shown to consist of metallic ions
6

(e.g. Kopp, 1997) of meteoric origin, with lifetimes ~ 10 seconds (Istomin, 1963; 

Narcisi and Bailey, 1965). Within the D- and E-regions they exist in densities between 10
A  <5

and 10 m' (Johannesen, 1974), having been ionised by charge-exchange processes with the 

molecular ions, e.g. from Brown (1973):-

Fe + 0 \  —» Fe+ + 0 2 kj= l.lxlO*9 cmV1

Fe + NO* -> Fe* + NO k2=9.2xlO'10 cm V1

where kj and &2 are the reaction rates. The metallic ion densities are thus determined by

molecular ion densities.

Huuskonen et al. (1988) noted relative abundances of Fe+ within sporadic-E layers, of 

between 30-80%, with Mg+ being less significant and Na+, Al+ and Si+ also being present in

measurable quantities. Smith and Miller (1980) have actually noted that the concentration of
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molecular ions reduces within Es-layers, as the general increase in ion densities promote their 

rapid dissociative recombination, as compared to the slow radiative recombination processes 

associated with the metallic ions. Loss rates in sporadic-E layers are thus dominated by 

dynamic, not chemical processes.

The existence of neutral metal layers coincident with sporadic-E layers, has been investigated 

by various authors, (e.g. von Zahn and Hansen, 1988; Kirkwood and von Zahn, 1993). It is 

clear that a correspondence exists but that idiosyncratic features of both types of layers 

influence the degree of the occurrence correlation.

2.3.8 Sporadic-E layers in the Equatorial and Polar Regions
For completeness, the generation of sporadic-E within the equatorial and polar regions will be

briefly considered, the Windshear mechanism being unable to operate in either of these zones.

At the equator, the magnetic field has no vertical component and hence the space charge 

established by the ion displacement, can not be neutralised by the electrons. However, 

‘abnormal’ E-layers are generated by the two-stream and gradient drift instabilities, in the 

presence of the equatorial electrojet (Cohen, 1967). These layers are termed ‘equatorial’ 

sporadic-E and are a regular and fairly predictable feature.

Sporadic-E in the polar regions is generated by electric fields redistributing the plasma, as in 

the high latitude mechanism described previously. Polar Es is heavily dependent on the IMF, 

being most prevalent when the z-component of the IMF is northward (Besprozvannaya et a l , 

1980).

2.4 Sporadic-E Profiles and Internal Plasma Structure and Composition

2.4.1 Sporadic-E Profiles
With reference to the E-region Continuity Equation, defined by Equation 2.5, it is possible, 

with some simple assumptions, to derive a first order approximation for a sporadic-E density 

profile. Within an existing sporadic-E layer, the production and loss rates of the metallic ions 

will be negligible with respect to the transport and diffusion terms. Presuming a steady state,
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with significant loss terms only operative in the vertical z-direction, Equation 2.5 may be 

simplified, giving: -

(2.13)

If a horizontally stratified wind profile is now assumed, varying linearly with height and 

having zero velocity at a height z0, i.e. wz = a(zQ -  z), then the layer profile is defined by:-

where ‘a’ is a constant and Nio is the maximum ion density at the convergent node, Zo.

simple gaussian shape. This is often a very good approximation and indeed approximations to 

the gaussian profile are often observed (Smith and Miller, 1980). However, from 

Figures 2.6(a,b), it is clear that the vertical variance of the wind profiles may be very 

non-linear and Smith and Miller (1980), evaluated some diffusion limited density profiles for 

a range of theoretical wind shears, their results being depicted in Figure 2.7.

Further complexities may arise in the sporadic-E profiles due to their metallic ion 

composition. Nygren et a l  (1984b) computed double peaked profiles, relating separately to 

iron and magnesium constituents, the complex profiles observed by Smith and Mechtly (1972) 

being possible manifestations. Sequential sporadic-E layers are observed to get thinner with 

descent (e.g. Smith, 1970; Lanchester et a l,  1989) as a consequence of the more efficient 

zonal, as opposed to meridional, wind shears at lower altitudes. It has also been noted that 

layers formed by uniform winds or electric fields will by definition not be symmetrical, the 

effective driving forces from above and below being different.

2.4.2 Inhomogeneities Within Sporadic-E layers
The internal structure of sporadic-E is very complex and varied, even when solely considering 

the mid-latitude region. Inhomogeneities of differing scale sizes are common, and are 

nominally categorised as ‘cloud’ structure or ‘irregularities’. Both give rise to transparency

(2.14)

Equation 2.14 defines a diffusion-limited sporadic-E layer, whose ion profile is described by a
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ranges, as discussed below. The literature is often very inconsistent when referring to an 

observed structure, particularly as there is no definitive distinction between the scale sizes of 

the two categories. If anything, the generation mechanism and reflection characteristics define 

the terminology adopted. Note that the two classifications of structure are not mutually 

exclusive and this can make signal strength interpretations difficult. For the purpose of this 

study, the term ‘irregularity’ is reserved for field aligned structure arising from plasma 

instabilities. Cloud structure refers to any other spatially varying plasma inhomogeneities.

2.4.2.1 The Cloud Model of Sporadic-E

The ‘cloud model’ of sporadic-E defines an inhomogeneous plasma structure, characterised 

by scale sizes of ~ kilometers. It may be visualised as either a ‘corrugated’ plasma profile, or 

more usually as isolated ‘blobs’ of enhanced plasma density, embedded within the 

background Es-layer. This structure was first inferred from observations of partial 

transparency, the transmission of radio waves through sporadic-E layers between the 

blanketing frequency, fbEs, and the top frequency, ftEs (e.g. Whitehead, 1972). For a 

homogenous layer and at vertical incidence, fbEs and ftEs should define the critical 

frequencies of the ordinary and extraordinary modes, differing by half the gyrofrequency, 

~ 0.8MHz (cf. §3.2.3). However, ftEs -  fbEs is often noted to extend over several megahertz 

(e.g. Reddy and Mukunda Rao, 1968). The cloud model proposes that fbEs equates to the 

maximum ambient density within the Es-layer, while ftEs corresponds to the maximum 

plasma density of the cloud population.

The cloud population may in principle, extend over any range of densities and scale sizes. 

However, clouds contributing to partial transparency conditions must by definition, have scale 

sizes less than the first Fresnel zone. Scale sizes up to ~ 40 km have been noted {From, 1983; 

From and Whitehead, 1978) using HF radars, though the most compelling observations were 

made employing incoherent scatter techniques {Miller and Smith, 1975; Miller and Smith, 

1978). Scale sizes of a few kilometers were noted, Figure 2.8 presenting some typical 

observations. The clouds will typically occupy only ~ 1% of the layer’s total area {Rawer,

1962) but this is generally sufficient for radio wave refraction to ensue.

Various cloud generation mechanisms have been suggested. Chimonas (1971) proposed a 

horizontal convergence of plasma, driven by an interference of gravity waves and tides 

(essentially a horizontally varying windshear). Nygrenetal. (1990) suggested a non-linear 

interaction between an F-region gravity wave and the semidiurnal tide, to account for a
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spectrum of E-region gravity waves, and hence sporadic-E cloud scale sizes. Similarly, 

Fritts et al. (1988) discuss instabilities generated within large amplitude gravity waves.

Horizontal shears in the neutral wind have also been proposed by From (1984) and 

From and Whitehead (1978). Mathews (1998) suggests that the complex structure of 

sporadic-E may be explained by a corresponding E-field structure, arising from F/E-region 

coupling and associated instabilities. And Miller and Smith (1978) invoke meteor ablation as 

a possible source of spatially irregular ionisation. The interference of gravity waves is the 

most readily suggested explanation, but this may merely be a consequence of the observation 

techniques. The nature of sporadic-E suggests no single mechanism as the cause.

2.4.2.2 Plasma Irregularities

The ionospheric plasma is in continuous random thermal fluctuation. Under appropriate 

ambient conditions, the plasma becomes unstable and the density perturbations grow, 

resulting in the generation of plasma waves. These plasma waves are electrostatic and 

longitudinal in nature. The electrons are significantly more mobile parallel to the magnetic 

field lines and consequently give rise to a field-aligned plasma structure. The plasma waves 

may be excited over a large spectrum of wavelengths and propagate perpendicular to the field 

lines. Radar waves propagating orthogonally to the magnetic field may thus be scattered by 

these so called ‘irregularities’. For direct, coherent backscatter observations, radars will detect 

irregularities of wavelength equal to half the radar wavelength. In the auroral zone, the 

signature of scattering irregularities is known as the radar aurora. The scattering process is 

considered more fully in §3.4.1.

Important plasma instability mechanisms are the ‘two-stream’ (e.g. Kelly, 1989) and 

‘gradient-drift’ (e.g. Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1979). The two-stream instability may be 

excited when the relative ion-electron flow exceeds the ion-acoustic velocity 

(~ 300-400 m s'1). Gradient-drift irregularities may be excited at much lower plasma drift 

velocities (V d). The conditions for generation require plasma drift perpendicular to a density 

gradient, given sufficient magnitudes of both.

From linear theory (Farley, 1963; Buneman, 1963), the dispersion relationship for the real 

angular frequency, co, of all the irregularity waves, is given by:-

- = ( T ^ )  (2.15)
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where k is the irregularity wave vector and ¥  is a small perturbing term dependent on the ion 

and electron collision and gyro-ffequencies and the magnetic aspect angle of k. The growth 

rate of the instability, y, is defined as:-

l+ 'F
0 )* -k 2C? o£l

u kLv
(2.16)

* J

where Cs is the ion-acoustic speed and L (=N e/(dNe/d x ) ) is the electron density gradient

scale length along the ambient electric field, other terms having their usual definitions. The 

two terms in Equation 2.16 define the two-stream and gradient-drift instabilities respectively. 

At the larger wavelengths ( > 1 0  m), ‘primary’ (linear theory) gradient drift irregularities are 

more easily excited, the excitation wavelength being inversely proportional to the plasma drift 

velocity (.Farley, 1963). At smaller wavelengths, two-stream irregularities dominate the linear 

instability mechanisms, though ‘secondary’ (non-linear) gradient-drift irregularities may 

‘cascade’ from larger wavelength irregularities, through a non-linear mechanism 

(Sudan et al., 1973).

Gradient-drift instabilities are prevalent at all latitudes: Two-stream (Farley-Buneman) 

instabilities may be generated at mid-latitudes (Haldoupis and Schlegel, 1993) but are much 

more common at equatorial, auroral and sub-auroral latitudes, due to the potential for larger 

plasma drift velocities. In depth reviews of these two instability mechanisms are given in 

Fejer and Kelly (1980) and Haldoupis (1989).

2.4.2.3 Irregularities and Sporadic-E

At mid-latitudes, sporadic-E layers may possess density gradients of sufficient magnitudes to 

excite the generation of gradient-drift irregularities within the layer itself. They will develop 

either on the lower or upper side of the layer depending on the orientation of the vertical 

component of the ambient electric field, with respect to the vertical density gradient 

(Ecklund et a l , 1981). Orientations may be more favourable if the layer structure is distorted 

by gravity waves (Woodman et al., 1991). The greater ionic mass within sporadic-E layers, 

due to the prevalence of metallic ions, also reduces critical drift velocities required to excite 

gradient-drift irregularities, increasing further the potential for excitation 

(Tanaka and Venkateswaren, 1982a). This reduction in critical drift velocities may account 

for the generation of Type HI irregularities, they being interpreted as two-stream instabilities 

(Type I) excited at drift velocities below the ion-acoustic velocity (Haldoupis et al., 1992).
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Scale sizes have been observed or interpreted to range from ~ meters to -  kilometers 

(e.g. Haldoupis and Schlegel, 1993; Keys and Andrews, 1984; Rigginetal., 1986;

Tanaka and Venkateswaren, 1982a,b,c), though direct observations are pre-determined by the 

radar wavelength. As such, scale sizes between 3 and 6 meters dominate observations. 

Returns from irregularity scattering will tend to be considerably weaker (~ 10’sdB) than 

those arising from refraction alone (Miya and Sasaki, 1966; Booker, 1959), with a scattering 

cross-section proportional to approximately the third power of the irregularity wavelength 

{Farley et al., 1981; Oksman et al., 1979). Note then that the scattered signal strength is 

independent of the intrinsic plasma density, and that scattered returns from sporadic-E layers, 

are highly aspect angle sensitive. Scattered power reduces by -  10 dB per degree deviation 

from orthogonality {Fejer and Kelly, 1980).

A further characteristic of irregularities and sporadic-E, is ionogram range spreading, the 

diffuse appearance of sporadic-E with respect to range or height. This is most notable within 

so called auroral-Es (Es-a), which like equatorial-Es, is solely an irregularity structure, both 

gradient-drift and two-stream, and is formed independent of any windshear or electric field 

compression mechanisms (N athetal., 1980; Turunen, 1977). This type of sporadic-E is 

closely associated with substorm activity and low energy (~ 1 - 1 0  keV) electron precipitation 

(Besprozvannaya et al., 1980; Turunen, 1977; Weber et al., 1977).

2.5 Summary

Within the mid-latitude E-region, sporadic-E generation is dominated by the windshear 

mechanism. Conditions for generation are more favourable below altitudes -1 2 5  km, where 

zonal windshears operate efficiently. Above -  125 km, meridional winds are more important. 

Electric fields also influence the formation of Es-layers and are instrumental at high latitudes, 

where the fields are much stronger and the windshear mechanism is inefficient. Few 

sporadic-E layers however, form into homogenous plasma sheets. Partial transparency is 

indicative of a complex plasma structure, consisting of enhanced plasma clouds and field 

aligned plasma irregularities. Both are influential in defining reflection and scatter 

characteristics and hence effective propagation circuits.
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Chapter 3

Experimental and Analysis Techniques

3.1 Introduction

This thesis is primarily engaged in analysing and interpreting oblique ionosonde data, derived 

from High Frequency ‘Chirp’ Sounders. To further understanding of the received data, the 

basic concepts of High Frequency (HF) propagation are discussed below, with particular 

emphasis being given to the interpretation and understanding of ionograms. A description of 

ionosondes then follows, together with a full account of the ‘Chirp’ sounder. Where 

applicable, the oblique ionograms were scaled with respect to the extensive set of scaling 

rules and procedures devised and written for vertical ionograms (cf. Piggott and Rawer, 

1961). Adopted procedures, together with more idiosyncratic interpretations are described 

below.

In addition to the oblique ionosonde radars, data was utilised from the Wick receiver of 

SABRE (Sweden and Britain Radar-aurora Experiment) and from the SAMNET (Sub-Auroral 

Magnetometer Network) facility. SABRE is a VHF backscatter radar, operating at ~ 150 MHz 

and sensitive to E-region plasma instability waves. In Chapter 7, this data is employed to 

study coincident observations of sporadic-E layers and plasma irregularities. Data from 

SAMNET is utilised throughout this thesis as a guide to local prevailing geomagnetic activity. 

Descriptions of both are presented below.

3.2 Propagation Theory

3.2.1 In the beginning . . .
The existence of a conducting layer in the Earth’s atmosphere was first speculated upon by

C. F. Gauss in 1839, to explain the small, daily variations in the Earth’s magnetic field. But

serious consideration of such a feature only began in 1901, after, it is believed, G. Marconi

succeeded in transmitting a short wave radio signal from Cornwall, England, to

Newfoundland, Canada. Such a propagation distance could not be explained by known

diffraction effects, and independently, both Heaviside (1902) and Kennelly (1902) suggested
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that free electrons in the atmosphere were responsible for the reflection of the radio waves. 

Confirmation came from experiments conducted by Appleton and Barnett (1925a,b) and 

Breit and Tuve (1925,1926), leading to estimates of the height of such layers. Further studies 

on the effects of the Earth’s magnetic field, upon propagating electromagnetic waves in 

ionised gases (Appleton, 1925; Nichols and Schelleng, 1925), finally led to the development 

of the magneto-ionic theory {Appleton and Builder 1932) and the now commonly called 

Appleton formula.

3.2.2 The Appleton-formula
The electric field, E, of an electromagnetic plane wave, in a homogenous medium, propagates 

according to the ubiquitous Wave Equation, described by:-

1 d 2E
V E  = ^  ( 3 1 )

The phase velocity, vp, is related to the refractive index, n, of the medium through which it is 

propagating, by:-

Vp = ~  (3.2)
y n

where c is the free space velocity. The refractive index is thus fundamental to the wave’s 

propagating characteristics.

The propagation of a radio wave through an ionised medium will modify the electron and ion 

concentrations, the electric field causing the space charge to oscillate with the frequency of 

the wave. But the displacement of the ions, relative to the electrons, is negligible, it being 

directly proportional to the relative masses of the particles. The effective particles in the 

plasma are thus the electrons.

In a homogeneously ionised medium, with an ambient magnetic flux density, B, an 

electron-neutral collision frequency, ve>n, the refractive index of a plane wave, propagating at 

an angle $ to the uniform magnetic field, is defined by the Appleton formula:-
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n2 =(M~iZ)2 = 1-
X (3.3a)

1 - i Z  i l  ± ------- ^ j
2(1 -  X -  iZ) 4(1 - X - i Z f

where V  is the complex refractive index, V  and its real and imaginary parts, YT and YL 

the transverse (Ysin(j>) and longitudinal (Ycosfp) components of Y, with respect to the 

magnetic field, and:-

where:-

co -  2uf = the angular propagating radio frequency 

(op = 2itfp -  angular plasma frequency (cf. Equation 1.10) 
eB

fi)H = 27ijh = —  = angular electron gyrofrequency 
me

mc = the electron rest mass

The refractive index is thus complex in nature, resulting from the attenuation of the wave via 

electron-neutral collisions (cf. the ‘Z’ term). It is also noted to be birefractive due to the 

dominating effect of the (Earth’s) magnetic field (cf. the *Y* term). In an anisotropic medium, 

two independent modes of propagation thus exist (cf. the ± sign), termed the ‘ordinary’ 

(+ve sign) and 1 extraordinary1 (-ve sign) characteristic modes.

Both the strength and the orientation of the geomagnetic field, with respect to the propagating 

wave normal, determine the differing polarisations of the ordinary and extraordinary modes 

(termed O-mode and X-mode respectively). The two modes propagate along physically 

different paths, varying by up to several tens of kilometers in the F-region. They also exhibit 

different absorption characteristics, the X-mode being more readily absorbed.

3.2.3 Approximate Solutions of the Appleton Formula
For radio waves pertinent to the HF band, and collision frequency values, ven, typical to the 

E- and F- ionospheric regions (Schunk and Nagy, 1980), the ‘Z’ term is very small and may 

be neglected. If the magnetic field is also considered to be negligible i.e. Y «  1 then the 

refractive index reduces to a real expression:-

Q) a)
(3.3b,c,d)
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/ /2 = 1 - X  = 1 -
f  f  \ 2 J_p

y f ;
(3.4)

For a wave with an angle of incidence upon the ionosphere of 0O, Snell’s law defines the 

degree of refraction, 6, with respect to the changing refractive index, jx, by the relationship:-

fisinO =/ iosin0o (3.5)

For vertical incidence (0O = 0°), reflection occurs when /x = 0, i.e. when X = l .  For a 

propagating wave of frequency / ,  the refractive index, fx, thus reduces with increasing

plasma frequency, from a value of //0 = 1, in free space, to a value of zero at reflection, when

the propagating frequency, / ,  is equal to the plasma frequency, /  . This is the ordinary

mode. Clearly, if /exceeds the maximum plasma frequency, the propagating wave penetrates 

the ionosphere.

For oblique incidence, reflection occurs when 0 =7t j2 , i.e.:-

fi = sm 0o (3.6)

It follows that a relationship exists between a vertically and obliquely propagating frequency, 

/ v and f 0, which both reflect from the same real height (and plasma frequency). Combining 

Equations 3.4 and 3.6, where fp = / v, gives:-

/„ = * . /v.sec0„ (3.7)

where, for sporadic-E reflection at a height h, d„ is defined by:-

tan0o=  sm(W2)
° 1 + h/RE -  cos(<p/2)

for a curved Earth of radius Re and an angle (p subtended by the path at the centre of the Earth. 

This relationship is referred to as the Secant Law and is fundamental to studies employing 

oblique propagation techniques. sec#0 is termed the ‘secant factor’. & is a factor to correct for 

the curvature of the ionosphere, due to modifications in Snell’s law. It varies between 1.0 and
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1.2, increasing with ground range (Davies, 1990). For the sporadic-E propagation circuits 

utilised in this thesis, its value is taken as 1.0 CDavies, 1990). It is clear from Equation 3.7 that 

the ionosphere supports the propagation of higher oblique frequencies than vertically incident 

frequencies, and that the difference increases with the secant factor i.e. with reduced elevation 

angles. The Secant Law is discussed later, with respect to scaled ionogram data.

If the magnetic field term, y, in Equation 3.3, is not neglected, and vertical propagation is 

again considered, solutions to the Appleton Formula at reflection are X  = 1 and X = 1 ± Y. The 

latter solution defines the (two) extraordinary waves. The X = 1 + Y solution defines what is 

often denoted the Z-mode and is rarely observed when the propagating frequency exceeds the 

gyrofrequency. Combining solutions X = 1 and X  = 1 - Y, defines a relationship between the 

O-mode and X-mode at reflection, i.e.:-

/ o ^  = ( / ? - / , / » ) *  « / * - * / »  (3.9)

where fx is the extraordinary propagating frequency. Thus, at a given propagating frequency, 

the O-mode reflects at a greater height than the X-mode, but for a given height, the O-mode 

reflects at a lower frequency than the X-mode, the difference being equivalent to half the 

gyrofrequency.

3.2.4 Phase and Group Velocity
Assuming the wave normal to be in the z direction, a solution of Equation 3.1 is:-

E- ex p{ i (a x-kz ) }  (3.10)

where the phase velocity, vp, is defined as co/k, in the direction of the wave normal. In reality, 

it is impossible to generate a pure, single frequency, investigative probing of the ionosphere 

being achieved through the generation and transmission of pulses. From Fourier analysis, the 

pulse will thus be defined by a spectrum of characteristic frequencies. And as the ionosphere 

is a dispersive medium, that is, one in which the component frequencies of the pulse all have 

individual phase speeds, the concept of a wave packet arises.

The wave packet is analogous to the envelope of two interfering waves, as depicted in

Figure 3.1a, and characterises the direction and velocity of the energy flow of the pulse. The
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FIGURES 3.1(a,d) Concepts of phase, group and packet velocities, vp, vg and u respectively, 
defined in the direction of the wave normal k, and inclined at an angle a  to the ray vector, S, in an 
anisotropic, inhomogenous medium. Figure 3.1a demonstrates the relationship between the group 
velocity of the wave envelope, and the phase velocity of the waveform within the envelope. 
Figure 3.1b depicts the varying divergence of the normal to the phase front, k, and the wave packet 
direction, S, arising from a distortion of the wave front (Figure 3.1c), due to the anisotropic, 
inhomogenous medium, the relationship being defined by Figure 1.3d and Equation 3.13 (after 
Davies, 1990).
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velocity is termed the group velocity or wave packet velocity, and for a homogenous, 

isotropic, collisionless medium, is defined, in the direction of the wave normal, as

V = —  (3.11)
* dk

By analogy to the phase refractive index (cf. Equation 3.2), the group refractive index, n \  is 

defined, also in the direction of the wave normal, as:-

= ±  = = (3.12)
vg do) do) //

the latter part of the derivation being based on the value of ‘/ f  defined in Equation 3.4. In the 

general case of an inhomogeneous, anisotropic medium, the situation as depicted in 

Figure 3.1b exists, i.e. the wave normal, as defined by the vector k , is not coincident with the 

direction of the ray, 5, (the direction of energy flow), the two vectors subtending an angle la \  

This divergence of the vectors arises from the anisotropic medium distorting the orientation of 

the wave front (cf. Figure 3.1c). The inhomogeneity results in the refraction of the ray. The 

phase and group velocities are aligned with the wave normal, k , and the wave packet velocity, 

u, with the ray direction i.e. tangential to the ray path. It thus follows from Figure 3.Id that

c
u = v g.seca = — .sec a  (3.13)

m '

The phase and group velocities are hence constantly varying over a given propagation circuit, 

the exact nature of this variance depending on the characteristics of the medium.

3.2.5 Phase and Group Paths
Ionosondes transmit and receive radio wave pulses via ionospheric reflection, as a means to

determine ionospheric densities (cf. §3.3). To this end, only the time of flight of the pulse, Tg

(or group delay), is measured directly and it is this that defines the concept of a phase path, P,

and in particular a group path, P \  they being defined by assuming a constant propagation

velocity, equal to that in free space. Phase and group velocities can only be inferred thereafter.

The group path is thus defined with respect to the group velocity, in the direction of the ray,

5, and the group refractive index, in the direction of the wave normal, k, as:-
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> ds cE ’P = cTa = c \ —  = u .cosa.ds g Js u Js ^ (3.14)

where ‘S’ and ‘E’ are defined as in Figure 3.1b.

Given the usual approximations of an isotropic, collisionless medium, and a flat Earth and 

ionosphere, Breit and Tuve’s theorem {Breit and Tuve, 1925,1926) equates the group path to 

the length of the ‘equivalent triangle’. For relatively short propagation paths, for example the 

Bod0/Wick oblique path (cf. Chapter 4), the curved Earth approximates to a flat Earth, and 

the aforementioned theorem is thus applicable. Figure 3.2 depicts the equivalent triangle, 

TAR, for a curved Earth of radius Re, where the Ground Path Length, D, subtends an angle (p 

at the centre of the Earth. The angle of incidence of the ray on the ionosphere, 0o, is defined 

by Equation 3.8 in terms of (p, presuming sporadic-E reflection i.e. negligible ray refraction. 

Breit and Tuve’s theorem is important for oblique ionogram scaling, as the recorded group 

delay can be equated to a virtual height of reflection, h* (cf. Figure 3.2), which for sporadic-E 

reflection, approximates to the ‘Real’ height of reflection, hn the shaded area in Figure 3.2 

being negligible.

It should be noted that neither the group nor phase paths represent ‘Real’ paths, both being 

defined assuming a constant free space velocity, allowing for a simple translation of 

ionosonde signals. The ‘Real’ path, S, is defined with respect to Figure 3.1b as:-

3.2.6 Practical Oblique Propagation
Figure 3.3a is a simple representation of the different ionospheric paths that are permitted for 

a given single frequency, transmitted over a range of elevation angles. The height of reflection 

and propagation distance are noted to vary in a non-linear manner, a feature of which is the 

‘skip zone’, where no transmitted signals may be received. At a critical elevation angle, 

pertinent to the propagation frequency and the ionospheric conditions (i.e. the plasma 

frequency profile), penetration of the ionosphere takes place.

(3.15)
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Equivalent path (TAR)

Real path (TER)

FIGURE 3.2 Schematic representation of the 'Real' (TER) and 'Equivalent' (TAR) 
paths of propagation, together with the associated true and virtual (group) heights, hr 
and h' respectively, for a ground propagation distance, D. The relationship between 0q 
and cp is defined by Equation 3.8, presuming that the shaded area is negligible, a good 
approximation for sporadic-E reflection.
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FIGURES 3.3(a,b) Examination o f the ray paths associated with oblique High Frequency, 
ionospheric propagation. Figure 3.3a depicts the propagation path o f a fixed frequency ray at 
increasing elevation angles. Note the coincident reception o f rays 1 (low-angle) and 5 (high-angle), 
and the skip zone arising from ionospheric penetration (ray 6) above a critical elevation angle. 
Figure 3.3b depicts high- (Pedersen) and low-angle rays, for increasing frequencies up to the 
junction frequency (after Davies, 1965).



In Figure 3.3a, it can also be seen that a transmitted frequency may be received via two 

distinct ray paths. This is further examined in Figure 3.3b. For a given frequency, propagating 

via a single ionospheric layer, e.g. the E-layer, the two distinct ray paths are a characteristic 

feature of oblique ionograms. Figure 3.3b demonstrates the situation for several different 

frequencies. The two ray paths are termed the low- and high-angle (or Pedersen) rays. The 

difference in reflection heights reduces as the propagating frequency increases, until the 

‘junction frequency ’ is reached, the maximum oblique frequency that may be reflected from 

the layer, by ionospheric refraction alone. At the junction frequency, the two ray paths merge 

into one and focussing takes place so as to enhance the signal strength of the received ray. It 

should be noted that the junction frequency does not reflect from the height of maximum 

plasma density. The ‘Maximum Usable Frequency’ (MUF) is defined as the maximum 

junction frequency for a given ionosphere, and usually equals that for the F- or F2-layer.

Two further useful terms, are widely used to define the snapshot of the ionosphere as captured 

by an oblique ionogram. The ‘Maximum Observed Frequency’ (MOF) is self explanatory and 

may be independent of propagation path or reflection characteristics. It is often equivalent to 

the maximum frequency reflected from an intense sporadic-E layer, particularly for 

propagation distances beyond ~ 1000km (cf. the Secant Law). The ‘Lowest Observed 

Frequency’ (LOF) is the converse of the MOF, and may be affected by ionospheric absorption 

(cf. §3.2.7) or by antenna gain parameters.

Figures 3.4(a,h) further demonstrate the diversity of oblique propagation paths. Propagation 

paths are not confined to reflections from a single ionospheric point (cf. Figure 3.4a) but may 

propagate in a multi-hop mode (e.g. Figure 3.4b), via other ionospheric layers 

(e.g. Figure 3.4c), or by a combination of both (e.g. Figures 3.4d-h). The propagation path 

may also be influenced by scattering from field-aligned irregularities (cf. §3.4.1), or other 

plasma perturbations.

Figures 3.4(a,h) demonstrate the constructive and destructive effects of sporadic-E layers on 

propagation circuits. Multi-traverses of the absorbing D-region may be desirably reduced via 

an M-mode propagation path (e.g. Figure 3.4e), or conversely, the receiver may be skipped 

over by the very same mode. Further, the sporadic-E layer may ‘screen’ the propagating ray 

from a more optimal F-region propagation mode. The ability to predict the occurrence and 

intensity of sporadic-E layers is thus essential for sustainable communication links.
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FIGURES 3.4(a,h) Multi-hop and multi-mode oblique propagation paths, via sporadic-E 
layers and the F-region. The presence o f sporadic-E may enable or disable the desired propagation 
circuit (after Davies, 1990).



FIGURES 3.4(a,h) Multi-hop and multi-mode oblique propagation paths, via sporadic-E 
layers and the F-region. The presence o f sporadic-E may enable or disable the desired propagation 
circuit (after Davies, 1990).



3.2.7 Attenuation of Radio Waves
It can be demonstrated from the Appleton Formula (Equation 3.3) that, for no magnetic field 

(1=0), but significant collisions, the attenuation of a wave, L (dB), due to electron-neutral 

collisions, is given by:-

L = 8.86 . J  Kds (3.16)

i.e. the integration of K  (Np m'1) along the propagation path, where K  is the absorption 

coefficient, defined as:-

e2 1 N v
K  = - ^  ——2 ~ 2  (317)

2£0cme p  co + v

This equation defines two distinct manifestations of absorption, namely ‘deviative’ and 

‘non-deviative’.

Non-Deviative Absorption

In the D- and lower E-region, while the electron density, Ne , is of low enough magnitude for

ju ~ 1, the product of the electron density and electron-neutral collision frequency, Nev  e>n, is

observed to maximise. The absorption coefficient, K , thus also maximises. The resulting 

absorption is termed ‘non-deviative’ and for co2 »  v2, Equation 3.17 reduces to:-

e2 N v
K ~ — r  V  (3-18>8n  eocme f

The attenuation of a radio wave propagating through the said regions is thus proportional to 

the electron density and inversely proportional to the square of the propagating frequency.

Deviative Absorption

In §3.2.3 it was determined that, for vertical propagation, the refractive index, p, tends to zero 

as the propagating frequency approaches reflection. The absorption coefficient defined in 

Equation 3.17 will thus become very large {Appleton and Piggott, 1954). This is termed 

‘deviative’ absorption due to refraction of the ray at reflection, and arises from an enhanced 

radio wave electric field, resulting in an increased interaction between the oscillating electrons 

and the neutrals.
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The higher frequencies at which oblique modes operate, results in much reduced 

non-deviative absorption, allowing for signal returns from, for example, less intense 

sporadic-E layers, than would be possible at vertical incidence. Further, deviative absorption 

is much less significant for oblique propagation. From Equation 3.6, the value of p at 

reflection depends on the degree of obliqueness and for paths studied in this thesis, p  ~ 1 at 

reflection.

3.3 Ionosondes and Ionograms

An ionosonde is a sweep-frequency pulsed radar, providing a relatively cheap and reliable 

means to probe the ionosphere (Villard, 1976). They operate in the HF band, and hence 

receive signals reflected and scattered from a range of ionospheric layers and features 

(cf. §1.3.2). Two basic types are employed, namely ‘vertical’ and ‘oblique’, their descriptions 

being indicative of the initial angle of propagation of the transmitted pulse, relative to the 

Earth’s surface.

Ionosondes are most often used for either direct propagation mode prediction, for systematic 

morphological studies of ionospheric features, or in conjunction with other probing 

techniques e.g. incoherent and coherent radars, as a means of calibration. The frequency 

sweep time may range from a few seconds to several minutes, depending on the ionosonde 

type and/or the information required: the mode of operation is often a compromise between 

temporal and frequency resolution. Many ionosondes (mainly the vertical type) are deployed 

permanently, worldwide, for systematic, ionospheric morphological studies. Oblique 

ionosondes are less often deployed on a permanent basis and are generally more appropriately 

used for propagation mode studies.

3.3.1 Vertical Ionosondes
For vertical ionosondes, the time of flight of the propagating pulse, Tg, is recorded and 

translated into a virtual height, h \  the relationship being derived from Equation 3.14, where, 

for vertical propagation, a = 0 , such that:-

(3.19)
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where hr is the true height of reflection. Virtual height versus sweep frequency may be 

depicted in an ‘ionogram\  which is then ‘reduced’ or ‘scaled’ to determine more quantitative 

results. Electron density versus true height profiles may be generated using the Appleton 

Formula (Equation 3.3), Plasma Frequency definition (Equation 1.10) and associated theory, 

together with an iterative model profile approach, though interpretations may be ambiguous 

during non-quiescent times (e.g. Titheridge, 1985).

A typical mid-latitude, vertical ionogram, recorded during the early evening, is presented in 

Figure 3.5. The ordinate and abscissa represent virtual height and transmitted ionosonde 

frequency. Note the presence of both O-mode and X-mode traces pertinent to the E- and 

F-regions, and also a 2-hop F mode trace. A non-blanketing sporadic-E trace (cf. §2.2.1) is 

observed with a critical frequency of approximately 3.6 MHz. At critical frequencies, the 

virtual heights are observed to increase significantly, as the group velocity tends to zero 

(cf. Equation 3.19). Note that at vertical incidence, the critical frequencies are indicative of 

the maximum plasma density of the respective layer (cf. Equation 1.10), in contrast to the 

junction frequency at oblique incidence (cf. §3.2.6).

3.3.2 Oblique Ionosondes and the Chirp Sounder
Oblique ionosondes are essential for propagation mode studies and are often indispensable for 

probing specific ionospheric regions, e.g. in conjunction with other radars, which may prove 

inaccessible to vertical ionosondes. One such scenario, pertinent to this thesis, is the subject 

of Chapter 7, in which coincident studies of sporadic-E layers are undertaken, by means of an 

HF sounder and SABRE, a VHF coherent backscatter radar, described below (cf. §3.4.1).

HF ‘Chirp * Sounder

The oblique HF ‘Chirp’ Sounder (or simply Barry Sounder) {Barry, 1971) was utilised 

extensively for the purpose of the current investigations, its ionograms being the prime source 

of analysed data. Whereas most oblique sounders are pulse-amplitude modulated, the Chirp 

sounder is pulse-frequency modulated or more specifically, Continuous Wave Frequency 

Modulated (CWFM). The frequency of the transmitted signal varies linearly with time as 

depicted in Figure 3.6a. The transmitter frequency thus changes by A /in a time At such that 

(cf. Figure 3.6b):-

A/ = —  .A/ (3.20)
dt
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By frequency analysing all received signals, the receiver can thus determine the 

time-of-flight, At, of any given echo, transmitted at a frequency /. By this means 

(cf. Figure 3.6c), the ionogram is compiled {Poole, 1985; Poole and Evans, 1985). This 

technique ensures good signal-to-noise at low transmitted powers (100 W) as a result of the 

Fourier analysis of the received signals: spiky noise is flat in the frequency spectrum whereas 

the transmitted signals will be sharp.

The RCS-5 receiver employed was configured to frequency scan at a rate of 100 kHz per 

second, over a frequency range of 2.1 MHz - 29.9 MHz. Each ionogram thus takes 

279 seconds to compile, the maximum recording rate of ionograms being one every five 

minutes. Spectrum analysis calculations are performed once per second and hence the 

frequency resolution is 100 kHz. Each discrete frequency may conveniently be referred to as 

the ‘Probing Frequency’, a term that will be utilised throughout this thesis.

Each associated TCS-4 transmitter begins transmitting the Chirp signal at a fixed pre-set time 

offset within a given 5 minute period. This is programmed into the RCS-5 receiver which 

simultaneously begins frequency scanning. The receiver will lock onto the Chirp signal if 

both the TCS-4 and RCS-5 are synchronised to within 1 second. Note however that the 

recorded time delay is only relative for each ionogram. The receiver adjusts its group delay 

ordinate, on a per-ionogram basis, so as to centre the most strongly received signal.

The group delay resolution is 25 ps, corresponding to a group path of 7.5 km. The recorded 

signal strength is an absolute measure, covering the range from -62 dBm to -122 dBm, i.e. a 

range of 60 decibels. Each measurement is computed from the total signal strength received 

on a given spectrum analysed frequency (Probing Frequency). The value is hence the sum of 

signal strengths received from all traces at that Probing Frequency: signal strengths received 

from individual traces can not be determined, unless of course they are received in isolation. 

This feature was predominant in characterising the analysis methods pertaining to Chapter 5 

and Chapter 6 . A summary of the RCS-5 chirp receiver specifications, are presented in 

Table 3.1, with full details to be found in the RCS-5 Operating and Service Manual.

Characteristic Features of Chirp Sounder Ionograms, Pertinent to Sporadic-E Layers 

The previous Section highlights some important sporadic-E scaling considerations. The signal 

strength of a sporadic-E trace may only be determined, at a given Probing Frequency, if the 

trace is observed in isolation. This introduces the concept of a cut-off frequency, below 

which, sporadic-E signal strengths are indeterminable. Due to the nature of oblique
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TCS-4 or RCS-5 Specification Specification Details

Peak Transmitted Power

Frequency Range

Input Waveform

Sweep Rate

Sweep Duration

Group Delay Range

Group Delay Resolution

Signal Strength Range

Minimum Detectable Chirp Signal

Noise Figure

Input Signal Level Required to Lock

100 Watts

2.1 M H z-2 9 .9  MHz 

Linear FM/CW 

100 kHz s'1 

279 seconds 

5 milliseconds 

25 microseconds 

-62 dB to -122  dB 

-135 dBm 

16 dB 

-125 dBm

Auto Sync Automatic search and lock on to the chirp signal when 

receiver is started within ±1 second o f the transmitter

Auto Sync Sensitivity Auto sync will automatically search, acquire and lock onto a 

Chirp signal within 30 seconds (90% probability) for signals 

within amplitude of -125 dBm and +6dB signal-to-noise 

ratio (500 Hz bandwidth)

Table 3.1

Summary of the TCS-4 transmitter and RCS-5 chirp sounder receiver technical 
specifications, as applicable to the ‘December’, ‘March’ and ‘August’ campaigns



ionograms, with oblique junction frequencies being determined as much by the geometry of 

the propagation path, as by the intrinsic plasma density (cf. the Secant Law (Equation 3.7)), 

the cut-off frequency may arise from either F-region or ‘normal’ E-region traces. The 

minimum Probing Frequency from which sporadic-E signal strength determinations may be 

measured, is henceforth termed the ‘E/F-region cut-off frequency ’, and is an important 

parameter in the signal strength deliberations of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 .

The Chirp sounder receiver is designed to determine the optimum propagation path mode 

between two sites. On compiling the ionogram, the receiver’s gain control is thus adjusted to 

display only the strongest signals, within a dynamic range. As a consequence, weaker signals, 

though detected, may not be displayed. At Probing Frequencies where strong F-region traces 

are detected, the weaker sporadic-E trace may consequently be omitted from the ionogram. 

This effect has been termed ‘F-region shielding’ within this thesis. It has no major impact on 

subsequent analysis other than occurrence statistics (cf. Chapter 4), which may be 

disregarding low top frequency sporadic-E layers, which are not observed at Probing 

Frequencies greater than the ‘top’ F-region frequencies (ftF).

The Secant Law and Equivalent Vertical Frequencies

For oblique propagation, the group delay scales directly to a group path (cf. Equation 3.14) 

but not to a virtual (or group) height, as defined in Equation 3.19. The virtual height may 

however be determined by application of Breit and Tuve’s theorem (cf. §3.2.5), presuming 

that the propagation path is symmetrical about a reflection point, and that the whole path 

follows a ‘great circle path \ This idealised reflection point is then termed the ‘nominal 

reflection point’ and may justifiably be used at mid-latitudes, where significant perturbing 

ionospheric tilts and horizontal density gradients are unusual. The ‘nominal reflection point’ 

is widely used in this thesis.

Unlike vertical ionograms, the scaled data from oblique ionograms is very idiosyncratic to the 

specific oblique propagation path geometry. To compare scaled data pertaining to different 

oblique paths, a common transformation reference is required. The Secant Law, defined by 

Equation 3.7, is used extensively for this purpose, transposing an oblique junction frequency 

into an ‘equivalent vertical frequency’, the vertically incident frequency that would be 

reflected at the same height. The equivalent vertical frequency not only provides a common 

reference frequency, but by definition, may be directly translated into the plasma density 

(cf. Equation 1.10).
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Application of the Secant Law presumes a symmetrical oblique path defined by the nominal 

reflection midpoint, as described above. Further, the angle of incidence of the propagating ray 

on the ionosphere needs to be evaluated. This can prove very difficult and involves electron 

density modelling, when the ray penetrates the ionosphere substantially. For sporadic-E 

reflection this is conveniently not the case, and the angle of incidence, 0O, defined in 

Figure 3.2 and by Equation 3.8, may be easily determined, knowing the sporadic-E virtual 

height and propagation group path. The virtual height is determined from the equivalent 

propagation triangle, TAR, (cf. §3.2.5), which itself may be calculated from the predicted 

group delay of the sporadic-E propagation path, determined from ICEPAC, the empirical 

propagation-mode prediction program (Tascione et al., 1987, 1988). ICEPAC assumes a 

typical sporadic-E height of 110 km (e.g. Smith and Mechtly, 1972), which for sporadic-E 

reflections, approximates to the virtual height (cf. Figure 3.2). By these means, equivalent 

vertical sporadic-E top frequencies (vftEs) are determined throughout this thesis, allowing for 

universal direct comparisons with related studies.

Oblique Ionogram Scaling Considerations

Oblique ionograms are distinctively different from their vertical counterparts. A typical 

example, composed by the Chirp sounder receiver from the Bod0/Wick propagation path, is 

presented in Figure 3.7. The main panel depicts the actual ionogram, scaled by relative group 

delay (ms) versus ionosonde frequency (MHz). The relative nature of the group delay makes 

translation to a virtual height impossible. The upper panel represents the absolute signal 

strength recorded by each Probing Frequency, in decibels.

The ionogram was recorded near midday (13:16 UT) and hence both the O- and X-mode, 

FI- and F2-layers are identifiable. Respective X-mode junction frequencies are 12.7 MHz and

11.4 MHz. Two-hop F-layer modes are also noted, with X-mode junction frequencies of

9.2 MHz and 8.5 MHz. The prominent, constant group delay trace, is a sporadic-E layer. 

Sporadic-E is characterised by an altitude confined E-region plasma layer. The high- and 

low-angle rays are hence approximately coincident and reflection may be considered to be 

from the maximum plasma density of the layer (cf. §3.2.6).

However, the same narrow-layer characteristic makes the O- and X-modes extremely difficult

to distinguish, on either vertical or oblique ionograms. Many rules are defined to deduce the

magneto-ionic components of the 'top frequency’, depending on the time of day and

characteristics of the other ionogram traces (Piggott and Rawer, 1961). These rules are

however largely inappropriate to oblique ionograms and the distinction between the O- and
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FIGURE 3.7 A typical midday oblique ionogram recorded over the BodpAVick propagation 
path (cf. Table 4.3), utilising an oblique ‘Chirp’ sounder. The upper panel depicts the relative 
signal strength with respect to frequency. Note the presence of 0 -  and X-mode F-region traces (FI 
and F2 layers), but the difficulty in distinguishing such modes in the prominent sporadic-E trace. 
Note also the difficulty in identifying the E-region junction frequency. The ionogram was recorded 
between approximately 13:16 and 13:20, on day 220, 1988.



X-mode components is uncertain at best. It is hence more appropriate to simply refer 

generically to the top frequency (ftEs) of a sporadic-E layer, defined as the maximum Probing 

Frequency detected from remote transmissions. The ftEs value in Figure 3.7 is 20.8 MHz.

With reference to the vertical ionogram scaling rules {Piggott and Rawer, 1961), the 

sporadic-E trace in Figure 3.7 may be classed as ‘flat’ type {Es-f). However, most sporadic-E 

classifications, defined for vertical ionograms, are again inappropriate to oblique ionograms, 

particularly those recorded on the Chirp sounder. This is due to the uncertainty in the absolute 

height determinations, and also the fact that most sporadic-E types are defined with respect to 

their visual appearance on vertical ionograms. Sporadic-E types such as ‘low’ type (Es-l), 

‘high’ type (Es-h) and ‘cusp’ type (Es-c) are thus not defined within this thesis. Indeed, the 

only distinction made is between the ‘flat’ type (Es-f) and ‘auroral’ (diffuse) type (Es-a) 

sporadic-E layers. Note that the vertical scaling rules define Es-f as the default mid-latitude 

type Es-layer, when other types are indeterminable (Piggott and Rawer, 1961).

E-Layer ‘Contamination ’

The distinction between a sporadic-E layer and the ‘normal’ E-layer, is usually 

indeterminable on oblique ionograms by visual means alone, largely due to their similar group 

delay (virtual height) determinations, and the weak signal strength of the Pedersen ray 

pertinent to the ‘normal’ E-layer. The ‘normal’ E-layer thus often resembles a sporadic-E 

trace. To avoid E-layer ‘contamination’ of the sporadic-E data, the ICEPAC empirical 

propagation mode prediction program was utilised. The upper decile value (HPF) of the 

predicted E-layer junction frequency,^#, was employed as a base approximation. However, a 

further requirement was imposed, stipulating that the supposed sporadic-E top frequency must 

be greater than the ICEPAC predicted fjE  (HPF) value, by a vertical equivalent frequency of 

1 MHz (4.59 MHz on the Bod0/Wick propagation path). This margin-of-error on the 

fjE  (HPF) value was determined through comparison with actual E-layer scaled values.

The top frequency of the sporadic-E layers are typically scaled to an oblique frequency 

accuracy of ±0.1 MHz. The sporadic-E layer depicted in Figure 3.7 is a typical example, 

whose trace is ‘mainly continuous’ {Piggott and Rawer, 1961) with respect to the Probing 

Frequency. Occasionally this is not the case, and the top frequency is determined by a 

subjective judgement, based on the signal strength. The top frequency may also be poorly 

defined, due to, for example, E-region scatter. Again the error in the scaled top frequency 

value may be increased. These scaling uncertainties however constitute a small minority of 

recordings and do not significantly influence the statistical analysis presented in later 

Chapters.
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Figure 3.8 highlights some of the scaled data aspects considered above. The Figure presents a 

single day’s summary of sporadic-E observations, the main panel being equivalent vertical 

Probing Frequency versus Universal Time. The vertical lines each represent the range of 

Probing Frequencies for which sole sporadic-E signal strengths may be determined. The 

upper limit of the vertical lines is thus either the ftEs value of each scaled Es-layer, or the 

maximum ionosonde Probing Frequency, while the base of each line indicates the E/F-region 

cut-off frequency. It is noted that the cut-off frequency is determined by the maximum value of 

either the ICEPAC fjE  (HPF), or the scaled F-region top frequency (ftF), i.e. the ‘normal’ 

F-layer or F-region scatter. The former is substituted by actual scaled fjE  values when they 

have been determined.

The upper panel in Figure 3.8 presents the ‘Representative Signal Strength’ (RSS) of each 

sporadic-E layer, i.e. in this case, the median signal strength of each sporadic-E layer, with 

respect to the range of Probing Frequencies defined by the vertical lines in Figure 3.8. This 

measure allows a signal strength determination to be made for each observable Es-layer, and 

is useful in this context alone. However, to avoid differing absorption characteristics of the 

Probing Frequency (cf. §3.2.7), sporadic-E signal strength determinations within this thesis, 

are usually determined at a single, common Probing Frequency (cf. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6), 

though a modified RSS is briefly employed in Chapter 6 .

The E/F-region cut-off frequency is dominated by E-layer values during the daytime and 

F-region values during the night. The difficulty in scaling E-layer junction frequencies is 

highlighted by the relatively few measurements plotted in Figure 3.8. Note however that most 

scaled fjE  values are similar to the ICEPAC fjE  values, though some are observed to be 

greater.

3.4 Further Ionospheric Diagnostic Equipment

3.4.1 The SABRE Radar

The Sweden And Britain Radar-aurora Experiment (SABRE) is a bistatic, VHF coherent 

backscatter radar, sensitive to field-aligned plasma instability waves within the auroral 

E-region (Greenwald et al., 1978). However, during 1987 and 1988, the radar was operated in 

a monostatic mode, with the transmitter and receiver being co-located at Wick, Scotland. The 

radar operates continuously, transmitting 50 kW peak pulses, at a frequency of 153.2 MHz,
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into a 30° viewing area, as depicted in Figure 3.9. The Figure depicts the eight receiving 

phased array beams formed by a Butler matrix. Also indicated is the nominal Bod0/Wick 

propagation path midpoint, at an approximate range of 655 km.

Backscatter power is simultaneously measured at 50 range gates, between 495 km and 

1230 km, giving a spatial resolution of 15 km. The temporal resolution of the backscatter data 

is 20 seconds. Backscatter is maximised when the radar wave vector is orthogonal to the 

geomagnetic field, i.e. orthogonal to the field aligned plasma irregularities. Maximum 

orthogonality is noted at a range of approximately 930 km (range gate 30), and within beam 5 

(cf. Figure 3.9).

Coherent backscatter is determined by Bragg scattering criteria. The radar will detect 

irregularities of wave number, kirregy when:-

^irreg radar C0S{a /^) (3-21)

where kradar is the radar wave number and a is the angle subtended by the transmitted and 

received signal, the configuration being depicted in Figure 3.10. For direct backscatter, i.e. as 

for SABRE, a equals zero, and the radar detects irregularities equal to half the radar 

wavelength. SABRE is thus sensitive to irregularity wavelengths ~ 1 meter.

3.4.2 SAMNET Magnetometer Data
The UK Sub-Auroral Magnetometer Network (SAMNET) is an array of 7 magnetometers 

forming two longitudinal chains of 3 stations each, extending over 28° in geomagnetic 

longitude and separated by 6.5° in geomagnetic latitude. The 7th station forms a connecting 

meridional chain at the western edge, extending over 10° of geomagnetic latitude 

(Yeoman et al., 1990b). The stations are depicted in Figure 3.11, with respect to geographic 

coordinates and magnetic L-shells. The 3-component fluxgates sample the geomagnetic field 

every 5 seconds, recording H, D and Z magnetic field components. Magnetic variations over a 

range of ±512 nT are measured, with a resolution of 0.25 nT.

The SAMNET data was employed throughout this thesis as a guide to local magnetic activity 

conditions, specifically, near the nominal Bod0/Wick propagation path midpoint. To this end, 

pseudo K-indices were compiled. For each of the H, D and Z magnetic field components, the
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from the W ick site. Bod0, the prime transmitting site for the oblique ‘Chirp’ sounder, is also 
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FIGURE 3.10 The Bragg scatter mechanism as applicable to coherent backscatter radars. By this 
means, SABRE detects irregularities of wavelengths approximating to 1 meter (cf. Equation 3.21) 
(after Eglitis, 1994).



FIGURE 3.11 Map indicating the 7 SAMNET stations. Faroes (FAR), Nordli (NOR) and Oulu 
(OUL) are located approximately on magnetic L-shell 4.3. Glenmore (GML), Kvistaberg (KVI) 
and Nordli (NOR) are located on a lower L-shell (~ 3.2), with York (YOR) alone being located on 
L-shell 2.5.



maximum variation (nT), within each of eight, 3-hour time periods, defines the pseudo 

K-index range. A fourth index was calculated, as the square root of the sum of the squares, of 

the H- and D-components, it being considered a more representative guide to magnetic 

activity. This definition of the pseudo K-index closely matches that of ‘standard’ local 

K-indices, though the definition presented here expresses the index in terms of a linear, nT 

scale, rather than a customised logarithmic scale (cf. Mayaud, 1980). The advantage however 

is to provide more localised magnetic field information than would be available from 

K-indices calculated for Lerwick, the site of the nearest ‘standard’ K-index station. ‘Raw’ 

SAMNET data was also employed in Chapter 7 to study substorm activity.

3.5 Summary

This Chapter has presented a brief review of High Frequency propagation theory within the 

ionosphere, and in particular, that applicable to ionosondes. The oblique Chirp sounder is the 

prime source of data for this thesis and hence the fundamentals of this radar are reviewed. The 

accurate and consistent interpretation of ionograms is essential. The applicability of the 

conventional vertical ionosonde scaling rules (Piggott and Rawer, 1961) are thus discussed 

and adapted where appropriate. The important use of the Secant Law to determine equivalent 

vertical sporadic-E top frequencies (vftEs) is also explained. Finally, the SABRE backscatter 

radar and SAMNET magnetometer network are considered, each providing a significant 

contribution to the current studies.
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Chapter 4

An Introduction to the Bod0/Wick Oblique Propagation 

Circuit and Associated Sporadic-E Recordings

4.1 Introduction

The intention of this thesis is to further the understanding of the plasma structure of 

sporadic-E layers. In pursuit of this goal, oblique ionograms were recorded over three 11 day 

‘campaigns’, during 1987 and 1988, namely December, March and August. In each case, an 

oblique High Frequency ‘Chirp’ sounder (cf. §3.3.2) was deployed, transmitting between 

Bod0 , Norway and Wick, Scotland. The ionograms were subsequently collated, scaled and 

analysed.

For logistical reasons, the most significant data set pertains to the August campaign. Analysis 

undertaken for Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 , solely considers this Bod0/Wick oblique propagation 

circuit. As the aforementioned analysis is of a statistical nature, it is important to assess how 

representative the data is, with respect to typically observed mid-latitude sporadic-E 

characteristics. To this end, the morphological aspects of the sporadic-E data, recorded over 

the said Bod0/Wick propagation path, are described and analysed below. Comparisons are 

then made with both the literature, and further soundings undertaken during the August 

campaign, to validate the representative nature of the Bod0/Wick sporadic-E recordings.

In Chapter 7, sporadic-E data pertaining to the December and March campaigns are analysed 

with respect to substorm activity, on a case by case basis. Due to the nature of that analysis, 

and the general sparsity of sporadic-E observations observed and recorded during these two 

campaigns, a similar validation process, with respect to mid-latitude sporadic-E, is considered 

to be inappropriate and unnecessary. This Chapter thus concentrates on the morphological 

aspects of the August campaign data. The logistical and technical details of all three 

campaigns are however initially considered below, together with details of further radar 

deployments.
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4.2 Campaign Details

4.2.1 Radar Deployments
Table 4.1 presents details of the December, March and August campaigns. During the 

December and March campaigns, the SABRE backscatter radar (cf. §3.4.1) was also 

operational and utilised in subsequent studies. This radar was unavailable during the August 

campaign, but five additional oblique sounding paths were constituted, with transmitters in 

Bod0 , Oslo and Reykjavik, and receivers in Wick and Blakehill. For each radar, the 

availability, as a percentage of the 11 day campaign period, is also presented. The maximum 

rate of ionogram recordings, together with an associated hourly schedule, is presented in 

Table 4.2, for each of the six oblique sounders (cf. §3.3.2). It is noted that the Bod0/Wick 

sounder may potentially record 12 ionograms per hour (during all three campaigns) but that 

the maximum ionogram recording rate for four of the six sounders is only 2 ionograms per 

hour.

Details of the oblique ionosonde locations, with respect to both geographic and geomagnetic 

coordinates, are presented in Table 4.3, with the geographic details being presented in 

Figure 4.1. Additional propagation path and sporadic-E related data is also included in 

Table 4.3. The geomagnetic coordinates were derived from the IGRF 1985 model, utilising 

extrapolated epoch coefficients for years 1987 and 1988. It was noted that there is no 

significant difference between the calculated geomagnetic coordinates for 1987 and 1988, and 

as such, the Bod0/Wick entries apply equally to all three campaigns. The Ground Path Length 

between transmitter and receiver (‘D’ in Figure 3.2), was calculated using spherical geometry, 

assuming great circle paths and a perfectly spherical Earth, with an actual mean radius of 

6371.03 km. The nominal geographic propagation path midpoints were calculated likewise.

The data in Table 4.3 relating to sporadic-E (and specifically the Bod0/Wick propagation 

path), is utilised as a guide throughout this thesis. Sporadic-E layers are noted most 

commonly at altitudes between 100 km and 120 km, with the altitude of 110 km being 

commonly taken as a reference (Smith and Mechtly, 1972). By applying this reference height 

to Breit and Tuve’s theorem (cf. §3.2.5), nominal elevation angles and group delays 

(cf. §3.2.5), for HF reflections from sporadic-E layers, may be easily calculated. The errors 

relate to calculated reflections from sporadic-E layers, at heights ranging between 100 km and 

120 km, and are noted to vary with propagation path. The greatest error has been quoted. Note
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Campaign Dates
(days, year)

Radars Availability o f Radar 
(as a % o f  defined 
campaign time)

December 335 - 345,1987 Bod0 - Wick Oblique HF Ionosonde 30.1

SABRE VHF Coherent Radar 84.0

March 074 - 084,1988 Bod0 - Wick Oblique HF Ionosonde 79.6

SABRE VHF Coherent Radar 92.7

August 216 - 226,1988 Bod0 - Wick Oblique HF Ionosonde 95.9

Oslo - Wick Oblique HF Ionosonde 58.5

Reyjavik - Wick Oblique HF Ionosonde 14.3

Bod0 - Blakehill Oblique HF Ionosonde 15.2

Oslo - Blakehill Oblique HF Ionosonde 15.6

Reykjavik - Blakehill Oblique HF Ionosonde 15.6

Table 4.1

Radar deployments and timings during the December, March and August Campaigns

Oblique Ionosonde Path 
(Tx-R x)

Ionogram Recordings 
(with respect to 5 Minute Blocks Past the Hour)

5 Minute Offset 

(S)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

Bod0 - Wick X X X X X X X X X X X X 1:04
Oslo - Wick X X X X X X X X 1:55
Reykjavik - Wick X X 0:11
Bod0 - Blakehill X X 1:04
Oslo - Blakehill X X 1:55
Reykjavik - Blakehill X X 0:11

Table 4.2

Oblique ionogram recording schedule, during the August Campaign



Oblique Ionosonde
Paths
(Tx - Rx)

Tx
Geographic
Coordinates

Rx
Geographic
Coordinates

Tx
Geomagnetic
Coordinates

Rx
Geomagnetic
Coordinates

Path Length 
(km)

Midpoint
Geographic
Coordinates

Midpoint
Geomagnetic
Coordinates

Tx/Rx 
Azimuth 
Angies (°)

Tx/Rx 
Elevation 
Angle (°) 
(± <  1.0)

1-hop Es TD
2-hop E sTD  
(ms)
(± < 0.02)

Bod0 - Wick 67.27N 58.56N 64.21N 56.48N 1309.0 63.19N 60.78N 230.89 6.51 4.46

14.39E 3.28W 98.30E 79.16E 4.23E 87.64E 35.08 4.64

Oslo - Wick 59.56N 58.56N 56.34N 56.48N 788.9 59.24N 56.55N 267.83 13.68 2.75

10.41E 3.28W 90.36E 79.16E 3.46E 84.74E 76.07 3.03

Reyjavik - Wick 63.95N 58.56N 65.19N 56.48N 1192.8 61.60N 60.99N 111.17 7.67 4.07

22.72W 3.28W 67.03E 79.16E 12.16W 74.01E 308.27 4.27

Bod0 - Blakehill 67.27N 51.62N 64.21N 48.38N 1954.2 59.68N 56.95N 215.19 1.96 6.61

14.39E 1.89W 98.30E 77 .11E 4.34E 85.66E 21.02 6.73

Oslo - Blakehill 59.56N 51.62N 56.34N 48.38N 1169.5 55.74N 52.62N 226.42 7.93 4.00

10.41E 1.89W 90.36E 77.11E 3.63E 83.18E 36.24 4.20

Reykjavik - Blakehill 63.95N 51.62N 65.19N 48.38N 1827.8 58.20N 57.00N 128.73 2.68 6.19

22.72W 1.89W 67.03E 77. HE 10.50W 73.38E 326.51 6.32

Table 4.3

Geographic, geomagnetic and propagation data relating to the oblique ionosonde paths
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FIGURE 4.1 Oblique ionosonde transmitter (Bod0, Oslo and Reykjavik) and receiver (Wick 
and Blakehill) locations, utilised during the August campaign (cf. Table 3.1), together with the 
respective nominal propagation path midpoints (B/W, B/B, O/W, O/B, R/W and R/B). The vertical 
ionosonde sites of Lycksele and Uppsala are also indicated. Note that the Bod0/Wick (B/W) 
propagation path was also utilised during the December and March campaigns (cf. Table 3.1).
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that the geomagnetic coordinates described above, are also based on a geodetic altitude of 

110 km, but with no discernible variation noted for heights between 100 km and 120 km.

Finally, it was noted above that only the Bod0/Wick sounder is even potentially configured to 

record ionograms continuously, with most of the sounding circuits, deployed during the 

August campaign, being limited to relatively infrequent recordings (cf. Table 4.2). As a 

consequence, their data was of limited benefit to subsequent studies undertaken in this thesis. 

Analysis of data pertaining to these additional five oblique paths is thus largely confined to 

the morphological investigations presented herein.

4.2.2 Radar Antennas
The transmitting antennas at Bod0 , Oslo and Reykjavik were of the Log-Periodic design, 

enabling each to give approximately similar gain responses, with respect to the range of 

sounding frequencies (2 - 30 MHz). Model gain evaluations were obtained from the ICEPAC 

prediction tool (cf. §3.3.2), applying estimated dimension and ground condition parameters. 

The results are depicted in Figure 4.2a, for a 10 m tall antenna. The frequency-gain 

relationship is presented for a range of elevation angles between 2° and 14°, spanning the 

range of angles pertinent to the propagation paths defined in Table 4.3. The uniformity of 

these frequency-gain relationships is to be noted, for any given elevation angle, as is the small 

variation between elevation angles, considering the uncertainty in the exact magnitudes of 

these angles, as attested to above. Note that details pertaining to the BodpAVick propagation 

circuit, as usual, apply equally to each of the three campaigns.

The receiving antennas employed were of the Sloping Vee type, designed to provide 

wide-angle coverage (> 90°). Figure 4.2b depicts the ICEPAC-modelled, frequency-gain 

relationship for the Bod0/Wick receiving antenna, the height and arm dimensions being 10 m 

and 45 m respectively. It is clear that the Sloping-Vee design does not generate uniform 

frequency-gain relationships at any of the elevation angles pertinent to the sounder paths 

described in Table 4.3. However, the nominal elevation angle for sporadic-E reflections on 

the most important and significant, Bod0/Wick sounding path, is 6.51°±1.0°, as noted in 

Table 4.3. And the gain depicted in Figure 4.2b at the most comparable elevation angle of 6°, 

only increases by approximately 2 dB between frequencies -1 5  MHz and -  20 MHz. Further, 

for frequencies greater than -  20 MHz, gain uniformity is a notable feature at this elevation 

angle. These almost uniform frequency-gain characteristics, for elevation angles pertinent to
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FIGURE 4.2a Model gain-frequency response for a 10 meter tall ‘log-periodic’ transmitting 
antenna, derived from the ICEPAC propagation mode prediction program (Tascoine et al., 1987). 
Note the uniform gain characteristics with respect to HF propagation frequency, for a given 
transmission elevation angle.
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FIGURE 4.2b Model gain-frequency response for a 10 meter tall, 45 meter arm, ‘sloping-vee’ 
receiving antenna, derived from the ICEPAC propagation mode prediction program 
(Tascoine et a l ,  1987). The gain is noted to vary with both frequency and elevation angle. 
However, for the Bod0/Wick propagation path, with a nominal elevation angle o f 6.51° 
(cf. Table 4.3), the gain only differs by approximately 2 dB, between Probing Frequencies o f  
15.0 MHz and 30.0 MHz.
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the Bod0/Wick propagation path, and for Probing Frequencies > 1 5  MHz, are important 

considerations in later Chapters, when signal strength analysis is undertaken.

4.3 Morphological Studies of Sporadic-E Layers, Observed on the 
Bod0/Wick Propagation Path, during the August Campaign

4.3.1 Phillips’ Rule
Figure 4.3 summarises the occurrence characteristics of sporadic-E at vertical incidence, 

recorded over the Bod0/Wick propagation path, during the August campaign. The plot is a 

representation of Phillips’ Rule, which is described by Equation 2.1 and is repeated here for 

convenience.

log l0P = a + bf (4.1)

Phillips’ Rule describes a logarithmic relationship between a given threshold frequency,/, and 

the probability, P, of the sporadic-E top frequency being greater than that threshold 

frequency, ‘a ’ and ‘ft’ being customised constants. It is generally applicable to typical 

mid-latitude sporadic-E observations (Smith, 1957). The ordinates in Figure 4.3 thus represent 

the logarithmic probability and the equivalent linear fractional percentage. The abscissa 

depicts the equivalent vertical threshold frequency (cf. the Secant Law (Equation 3.2.3)). The 

vertical dotted lines indicate the ionosonde’s scanning range of equivalent vertical 

frequencies, as applicable to the Bod0/Wick propagation path.

The actual probability of sporadic-E occurrence is represented by the red dotted line, with the 

green line being a linear regression fit to the probability gradient, described by Phillips’ Rule. 

The near constant probability of occurrence, for vftEs values < 3 MHz, is a manifestation of 

the effect of F-region shielding (cf. §3.3.2), and also of the scaling restrictions arising from 

potential ‘normal’ E-layer contamination of the result set (cf. §3.3.2). Both restrict 

observations of sporadic-E to vftEs values > 3 MHz. The total probability of occurrence 

(67.8%) may thus be a slight underestimate of the true value, but this is not considered to be 

significant. Neither does it influence the applicability of the results to Phillips’ Rule, which is 

gradient driven.

The probability gradient ( ‘ft’) is noted as -0.198±0.007, with an intercept ( ‘a ’ )  of

0.606±0.038. This value of ‘ft’ is typical for mid-latitude sporadic-E layers (Smith, 1957). The
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campaign sporadic-E data.



statistical error is of a significantly small magnitude (0.026) to validate the straight line 

gradient and hence confirm the adherence of the August Campaign Bod0/Wick propagation 

data to Phillips’ Rule. It should also be noted that the intercept constant V  from 

Equation 4.1, is generally non-zero (Smith, 1957).

4.3.2 The Diurnal Occurrence of Sporadic-E Layers

The Occurrence of Sporadic-E as recorded over the Bod0/Wick Propagation Path 

Figure 4.4a presents sporadic-E occurrence details pertaining to the Bod0/Wick propagation 

path during the August campaign. Three plots are presented, each being the hourly percentage 

occurrence of sporadic-E, for equivalent vertical incidence top frequencies, vftEs, greater than 

a given threshold magnitude, i.e. 4.0 MHz, 5.0 MHz and 6.0 MHz. The common abscissa is 

Universal Time (UT). The number of ionograms recorded per hour, during the 11 day 

campaign, and the number of sporadic-E layers similarly observed, are also presented in 

Figure 4.4a as dotted lines. Approximately two-thirds (67.8%) of ionograms recorded a 

measurable sporadic-E trace.

The most significant observation is the broad, pre-midday occurrence maximum, between 

10:00 UT and 12:00 UT, noted for each of the vftEs threshold plots. This occurrence signature 

is commonly observed during the summer months at mid-latitudes (e.g. Dyer, 1972; 

Harris and Taur, 1972). Less clearly defined, is an early evening, secondary occurrence 

maximum, between 18:00 UT and 20:00 UT. This maximum is most easily observed for vftEs 

magnitudes greater than 4.0 MHz., but is still distinct at the 5.0 MHz and 6.0 MHz vftEs 

threshold magnitudes. Again, observations of this early evening maximum are widely noted in 

the literature (e.g. Smith, 1957; Baggaley, 1988).

The early evening maximum is less clearly defined due to the presence of a pre-midnight peak 

in occurrence, between 21:00 UT and 22:00 UT. This maximum is most notably observed, for 

vftEs magnitudes greater than 6 MHz, and is not observed at all at the 4 MHz vftEs threshold 

level. Of equal note is the post-midnight sporadic-E occurrence maximum, between 02:00 UT 

and 04:00 UT. This maximum is noted in each of the three vftEs threshold plots, though of 

decreasing prominence for increasing vftEs threshold frequencies.

A different perspective on these observations, is provided in Figure 4.4b. The data is of

identical format to that depicted in Figure 4.4a, except that the percentage occurrence data is
54
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FIGURES 4.4(a,b) Sporadic-E occurrence statistics, as observed over the Bod0/Wick oblique 
propagation path, for the duration of the August Campaign (cf. Table 4.1). The percentage 
occurrence is plotted with respect to all time (a) and with respect to all measurable sporadic-E 
observations (b). Within each Figure, the occurrence statistics are calculated for equivalent vertical 
top frequencies (vftEs) greater than three threshold magnitudes i.e. 4 MHz, 5 MHz and 6 MHz.



calculated with respect to the total occurrence of sporadic-E, within each hourly bin, as 

opposed to the total number of ionograms recorded (cf. Figure 4.4a). This re-interpretation of 

the data gives information on the distribution of top frequencies within each hourly bin. There 

are many similarities between Figures 4.4(a,b), but the most notable and interesting difference 

is the significantly increased pre-midnight occurrence maximum, for both 5 MHz and 6 MHz 

vftEs threshold frequencies. It is noted that over 75% of the sporadic-E layers observed during 

this pre-midnight time interval, have vftEs magnitudes greater than 6.0 MHz, almost as great 

as for the predominant pre-noon occurrence maximum. This contrasts with the early evening 

and post-midnight occurrence maxima, associated with only -27%  and -  32% respectively, 

of sporadic-E layers of vftEs greater than 6.0 MHz.

The Bod0/Wick data thus displays many of the generally observed mid-latitude sporadic-E 

occurrence characteristics associated with the summer months. In addition however, minor 

pre- and post-midnight occurrence maxima are also noted, with the former being dominated 

by high vftEs values. The following Section briefly compares these observations with data 

recorded over a further five oblique sounding paths, deployed during the August campaign, as 

specified in Table 4.1. The observations are also compared to data derived from vertical 

ionosondes, stationed within the vicinity of the Bod0/Wick propagation path (cf. Figure 4.1).

Further Sporadic-E Observations

Sporadic-E data pertaining to the Oslo/Wick propagation path, is depicted in Figures 4.5(a,b). 

These Figures are of an identical format to Figures 4.4(a,b), with Figures 4.5(a,b) presenting 

sporadic-E occurrence percentages with respect to ionogram recordings and sporadic-E 

observations, respectively. Referring to Figure 4.5a, notable similarities are observed in 

comparison to the Bod0/Wick data presented in Figure 4.4a. Each of the four sporadic-E 

occurrence maxima are observed and at very similar diurnal times. The pre- and 

post-midnight maxima are however less prominent, the Figure as a whole being more 

representative of the more usually observed mid-latitude ‘double-peaked’ occurrence plots, 

indicative of the influence of the semi-diurnal tide in sporadic-E generation (cf. §2.3.6).

However, referring to Figure 4.5b, a similar, if not so prominent characteristic, is noted for the 

pre-midnight occurrence maxima, as compared to Figure 4.4b, i.e. the maxima is 

proportionately more dominated by higher vftEs layers, than seemingly is the case for other 

hourly bins. Note that the difference in magnetic latitude between the nominal Bod0/Wick 

and Oslo/Wick propagation path midpoints, is more than 4°, i.e. 60.78°N versus 56.55°N 

respectively (cf. Table4.3). This latter aspect is discussed later.
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FIGURES 4.5(a,b) As for Figures 4.4(a,b) but plotted for the Oslo/Wick oblique propagation 
path.
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The low data volumes associated with the remaining four oblique propagation paths, make 

valid deductions very difficult, though there is some evidence of a pre-midnight sporadic-E 

occurrence peak on the Bod0/Blakehill propagation path, and possible pre- and post-midnight 

occurrence maxima on the Reykjavik/Blakehill path, though none of these observations are as 

significant as those presented in Figures 4.4(a,b) and Figures 4.5(a,b). Note that the 

geomagnetic latitudes of these nominal path midpoints, are 56.96°N and 57.00°N respectively,

i.e. very similar to that of the Oslo/Wick path.

Of more note, are the sporadic-E observations recorded by the Lycksele and Uppsala vertical 

ionosondes. Data pertaining to the Lycksele ionosonde is presented in Figures 4.6(a,b), the 

usual plot format being applicable. Referring to Figure 4.6a, the commonly observed, broad 

pre-midday occurrence maximum is depicted, though there are few indications of an early 

evening occurrence maximum. The pre-midnight occurrence maximum is however very 

prominent, albeit at the 5 MHz threshold level, the percentage occurrence greater than 6 MHz 

being much reduced. These observations are replicated in Figure 4.6b. In both Figures, the 

presence of a post-midnight occurrence maxima is largely indeterminable. The Uppsala data 

is less noteworthy but an early evening occurrence maximum is observed alongside a 

pre-midnight maximum, though the latter is only significant at the 4 MHz vftEs threshold 

level. The respective magnetic latitudes of the two ionosonde stations are 61.17°N and 

56.15°N i.e. similar to the latitudes of the respective Bod0/Wick and Oslo/Wick nominal 

propagation path midpoints.

4.3.3 Discussion
The occurrence of night-time sporadic-E, at sub-auroral latitudes, is primarily explained by 

enhanced electric fields (e.g. Kirkwood and Von Zahn, 1991) or precipitation events 

(e.g. Besprozvannaya et al.t 1980), arising from increased magnetic activity. Figure 4.7 

presents pseudo K-index data for the August campaign days, derived from the SAMNET 

magnetometer network, as described in §3.4.2. The three stations presented are Nordli, Faroes 

and Glenmore i.e. the stations surrounding the nominal Bod0/Wick propagation path 

midpoint. By employing these K-indices, it is possible to determine the magnetic activity at a 

more localised level. The pseudo indices are calculated for each 3-hour period of the 11 day 

campaign, and for the H, D and root-sum-square value of the H and D geomagnetic field 

components. Stared data points indicate omitted K-indices due to uncertainty in the raw 

geomagnetic field data.
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FIGURES 4.6(a,b) As for Figures 4.4(a,b) but plotted for the Lycksele vertical ionosonde.
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The August campaign is clearly characterised by a magnetically quiet period, up to the 

evening of day 222. A substorm event is noted during the night of day 222, followed by a few 

days of mildly disturbed conditions. Only the evening/nights of days 222 and 225 experience 

true magnetically disturbed conditions. Planetary Kp-indices correspond with these 

observations, with more than 85% of all indices being less than 3o, and the maximum 

disturbance of 4o being recorded for only three index values, on days 222 and 225. The 

campaign as a whole may thus be termed ‘predominantly magnetically quiet’.

The pre- and post-midnight sporadic-E occurrence maxima, cannot therefore be explained by 

the aforementioned auroral zone influences. This assertion is fully justified by re-plotting 

Figures 4.4(a,b) for days 216-221 i.e. the most magnetically quiet days of the campaign. The 

ensuing results, presented in Figures 4.8(a,b), are largely identical to those observed in 

Figures 4.4(a,b), given some expected statistical variance.

The difficulty with the generation of night-time sporadic-E layers at mid-latitudes or 

sub-auroral, or even auroral latitudes, during quiet magnetic times, is the absence of sufficient
9 3ionisation within the E-region, with densities reducing to as low as 5x10' m'

(Turunen et a/., 1993) (cf. Figure 1.8). However, night-time sporadic-E has been explained in 

terms of ionisation being driven down from the F-region, by northward neutral winds {Rowe, 

1974), forming initially so called ‘intermediate’ layers (e.g. Mathews et al., 1997). 

Alternatively, the presence of multiple tidal modes arising from the passage of the F-region 

trough, has been cited as a possible explanation of pre-midnight, high latitude sporadic-E 

layers observed during times of extremely quiet magnetic activity {Turunen et al., 1993). 

Rodger et al. (1983) also associate sporadic-E observations with the F-region trough, for a 

range of magnetic activity conditions. The night-time generation of gradient-drift 

irregularities within the high electron density gradients of sporadic-E layers 

{Tanaka and Venkateswaren, 1982a) may explain high critical frequency magnitudes, if not 

the existence of the layer in the first instance. However, such sporadic-E related, irregularity 

observations are considered rare {Haldoupis and Schlegel, 1993) due to the very specific 

conditions necessary for their generation {Woodman et al., 1991), and hence are unlikely to 

explain the relatively extensive night-time occurrence characteristics of sporadic-E, observed 

over the Bod0/Wick propagation path.

With reference to the observations determined from Figures 4.4(a,b) to 4.6(a,b), a latitudinal 

effect was clearly noted, particularly with respect to the pre-midnight occurrence maximum, 

the most pronounced examples of this maximum being observed at the higher latitudes, by the
57
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FIGURES 4.8(a,b) As for Figures 4.4(a,b) but plotted for the magnetically quiet days of 216 
to 221.
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Bod0/Wick and Lycksele ionosondes. Though the statistical sample is somewhat low, these 

preliminary observations suggest a latitudinal dependent solution to the pre-midnight 

sporadic-E generation. The F-region trough-associated tidal modes, as noted above, are a 

possible generation source of the sporadic-E layers, which satisfies the latitudinal 

dependence, presuming the tidal modulation is relatively local. However, such a mechanism 

does not provide a solution to the inherently low electron density levels. The driving of 

plasma down from the lower F-region may still be required as an associated process, 

particularly if the generation of high vftEs layers, as observed in Figure 4.4b and Figure 4.6b, 

is to be realised. The post-midnight occurrence maximum appears to be less dependant on 

latitude, though it is predominantly observed on the Bod0/Wick path. Intermediate layers 

alone may be the source of these night-time sporadic-E layers.

4.4 Summary

The results presented herein demonstrate that the sporadic-E occurrence data, as recorded 

over the Bod0/Wick propagation path, during the August campaign, is defined primarily by 

mid-latitude sporadic-E characteristics. Given the sub-auroral nature of the nominal 

propagation path midpoint, and yet the predominantly quiet or occasionally moderately 

disturbed magnetic activity, these results are to be expected. It may equally be concluded that 

results derived from this data set, in subsequent Chapters, may also be taken as representative 

of mid-latitude sporadic-E layers.

In summary, the sporadic-E occurrence statistics are dominated by a broad, pre-noon 

maximum, characterised by a greater than 50% occurrence rate of sporadic-E layers, with 

equivalent vertical top frequencies greater than 6.0 MHz. A secondary occurrence maximum 

is noted between 18:00 UT and 20:00 UT, its exact time depending on the threshold 

frequency level. Further, pre- and post-midnight occurrence maxima are observed with both 

oblique and vertical ionosondes, for top frequencies between ~ 4 MHz and ~ 6 MHz, 

depending on the propagation path. Intermediate layers and tidal components may be 

responsible for the generation of these latter night-time sporadic-E layers, the majority of 

which are observed during relatively quiet magnetic activity.

Finally, it is emphasised that the nature and definition of sporadic-E at mid-latitudes, is of a

height-confined layer of plasma intensification, with respect to the ambient plasma density,

and that this intensification arises from the vertical compression of plasma by neutral winds
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(cf. §2.3.3). The plasma structure characteristics of these sporadic-E layers, observed over 

any diurnal time, may consequently be expected to be similar to each other, and this is equally 

applicable to sporadic-E observations made over the Bod0/Wick propagation path, during the 

August campaign when magnetic activity was predominantly quiet.
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Chapter 5

The Sporadic-E Signal Strength Profile

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 (§2.2.2) the general morphology of sporadic-E was considered. This information, 

though important, is insufficient to fully predict and utilise an oblique sporadic-E propagation 

circuit. To accurately forecast the reception quality of such a circuit, an understanding of the 

signal strength versus Probing Frequency profile is essential.

The signal strength-frequency profile of mid-latitude sporadic-E layers is significantly 

different from that of the Chapman-like ‘normal’ E-layer (cf. §1.3.2). In the latter case, total 

reflection from an incident Probing Frequency might be expected, for increasing frequencies 

up to foE, the critical frequency of the layer. For greater Probing Frequencies, total 

penetration of the layer will be observed. Reflection characteristics from sporadic-E layers are 

considerably more complex.

Mid-latitude sporadic-E layers are largely generated from transport processes, specifically, 

neutral wind generated Lorentzian forces acting on the neutrally coupled ions. With suitable 

neutral wind profiles, existing ionisation is compressed into a layer with narrow height range, 

but large horizontal extent, as described by the Windshear theory (cf. §2.3.3). However, the 

plasma density within the sporadic-E layer may not be uniform, but may instead be 

impregnated with ‘clouds’ of plasma density enhancements. Few sporadic-E layers may thus 

be considered as having a homogenous plasma structure.

The ‘cloud’ theory of sporadic-E (e.g. Miller and Smith, 1978) accounts for these plasma 

inhomogeneities, though no single formation mechanism is considered to prevail under all 

circumstances. Most impose a horizontal, as well as vertical, structure on the neutral wind, 

arising from interference between the dominant semi-diurnal tidal mode and gravity waves 

(e.g. Chimonas, 1971; Nygren et al., 1990). The compressional Lorentzian forces are thus 

non-uniform in the horizontal plane, and so account for ‘clouds’ of differing plasma densities.
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The ‘cloud’ theory of sporadic-E may thus be considered an enhancement to the Windshear 

theory, which only considers uniform horizontal winds. A more comprehensive discussion of 

the plasma structure of sporadic-E layers is to be found in §2.4.2.1.

The presence of ‘clouds’ of enhanced plasma density, embedded within an otherwise near 

homogenous plasma density layer, leads to the observation of a ‘blanketing frequency’, fbEs 

(cf. §2.2.1) and a ‘partial transparency’ range of Probing Frequencies, between fbEs and the 

top frequency of the sporadic-E layer, ftEs (cf. §2.4.2). The blanketing frequency represents 

the plasma frequency (cf. §1.4.1) of the homogenous ambient plasma density of the Es-layer. 

The ‘partial transparency’ range of frequencies arises from the plasma ‘cloud’ structure within 

the layer.

It thus follows that a near uniform reflection coefficient ~ 1, may be expected, for Probing 

Frequencies up to the blanketing frequency, with the coefficient reducing for increasing 

Probing Frequencies between fbEs and ftEs. By definition, the reflection coefficient is zero at 

ftEs. The nature of the decrease in reflection coefficient, within this ‘partial transparency’ 

range of frequencies, depends on the number distribution of clouds with respect to their 

inherent plasma density. This ‘cloud population’, with respect to plasma density, is 

investigated within this Chapter.

The signal strength received from sporadic-E layers, at a fixed Probing Frequency, exhibits 

great temporal variability, even at high temporal resolutions ~ seconds (Chessell e ta l ,  1973). 

To investigate the signal strength profile and hence the plasma structure of sporadic-E layers, 

a statistical approach is thus required. In this Chapter, the ‘partial transparency’ frequency 

region is studied by noting the signal strength received from a variety of sporadic-E layers, 

with a wide distribution of ftEs magnitudes. The Probing Frequency (PF) is generally fixed 

and in effect, the signal strength is being noted over a range of normalised Probing 

Frequencies i.e. (PF/ ftE s). The study of the plasma structure of sporadic-E with respect to 

normalised signal strength profiles, is considered more valid than considering signal strength 

variation with respect to absolute differences in ftEs, and is discussed in more detail later.

The Chapter begins however, by demonstrating the fundamental nature of the ‘partial
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transparency’ region of sporadic-E layers, i.e. that the signal strength (dB) received at a given 

fixed Probing Frequency, statistically increases, for increasing ftEs magnitudes, for Probing 

Frequencies greater than the blanketing frequency, fbEs. For Probing Frequencies less than 

fbEs, an approximate signal strength threshold is observed. Subsequent investigations enable 

the extent of the ‘partial transparency’ frequency range to be estimated, as a relative 

proportion of the sporadic-E top frequency. The validity of the data set is verified by 

comparison with a frequently quoted signal strength model {Miya and Sasaki, 1966; 

Miya, Shimizu and Kojima, 1978), differences being explained in terms of the pertinent 

reflection characteristics. Finally, with consideration for other sporadic-E reflection 

mechanisms, a gaussian ‘cloud population’ model is demonstrated to significantly predict the 

normalised sporadic-E signal strength profile.

As acknowledged in Chapter 4, the most significant data set available for study is that from 

the Bod0/Wick oblique propagation path, recorded during August, 1988. Investigations will 

concentrate therein. During this observation period, magnetic activity is predominately quiet, 

with an occasional disturbed event (cf. Figure 4.7). In consideration of this, and the 

morphological characteristics of the said propagation circuit (cf. §4.3), the internal plasma 

structure of the sporadic-E layers, recorded during this period, may be taken as generally 

typical for quiescent mid-latitude conditions.

The exact details of the transmitter and receiver gains and loss factors are unknown, and 

hence although the signal strength measurements are absolute (cf. §3.3.2), attenuation details 

are not available. While this prevents calculation of absolute reflection coefficients, it is of 

little consequence to the following investigations. The statistical variation of observed signal 

strength, at a largely fixed Probing frequency, is considered adequate to study the sporadic-E 

signal strength characteristics within the ‘partial transparency’ frequency range, and 

consequently enable deductions to be made about the associated plasma (cloud) structure.

5.2 Analysis Procedure

The oblique ionosonde records group delay and signal strength, for ionospherically reflected 

signals, at oblique Probing Frequencies (PF) that scan between 2.1MHz and 29.9 MHz 

(cf. §3.3.2). For each ionogram, the signal strength recorded at any given PF, is a summation
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over all traces received at that PF, as described in §3.3.2. Only Probing Frequencies above the 

E/F-region cut-off frequency, of each ionogram, are defined to be exclusively from the 

sporadic-E trace (cf. §3.3.2). In the proceeding analysis, only these signal strengths and 

Probing Frequencies are considered.

The influence of the E/F-region cut-off frequency will vary throughout the day (cf. §1.3.2), 

and on the Bod0/Wick path, effectively restricts (oblique) observations of sporadic-E to ftEs 

values greater than ~15 MHz, particularly, but not exclusively, during the daytime. The 

ionosonde imposes further constraints. As the maximum Probing Frequency transmitted is 

29.9 MHz, sporadic-E traces recorded with a finite signal strength at this PF, are omitted from 

the data set, their ftEs in effect being undefined.

Despite the constraints above, the ensuing data set is still considerable, amounting to over 

1200 individual observations of sporadic-E, over the 11 campaign days, the resolution of 

ionogram recordings being 5 minutes. Comparison of the signal strength returns from the 

range of sporadic-E layers, is achieved by noting the value determined at a nominated Probing 

Frequency. By utilising a fixed Probing Frequency in this way, frequency dependent, signal 

strength fluctuations, due to systematic hardware features or ambient ionospheric 

characteristics (e.g. absorption (cf. §3.2.7)) are avoided. The few results compiled from a 

composite of Probing Frequencies, are analysed with due regard to the aforementioned 

features. The error associated with each signal strength measurement is ±1.5 dB (RCS-5 

Operating and Service Manual) and it is assumed that a linear and stable relationship exists 

between the receiver signal strength input and output, over the whole 60 dB recording range 

(cf. §3.3.2).

The PF is selected to maximise the data set and to give representative results. Too low a value 

will be affected by the diumally varying E/F-region cut-off frequency, while higher values 

will unduly restrict the data set, noting that in addition, the PF must obviously be less than the 

ftEs. Note also that values of PF above -20 MHz will begin to introduce temporal biasing, 

higher ftEs values being observed at particular times of the day (cf. Chapter 4). A Probing 

Frequency between 16 MHz and 20 MHz was considered optimum, with a value of 17.0 MHz 

being generally employed throughout this Chapter.
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5.3 Introductory Observations

5.3.1 The General Signal Strength versus ftEs Relationship
Figure 5.1 exemplifies the general relationship between the sporadic-E top frequency, ftEs, 

and the signal strength observed at a designated Probing Frequency, equal to 17.0 MHz in this 

study. The Figure pertains to all indicated sporadic-E recordings made during the August, 

1988 campaign. Top frequency values are partitioned in 0.5 MHz bins, and the median signal 

strength (MSS) calculated. Signal strength quartiles and data bin counts are also plotted.

It is clear that a proportional relationship exists between the probed sporadic-E signal strength 

(dB) and ftEs, for the greater part of the Es-layer top frequencies. For ftEs values greater than 

about 27 MHz, proportionality breaks down, with the signal strength tending to a threshold 

magnitude ~ 42 dB. Statistically, the PF value of 17.0 MHz manifestly falls within the ‘partial 

transparency’ range of frequencies, for sporadic-E layers with ftEs magnitudes less than 

~ 27MHz. The relative magnitude of the PF is noted, by definition, to decrease with 

increasing ftEs, tending increasingly towards the statistical blanketing frequency of the higher 

ftEs layers. For sporadic-E layers with top frequencies greater than ~ 27 MHz, the PF is 

considered less than the statistical blanketing frequency of these Es-layers, the signal strength 

now being approximately constant with respect to the relative Probing Frequency.

If the PF is varied, so too will the upper range of ftEs magnitudes corresponding to the signal 

strength threshold: the greater the PF, the smaller the range. For Probing Frequencies greater 

than ~ 20 MHz, no signal strength threshold is observed, the difference between the PF and 

the maximum ftEs values being smaller than the associated ‘partial transparency’ frequency 

range. The choice of Probing Frequency thus not only refines the magnitude of the data set, 

but also the ensuing signal strength characteristics observed.

Each individual sporadic-E observation may be characterised by its own idiosyncratic 

relationship between fbEs and ftEs. The preliminary results presented above however, 

demonstrate a statistical relationship between the median signal strength (MSS), observed at a 

fixed Probing Frequency, and ftEs, within the ‘partial transparency’ range of frequencies. No 

significant temporal variations of the MSS-ftEs relationship were noted e.g. diumally, 

between daytime and night-time, or between different campaign days, though this part of the 

analysis was susceptible to the effects of statistical fluctuations, due to the limited data set. 

Finally, attention is brought to the distribution of signal strengths at the higher ftEs values, the
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FIGURE 5.1 The relationship between ftEs  and the median signal strength (continuous red 
plot), determined at a Probing Frequency of 17.0 MHz. The quartile signal strengths (broken red 
plots) and the data bin count (broken blue plot) are also indicated. The data set pertains to all 
sporadic-E recorded and scaled over the Bod0/Wick propagation circuit, during August, 1988.



upper and lower quartiles being evenly spread about the median signal strength. There is thus 

no evidence of a systematic equipment signal strength threshold being approached. The 

results are instead a genuine manifestation of sporadic-E layer characteristics.

5.3.2 Diurnal Observations of Sporadic-E Signal Strength and ftE s  

Having confirmed the statistical relationship between the top frequency of sporadic-E and its 

signal strength at a given Probing Frequency, it is instructive to discuss examples of the 

temporal evolution of the two parameters. Figures 5.2(a,b) plot the median ftEs and signal 

strength against Universal Time (UT), the data being binned on an hourly basis. The data 

count per bin is also indicated. In Figure 5.2a the whole campaign day range is considered, as 

in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2b, presents data from day 219 alone. The maximum data count per 

bin is limited by the maximum ionogram recording rate of 12 per hour. In both plots, the 

signal strength is determined at a Probing Frequency of 17.0 MHz, as in Figure 5.1. For the 

majority of sporadic-E layers, this Probing Frequency is a constituent of the ‘partial 

transparency’ range of frequencies.

Considering Figure 5.2a, the zero-time-lag correlation coefficient between the ftEs and MSS 

plots, is 0.67, the results being significant at the 1% level. Thus even on an hourly basis, the 

ftEs-MSS relationship is very notable. It is also worthy of note that the correlation shows no 

hourly bias. Correlations at other Probing Frequencies within the 16-20 MHz band, give 

equally significant correlation coefficients between 0.61 and 0.82. The results presented here 

may justifiably be termed typical.

The results presented in Figure 5.2b are even more striking, they being recorded on a single 

day. A correlation was similarly calculated between the ftEs and MSS data, but in this case 

restricted to the first 15 hourly bins, so as not to be contaminated by hourly bins with no data. 

A correlation coefficient of 0.81 was determined, again at the 1% significance level. Putting 

these results in context, a correlation coefficient of 0.33 (greater than the 25% significance 

level) was calculated for a PF of 16.0 MHz, but for other PFs in the nominated band, 

coefficients between 0.66 and 0.81 were determined, and all at the 1% significance level. 

Some days display poor correlations, but this was largely due to the hourly range of 

continuous data being too small for meaningful calculations. Typical values of correlation 

coefficient are thus difficult to present. But day 219 is not unusual and the data pertaining to 

days 217, 220 and 223 give comparable and equally compelling results. In conclusion, the
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relationship between ftEs and the signal strength is statistical but is observable over relatively 

small timescales.

5.4 The Partial Transparency Region of Sporadic-E

5.4.1 Introduction
The following analysis is to determine a statistical relationship between the sporadic-E 

blanketing frequency, fbEs, and the top frequency, ftEs, thus defining the ‘partial 

transparency’ range of Probing Frequencies, applicable to the full range of sporadic-E layers 

in this study. For vertical ionogram sounding, the blanketing frequency is determined 

relatively easily from its strict definition: no ionogram traces are observed at Probing 

Frequencies less than the blanketing frequency (Piggot and Rawer, 1961). From a plasma 

density viewpoint, fbEs may be determined by incoherent radar techniques, through the 

excitation of the plasma line (Gordon and Carlson, 1976). At oblique incidence, individual 

ionograms do not readily reveal details of the blanketing frequency. However, by appropriate 

superposition of the signal strength profiles, a signal strength threshold is clearly defined, 

from which the relative blanketing frequency, with respect to ftEs, may be determined. This 

method was employed herein and is described more fully below.

5.4.2 Data Definition
The signal strength of each sporadic-E ionogram trace, may be determined at all Probing 

Frequencies between the E/F-region cut-off frequency and ftEs. Thus at each Probing 

Frequency, (one discrete value for every 100 kHz scanned by the Chirp sounder (cf. §3.3.2)) a 

normalised Probing Frequency may be defined as (.PF/ ftEs). In this study, all the signal 

strength measurements were binned with respect to the normalised Probing Frequency, each 

sporadic-E trace thus contributing many discrete observations to the complete data set. In 

effect, all the sporadic-E signal strength profiles are superposed with respect to the normalised 

Probing Frequency. In contrast it is noted that Figure 5.1 was compiled at a single Probing 

Frequency of 17.0 MHz, each sporadic-E trace contributing only a single signal strength 

measurement to the data set.

Figures 5.3(a,b) represent nominal daytime (0600-1800) and night-time (1800-0600) data, for 

the Bod0/Wick path. The median signal strength, plus quartiles, is plotted against the
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normalised Probing Frequency (PF/ftEs), with the data count per bin also being noted. By 

definition, the number of data points will maximise at or near to the maximum permitted 

value of (PF/ ftEs) i.e. 1.0. All sporadic-E layers are analysed, given the constraints imposed 

in §5.2.

The determination of an average blanketing frequency relies on an accurate signal strength 

profile. It is noted that non-deviative absorption is operative in the HF radio wave band, and is 

inversely proportional to the square of the Probing Frequency (cf. §3.2.7). As the data in 

Figures 5.3(a,b) is a superposition of many Probing Frequencies, it is required that relative 

absorption effects be removed from each individual sporadic-E layer, prior to abscissa 

binning. A signal strength enhancement scaling is thus applied accordingly. Note that the 

signal strength enhancement does not depend on absolute frequencies, but rather on the values 

of {PF/ftEs) pertinent to each Es-layer. By means of example, no signal strength 

enhancement is applied for values of (PF/  ftEs) equal to 1.0; but for values of (PF/ ftEs) 

equal to 0.5, the ratio of non-deviative absorption noted at the ftEs, as compared to the PF, is 

(0.5)2 i.e. 0.25. A 6 dB enhancement to the signal strength is thus appropriate for normalised 

Probing Frequencies equal to 0.5.

5.4.3 Results and Analysis
A normalised Probing Frequency -  0.7 is noted to define the signal strength threshold for the 

daytime plot in Figure 5.3a. The corresponding value for the night-time plot (Figure 5.3b) is 

~ 0.6. The night-time signal strength threshold is more or less constant for decreasing values 

of (.PF/  ftE s) down to ~ 0.45 but then decreases significantly. This is not noted in Figure 5.3a 

though values of (PF/ ftEs) < 0.45 are statistically unreliable. In the latter Figure, there may 

also be a small rise in signal strength for 0.45 < (PF/ ftEs) < 0.7, though this is difficult to 

determine, the upper and lower quartiles presenting conflicting trends.

Figure 5.1 was compiled for both daytime and night-time data, and for the single Probing 

Frequency of 17.0 MHz. From this plot, a signal strength threshold value may be determined 

at a ftEs value -  27 MHz, which corresponds to a normalised Probing Frequency ~ 0.63. This 

latter value is noted to be between the daytime and night-time normalised Probing 

Frequencies observed at the signal strength thresholds in Figures 5.3(a,b). Considering the 

temporal composition of Figures 5.1 as compared to Figures 5.3(a,b), the 17.0 MHz Probing
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Frequency thus appears to give representative results, with respect to all Probing Frequencies 

and at all times.

As noted previously, the night-time plot in Figure 5.3b, is observed to extend to significantly 

lower values of (PF/ ftE s) . This is determined by lower E/F-region cut-off frequencies 

(cf. §5.2) during the night and is largely incidental. Of more note is the decrease in median 

signal strength below the threshold signal strength value, at normalised Probing Frequencies 

below -0 .4 5 . As non-deviative absorption has already been accounted for, antenna gain 

characteristics are deemed responsible (cf. §4.2.2). For all propagation elevation angles, the 

log-periodic transmitting antenna is characterised by a uniform frequency-gain response 

(cf. Figure 4.2a). However, the gain characteristics of the sloping-vee receiving antenna are 

frequency dependent (cf. Figure 4.2b) and are thus investigated further.

The nominal propagation elevation angle for the Bod0/Wick path is -  6.5°±1.0 (cf. Table 4.3). 

At this elevation angle, and for received frequencies between ~ 20 MHz and -  30 MHz, the 

sloping-vee antenna gain is approximately uniform (cf. Figure 4.2b). However, for decreasing 

frequencies below - 1 5  MHz, the gain is noted to decrease by -  9 dB. This is comparable 

with the observed decrease in the MSS value in Figure 5.3b, for normalised Probing 

Frequencies below -  0.45. And as the sporadic-E layers with the lowest values of (PF/ ftEs), 

must generally be the layers with the highest values of ftEs (~ 30 MHz), the normalised 

Probing Frequency value of -  0.45 will typically represent an actual Probing Frequency of 

- 1 5  MHz. The decreasing receiver antenna gain with decreasing Probing Frequency, may 

thus explain the sudden decrease in the MSS below normalised Probing Frequencies of 

-  0.45.

5.4.4 Discussion
The results from Figures 5.3(a,b) suggest approximate ‘partial transparency’ ranges -  30% of 

the top frequency value, during the daytime, and -  40% during the night-time. The above 

analysis was repeated for restricted ranges of ftEs, to consider if there is any absolute 

relationship between the top frequency and the ‘partial transparency’ range of frequencies. 

For the daytime, a range of percentages was determined, varying between -  40% and -  20%, 

but no systematic relationship with ftEs was noted. Further, Jalonenetal. (1982) noted a 

qualitative increase in the ‘partial transparency’ range with foEs, at vertical incidence.
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Interpreting the results according to a proportional, as opposed to absolute, relationship 

between ftEs and the ‘partial transparency’ range of frequencies, thus appears justified.

One of the most substantial and authoritative data sets comparing the plasma frequency, fp, 

with fbEs and ftEs, was compiled by Reddy and Mukunda Rao (1968) using vertical 

ionosondes and in-situ rocket measurements. Considering the results with respect to the 

temporal definitions adopted herein, gives average values of f/f tE s , during the nominal 

daytime and night-time, of 0.69 and 0.35 respectively. The daytime results are effectively 

equal to those deduced from Figure 5.3a, though the difference between daytime and 

night-time is more significant. Further, Miller and Smith (1978), employing incoherent radar 

techniques, determined a value for the said ratio approximating to 0.7, during local times 

between 1100 and 1430, similar to the results presented herein and to those compiled by 

Reddy and Mukunda Rao (1968).

It is unclear why the night-time ‘partial transparency’ region should be greater than that 

observed in the daytime, whether by a large or small degree. Invoking the plasma ‘cloud’ 

model of sporadic-E to explain the ‘partial transparency’ region, and presuming gravity waves 

as the source of the ‘cloud’ structure (cf. §2.4.2.1), may provide an answer. The auroral zone 

is a source of gravity waves, especially at night, arising from ion-frictional and particle 

heating (cf. §2.3.6). The waves subsequently propagate equatorward (Hunsucker, 1982), and 

may thus influence the night-time structure of the sub-auroral Bod0/Wick sporadic-E layers. 

Further investigations of the ‘cloud’ structure of sporadic-E layers follow in the next Section.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the normalised superposition of signal strength profiles appears to be a valid 

means of determining average ‘partial transparency’ frequency ranges at oblique incidence, 

and also provides a visual interpretation of the signal strength characteristics of sporadic-E 

layers. ‘Partial transparency’ ranges ~ 30% and -  40% of the top frequency value, were noted 

during the daytime and night-time respectively. As a means of comparison, it is instructive to 

convert the transparency frequency ratio, to an equivalent vertical frequency range. For a 

typical top frequency of 22.5 MHz, application of the Secant Law (Equation 3.7) gives 

‘partial transparency’ ranges for daytime and night-time of 1.47 MHz and 1.96 MHz. These 

compare with ~ 0.8 MHz (half the gyrofrequency) as determined by refractive processes from 

homogeneous, non-cloudy layers, the latter value being intrinsic to O- and X-mode 

propagation characteristics (cf. §3.2.3). For a typical sporadic-E layer, the daytime ‘partial 

transparency’ range of frequencies thus extends to nearly twice the range expected from
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homogenous plasma layer characteristics alone. And at night-time the difference is even 

greater.

5.5 A Comparison with Model Signal Strength Profiles

5.5.1 Introduction and Data Definition
In the previous Section, a relationship between the sporadic-E signal strength (SS) and the 

normalised Probing Frequency, (PF/ftEs), was confirmed. It will be demonstrated that such 

signal strength profile characteristics may be explained by a gaussian ‘cloud population’ 

density distribution, presuming identical plasma ‘cloud’ scale sizes and an incoherent scatter 

mechanism. However, before deriving a plasma structure it is instructive to compare the 

signal strength results presented herein, with a frequently quoted empirical model, derived by 

Miya and Sasaki (1966) and summarised as:-

SS
ftEs
PF\ r i  J

\ n
(5.1)

for which V  is an integer. Whilst Miya and Sasaki (1966) and Miya etal. (1978) do not 

specifically consider the value or nature of V ,  other authors (.Bramley, 1972; From, 1984, 

Whitehead, 1970) present results for constant values of V  ranging up to a value of 50. It is 

clear from Figures 5.3(a,b) that V  is not, and can not be a constant. For Probing Frequencies 

less than the blanketing frequency, the value of V  approximates to zero, though this is 

evidently not the situation for Probing Frequencies within the ‘partial transparency’ range of 

frequencies, where a finite value persists. A more detailed comparison between the 

Bod0/Wick propagation data and the Miya and Sasaki model is considered appropriate, in 

order to validate the Bod0/Wick signal strength results and hence derive a plasma (cloud) 

model from them.

The values of V  as defined by Equation 5.1, are easily determined through logarithmic 

plotting. Noting that the signal strength recordings are already expressed in decibels, a plot of 

median signal strength (dB) versus 101og10(PF/ ftEs) will give a gradient of magnitude ‘-n  .

Figure 5.4 was so compiled, employing a Probing Frequency of 17.0 MHz, as in Figure 5.1 

and Figures 5.2(a,b). As discussed previously, employing a single Probing Frequency for 

signal strength determinations, avoids potential misinterpretations arising from uncertain
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FIGURE 5.4 Plot to determine the V  factor, as defined by Equation 5.1. The signal

strength (dB) versus 101og10(PF/ ftEs) relationship is represented for three distinct data sets.

Firstly, the daytime (06:00-18:00) BodpAVick data (median and quartiles), derived from a Probing 
Frequency of 17.0 MHz; secondly, an HF/VHF signal strength model (MSK model) 
{Miya et al., 1978); and thirdly, HF (27.775 MHz) propagation data (M&S 27 MHz) relating to 
both the MSK model and the BodpAVick propagation circuit. The V  factor is determined from the 
gradient o f the plots.



frequency dependent factors, e.g. transmitter and receiver gain and loss factors, and 

ionospheric influences e.g. absorption (cf. §3.2.7).

The data set pertains to the Bod0/Wick propagation path, the median signal strength (MSS) 

versus lO log^ P F /ftEs) being plotted as a solid red line in Figure 5.4. The signal strength

quartiles are plotted as broken red lines and the data count per abscissa bin is also presented. 

The bin apportionment is fairly coarse, with only five non-zero data counts being noted. This 

does however improve the statistical significance per bin, an important consideration on a 

log-log plot.

Two further curves are presented in Figure 5.4. As indicted above, Miya and Sasaki (1966) 

developed an empirically based model defining the relationship between signal strength and 

ftEs, for VHF radio waves reflected from sporadic-E layers. This model was later refined, 

with atmospheric refractive index effects considered more fully {Miya, Shimizu and Kojima, 

1978) and it is this latter data (termed the ‘MSK model’) which has been appropriately scaled 

and included in Figure 5.4 (cf. the green curve). Although the MSK model was based 

primarily on VHF oblique propagation ( -4 1  MHz to -  58 MHz), it is considered, by the 

authors, to be valid for the frequency range from -  10 MHz to -  150 MHz. In addition, results 

for a propagating frequency of 27.775 MHz were presented in isolation in the 1966 paper. As 

this frequency more closely correlates with those pertaining to the Bod0/Wick path, these 

results (termed the ‘M&S 27 MHz’ data) have also been scaled and depicted in Figure 5.4 

(cf. the blue curve). The Bod0/Wick data is directly compared to the MSK model, whose 

source data was largely recorded during the daytime. It is therefore appropriate to limit the 

range of Bod0/Wick ionograms to those recorded during nominal daytime hours 

(0600 to 1800).

It is worth noting that the Bod0/Wick data is expressed as the absolute signal strength 

recorded at the receiver and is plotted accordingly. However, both the MSK Model and 

M&S 27 MHz data sets, were originally expressed in terms of attenuation. Absolute 

comparisons between the two data types are thus difficult though also unnecessary for the 

purpose of this study. As only the rate o f decrease of signal strength with respect to ftEs is 

being measured, the positioning of the latter data sets, with respect to the ordinate, is 

arbitrary, the depicted position being selected solely to aid visual comparisons. Only a 

relative correlation thus exists between the signal strength ordinate and these latter plots. But 

this has no consequence with regards to calculations of the values of V ,  which are based 

solely on gradient determinations.
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5.5.2 Results and Analysis
The first notable observation is the confirmation that V  is not constant but rather increases 

with normalised Probing Frequency (PF/ ftEs). With regard to the Bod0/Wick data, values of 

V  -  9.3, -  12.1 (interpolated) and -  20.1 may be calculated, for values of 101og10(PF/ ftEs)

-  -2.0, ~ -1.25 (interpolated) and ~ -0.5. The interpolated (or average) gradient, defined for 

101og10(PF/ ftEs) -  -1.25, enables a comparison to be made with the MSK model at the same

abscissa value, as considered below. Magnitudes of V  for the MSK model, range from ~ 6.8 

to ~ 27.6 and for the M&S 27 MHz data, from ~ 6.7 to -  43.5. These gradient calculations do 

not however pertain to coincident normalised Probing Frequencies, a problem addressed 

below.

The sparsity of binned MSS data points, and the varying abscissa ranges over which the three 

data plots apply, make gradient comparisons difficult. The Bod0/Wick data may be 

approximately compared to the MSK model data, for values of 101og10(PF/ ftEs) between

-1.5 and 0.0. The respective values of V  are ~ 12.1 and ~ 20.1 for the former data set, and

-  6.8 and ~ 10.8 for the MSK model. The Bod0/Wick data is thus giving values of ‘n’ 

approximately twice the magnitude of those from the MSK model.

Comparisons may be made between the Bod0/Wick data and the M&S 27 MHz data, for 

values of 10logl0(PF/ftEs) between -2.0 and -0.5, giving respective values of V  -  9.3 and

-  20.1 for the former data set, and ~ 6.7 and -2 1 .3  for the latter. For higher values of V ,  the 

comparison with the Bod0/Wick data is extremely favourable (20.1 versus 21.3), though 

significant differences (~ 50%) exist between the lower values of V  (9.3 versus 6.7). A 

summary of the respective values of V ,  versus normalised Probing Frequency, is presented 

in Table 5.1, together with errors which are considered below.

To effectively compare these gradient determinations, it is necessary to consider all potential 

sources of error associated with the gradient calculations pertaining to the three plots in 

Figure 5.4. Scaling considerations, as well as the consistency of the MSK model itself, are 

assessed. From such considerations, the validity of the Bod0/Wick median signal strength 

profile can be assessed.

Sources o f Error

The Bod0/Wick data is based on median values, and associated abscissa data bins. With the

number of independent signal strength measurements per bin varying between -  100 to -  200 ,
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Normalised Probing Frequency 
lOlog t0(PF/ftEs)

Approximate value of the Gradient ‘n’

Bod0/Wick data MSK Model data M&S 27 MHz data

-2.00 9.3 6.7 (~±4%)

-1.25 12.1* 6.8 (~±30%)

-0.50 20.1 10.8 (~±30%) 21.3 (~±21%)

* = interpolated gradient

Table 5.1

Summary of the approximate values of ‘n’, as related to Equation 5.1, for the 
Bod0/Wick, MSK model and M&S 27 MHz data sets, as derived from Figure 5.4.



the statistical error in the median determination is comparatively small. The error in the 

gradient measurement is thus largely determined by the accuracy of the ftEs scalings of the 

source ionograms (cf. §3.3.2), and the subsequent partitioning of data between abscissa bins. 

The vast majority of oblique ftEs scalings are considered accurate to within 0.1 MHz. The 

sum of both these error sources is thus considered negligible, particularly compared to other 

errors considered below.

Errors relating to the M&S 27 MHz data, arise from scaling the data depicted in Figure 7 of 

Miya and Sasaki (1966). Presuming that these errors are more significant than the unknown 

empirical errors associated with the actual data recordings, errors in V  vary between ~ 4%, 

for the lower values, and -  21% for the higher values.

The MSK model data is defined for a continuous range of propagation distances and values of 

(PF/ ftE s) , and as for the M&S 27 MHz data, errors arise from manual scalings, in this case, 

from a graphical representation of the model (Figure 12, Miya etal., 1978). Further intrinsic 

errors may arise, emanating from the extensive degree of interpolation and extrapolation 

involved in the graphical depiction of the model. The MSK model was thus tested for 

self-consistency, predicted sporadic-E loss factors being noted for a range of (PF/ftEs) 

values, at propagation distances similar to the Bod0/Wick propagation distance 

(~ 1300±100 km). As a result of the derivation method of the model (discussed in more detail 

below), comparisons between predicted loss factors, at different propagation distances, can be 

made by application of the Secant Law (cf. §3.2.3). All sporadic-E loss factors at coincident 

normalised Probing Frequencies should then be equal. This was generally found not to be the 

case. For fixed normalised Probing Frequencies, V  was noted to vary by up to -  ±30%. It 

was concluded that values of V  determined from the MSK model, should be considered no 

more accurate than ±30%, this being a combination of scaling and self-consistency errors.

Errors associated with the M&S 27 MHz data and the MSK model are thus significantly 

greater than those applicable to the Bod0/Wick data, with the greatest errors being noted for 

the MSK model (up to ±30%). However, even these large errors do not account for the 

differences noted between the values of V  calculated for both the Bod0/Wick data and the 

MSK model (cf. Table 5.1). Comparisons between values of V  calculated for the Bod0/Wick 

data and the M&S 27 MHz data are however more favourable, particularly for the higher 

values of V  (cf. Table 5.1). The estimated error in these values of V  (-21%  for the 

M&S 27 MHz data) fully accounts for the small differences observed between the two data
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sets. Unaccounted for differences still however persist between the lower values of V ,  

pertinent to the Bod0/Wick and M&S 27 MHz data (cf. Table 5.1).

5.5.3 Discussion
From Figure 5.4 and the results discussed above, it is of significant note that the values of V  

determined from the Bod0/Wick data, are in much greater agreement with those derived from 

the M&S 27 MHz data, than with those values of V  calculated from the MSK model. It is 

therefore worth reiterating that the M&S 27 MHz data pertains to a ground propagation path 

length of 1243 km, similar to the corresponding Bod0/Wick distance of 1309 km 

(cf. Table 4.3). Further, the propagation frequency of the M&S 27 MHz data, coincides with 

the HF Probing Frequency band transmitted by the ‘Chirp’ oblique sounder employed at 

Bod0 . Significant similarities between the two data sets thus exist.

In contrast, values of V  determined for the MSK model, are approximately half the 

magnitude of those calculated for the Bod0/Wick data, with known errors (~ ±30 %) failing to 

account for the discrepancies. Unlike the M&S 27 MHz data however, the MSK model is 

compiled from a fundamentally different range of Probing Frequencies, specifically, 

frequencies between ~ 41 MHz and ~ 58 MHz, i.e. the VHF frequency band, and then 

extended to the HF band. As a consequence, the model is derived from a significant 

proportion of what may be termed ‘underdense reflections’ i.e. the scattering of equivalent 

vertical frequencies (cf. the Secant Law, §3.2.3) greater than the plasma frequency of the 

scattering region (cf. Equation 1.10), a fact confirmed by Miya et al. (1978).

Initial indications thus suggest that the Bod0/Wick results are representative of HF 

propagation characteristics, and that the VHF MSK model is invalid within the HF band. The 

following discussion substantiates this assertion and thus vindicates the subsequent derivation 

of a sporadic-E plasma ( ‘cloud’) structure based on the Bod0/Wick results.

Es Scatter

Scattering from mid-latitude sporadic-E layers is largely due to embedded gradient drift 

irregularities within the layer (e.g.Ecklundetal., 1981; Haldoupis and Schlegel, 1993). 

Signal strength intensity aside, the detection of irregularity scatter is determined by the 

relationship between the radar and plasma wave instability wavelengths (cf. §3.4.1), and thus 

does not depend directly on intrinsic plasma densities (Reddy and Mukunda Rao, 1968).
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‘Underdense reflections’ are thus a characteristic feature of Es scatter (cf. §2.4.2.3).

The MSK model, determined by Miya et al. (1978), is specifically based on both Es reflection 

and Es scatter data, initial distinctions being identified by fading characteristics and absolute 

attenuation levels. This is clearly apparent from Figure 5.4, where a substantial proportion of 

the MSK model ‘curve’ is plotted for (PF/  ftEs) > 1.0, by definition a normalised Probing 

Frequency region associated with ‘underdense reflections’. The MSK model data thus appears 

to have been biased by Es scatter data, even for normalised Probing Frequencies < 1.0, as a 

result of the merging and interpolation of all the empirical data, over the range of Probing 

Frequencies (~ 41 MHz to ~ 58 MHz) and ground propagation distances (~ 900 km to 

~ 2510 km) pertinent to the MSK model data set.

Evidence for this assertion is implicit to the MSK model and M&S 27 MHz data sets depicted 

in Figure 5.4. The MSK model data plotted in Figure 5.4, is for a ground propagation distance 

of ~ 1300 km. The said distance pertinent to the M&S 27 MHz data is 1243 km i.e. very 

similar. The latter is thus a fundamental constituent of the MSK model data at ~ 1300 km, and 

yet the two curves are patently different. So while the M&S 27 MHz data is most likely 

dominated by Es reflection data, and exhibits good agreement with the Bod0/Wick data, it 

appears that the MSK model data is biased by Es scatter data, arising from its associated 

higher Probing Frequencies.

The influence of ‘underdense reflections’ is however likely to decrease with decreasing 

normalised Probing Frequency, for {PF/ ftEs) < 1.0. It is notable from Figure 5.4, that for the 

lower values of 101og10(P F /ftEs), i.e. ~ -1.5, there is good agreement between the MSK

model and the M&S 27 MHz data, with respect to mutual gradients, the correspondingly 

higher values of signal strength being less likely the result of Es scatter (Booker, 1959; 

Bowles and Cohen, 1957; Spizzichino and Giraud, 1966).

The extension of the MSK model to the HF propagation band is thus questionable. But before 

concluding, it is prudent to first eliminate other possible factors that may give rise to the 

discrepancies in the value of V  calculated for the Bod0/Wick and the MSK model data. The 

procedures employed to derive the signal strength ‘curves’ depicted in Figure 5.4 are initially 

discussed, followed by a justification for the Secant Law scaling employed on the MSK 

model data.
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Derivation of the signal strength curves

The Bod0/Wick data set is self contained. Both the ftEs values and the signal strength at the 

Probing Frequency, are scaled within each incorporated ionogram. By definition, no abscissa 

values are defined for values of (PF /ftE s) greater than 1.0. The signal strengths are 

subsequently binned with respect to (PF/ftEs), for a fixed PF= 17.0, and median values 

calculated. In contrast, Miya et al. (1978) and Miya and Sasaki (1966) used a method of equal 

probabilities of observing a given signal strength and foEs (vertical incidence) morphology. It 

was demonstrated in preliminary analysis by this author, that these two methods are 

equivalent and are not responsible for the discrepancies in V .  Hence the simpler, former, 

analysis approach was adopted for the Bod0/Wick data.

Scaling Considerations

The signal strength curves attributed to Miya et al. (1978) and Miya and Sasaki (1966) were 

derived from two independent sources. Signal strength magnitudes were recorded for varying, 

obliquely propagating Probing Frequencies, while the sporadic-E critical frequency, foEs, was 

determined by a vertical sounder, positioned near to the nominal propagation path midpoint. 

The signal strength of sporadic-E reflected transmissions, are thus expressed with respect to 

(PF/ foE s) . To compare with the Bod0/Wick data, the sporadic-E critical frequency from the 

MSK model, needs to be expressed as an equivalent oblique frequency, and this is achieved 

through use of the Secant Law (cf. §3.2.3).

The Secant Law, as defined by Equation 3.7, is expressed in ‘modified’ form, with a 

‘correction’ factor ‘it’, i.e. f Q- k . f v.sec#0. This correction factor arises from the flat

ionosphere approximation, made in the derivation of the law, and may be shown to vary 

between 1.0 and - 1 . 2  for typical realistic ionospheres {Davies, 1990), increasing with 

propagation distance. In Figure 5.4, the MSK model, and indeed the M&S 27 MHz data, were 

both scaled with a ‘it’ factor of 1.0 .

Higher ‘it’ factors effectively shift the MSK model data, in Figure 5.4, to lower abscissa 

values. Applying a ‘it’ factor of 1.2 to the model data, results in values of V  between -  6.8 to

-  18.2, measured at the values of 101og10(PF /ftEs) applicable to the Bod0/Wick data (i.e.

-  -2.0 to -0.5). These shifted V  values are significantly closer to the Bod0/Wick V  values 

and in particular, to the M&S 27 MHz results. However, transmission curves for typical 

ionospheres give ‘it’ factors near to unity, for propagation distances -  1300 km {Davies,
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1990), though higher effective values have been noted (e.g. Kerblay et al., 1976). Further, 

however, near unity ‘£’ factors are generally applicable for all reflections from typical 

sporadic-E heights (~ 110 km), even at the largest propagation distances CDavies, 1990).

Density Gradients

The most compelling justification for employing a unity *ky factor however, arises from the 

study of density gradients within sporadic-E layers, and their effect on propagation 

characteristics. Density gradients within sporadic-E, particularly at its edges, have been 

proposed and observed as a source of ‘underdense’ partial reflections 

(e.g. Budden and Cooper, 1962; Reddy, 1968; Chessel et al., 1973). However, theoretical 

studies, employing full wave analysis techniques, at vertical (Miller and Smith, 1977) and 

oblique incidence (Barnes, 1994) suggest that ‘typical’ sporadic-E gradients have a very 

limited influence on reflection conditions. Specifically, Barnes (1994) noted no significant 

‘underdense’ reflections for Es-layers with thicknesses > 1 km and with gaussian-type density 

profiles (cf. §2.4.1). For such ‘typical’ characteristics, it was confirmed that the ‘standard’ 

Secant Law (k = 1.0) is obeyed, even over relatively long propagation paths. The T  factor 

may thus be taken as equal to 1.0, for all sporadic-E reflection resulting from refractive 

processes (including refraction arising from a plasma ‘cloud’ structure (cf. §2.4.2.1)). These 

results are in agreement with the transmission curves discussed above, which did not 

specifically apply to sporadic-E layer reflections. Confirmation of a unity ‘k’ factor, with 

respect to ‘typical’ sporadic-E plasma gradients, is determined in §5.6.2.

5.5.4 Summary
Differences in the values of V  calculated for the Bod0/Wick and MSK model data, appear 

therefore not to be explainable by differences in analysis procedures, nor a feature of the 

necessity to scale the MSK model results by means of the ‘standard’ Secant Law (*k’ = 1.0). 

Observations of effective *k' factors significantly greater than 1.0, are not consistent with 

theory nor most observations, in relation to sporadic-E. The incorporation of Es scatter data 

into the MSK model is instead deemed to be the dominant factor in evaluating the source of 

the ‘n’ value discrepancy between the Bod0/Wick and MSK model data. The merging of Es 

reflection and scatter data within the same signal strength model, does not appear to be 

appropriate. Indeed, intuitively, modelling of Es scatter, arising from embedded irregularities, 

should be considered in its own right.
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Considering the general agreement with the M&S 27 MHz data, it may be concluded that the 

Bod0/Wick data has demonstrated more representative values of V ,  as applicable to HF, 

overdense sporadic-E reflection. Values of ‘n’ decrease with decreasing normalised Probing 

Frequency (PF/foEs), from values - 2 0  for (PF/foEs) equal to 1.0, to a threshold 

magnitude approaching zero, for normalised Probing Frequencies pertinent to the sporadic-E 

blanketing range of frequencies.

Finally, it is interesting to note that Bramley (1972), quotes a mean value of V  of 18, derived 

from VHF propagation over path lengths between ~ 1500 km to ~ 2000 km. From Secant Law 

scaling considerations, his results appear to be almost exclusively Es scatter. Further, Booker 

(1959) defines a general relationship for ionospheric irregularity scatter, not too dissimilar in 

form to Equation 5.1, i.e.:-

f  i \ n
(5.2)Joe

\ sin (0/ 2)

where a  is the scattering cross-section, k the scattered wavelength and 6 the scattering angle. 

Values of ‘n’ between -  4.5 and -  6.0 were derived in general, for a Probing Frequency range 

between 30 MHz and 100 MHz and coincidentally, a ground propagation path ~ 1300 km, i.e. 

similar to that for the Bod0/Wick path. However, application of the theory and empirical 

results to sporadic-E observations, determined a value of V  equal to 18. A value 

approximating to 18 thus appropriately agrees with the upper value of V  derived for the 

Bod0/Wick data (~ 20), at the transition between over- and underdense ‘reflections’. These 

corroborating results add extra weight to the validity of the Bod0/Wick signal strength profile, 

from which a plasma structure will now be determined.

5.6 Examining the Cause of the Sporadic-E Signal Strength Profile

5.6.1 The Influence of the Sporadic-E Cloud Structure 

Introduction

The ‘cloud model’ of sporadic-E was discussed earlier, in §5.1, with a more complete account 

presented in Chapter 2 (§2.4.2.1). It may be summarised as the presence of enhanced plasma 

‘clouds’, embedded within a homogenous plasma layer. Both the plasma and number density 

of the clouds may vary, giving rise to different reflection characteristics (e.g. Barnes, 1992;
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Barnes, 1995; Whitehead, 1972). The blanketing frequency, /frEs, defines the ambient density 

of the Es-layer, while ftEs defines the maximum plasma density of those clouds giving rise to 

detectable signal returns.

In Figure 5.4, the decline of signal strength with decreasing ftEs, at a fixed Probing 

Frequency, is defined by Equation 5.1. A significant frequency range of partial transparency 

is thus observed. If the cloud model of sporadic-E is invoked to interpret this ‘curve’, then by 

definition, the maximum scale size of the pertinent clouds is limited by the first Fresnel zone. 

Presuming a flat Earth and ionosphere, and a symmetric propagation path, the first Fresnel 

zone, F, at oblique incidence and in the transmitter-receiver line-of-sight, may be 

approximated by:-
ir

F =
AR

2 c o s 2 ( 0 / 2 )
(5.3)

where A is any propagating wavelength, R is the propagation distance from the ground to the 

Es-layer, and 6 is the angle subtended by the incident and reflected rays at the layer (Davies,

1990). For a ground distance ~ 1300 km, the first Fresnel zone, in the transmitter-receiver 

direction, approximates to ~ 20 km to ~ 25 km for HF waves pertinent to this study 

(i.e. -  15 MHz to - 3 0  MHz). Under transparency conditions, cloud sizes up to this scale 

length are thus inferred.

The characteristics of the returned signal strength are extremely complex and intricately 

determined by the specific details of the cloud model, e.g. the number density of clouds, their 

scale sizes, their plasma densities, and crucially their quasi-independence (e.g. Spencer,

1991). Presuming scale sizes less than the Fresnel zone, both coherent and incoherent theory 

may be applied to determine the returned signal power, dependent on the number of clouds 

per Fresnel zone, the number of zones reflecting power to the receiver, and the independence 

of the reflecting clouds. ‘Coupled’ clouds within a single Fresnel zone, will contribute 

coherently to the received signal power. ‘Independent’ clouds, extending over several Fresnel 

zones, will contribute incoherently. To interpret the Bod0/Wick signal strength curve in 

Figure 5.4, a simplified interpretation of this theory was derived. In the first instance, 

‘independent’ clouds, a more realistic scenario, are presumed and thus incoherent scatter 

theory is applied.
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Plasma Cloud Population Distribution Models

Two cloud population (number) distributions, as a function of plasma density, will be 

discussed below, with the intention of modelling the Bod0/Wick signal strength curve in 

Figure 5.4. The two plasma cloud distributions are a simplified gaussian and a linear model. 

In these models, many clouds are assumed to populate the sporadic-E layers, each being of an 

identical size, but varying in plasma density. The minimum plasma density is taken to be 

equal to the ambient, homogenous sporadic-E layer density, as defined by fbEs. Considering 

the suggested gravity wave cloud generation mechanism (cf. §2.4.2), this is a reasonable 

assumption. The cloud population at any given plasma density is determined by the respective 

distribution model. It thus follows that only a proportion of the total cloud population will be 

of sufficient plasma density to support the refraction of incident Probing Frequencies, and that 

the proportion decreases, according to the specific cloud population distribution, with 

increasing Probing Frequency. The signal strength received is then set proportional to the total 

number of (equal size) clouds of plasma density greater than the equivalent Probing 

Frequency plasma density (cf. Barnes, 1995; Spencer, 1991), i.e. those plasma clouds that 

will support ionospheric refraction. Such a presumption is based on incoherent scatter 

principles, i.e. when signals are received incoherently, the received power is proportional to 

the ‘reflecting’ (or scattering) area (or volume).

The Gaussian Probability Distribution

The general gaussian probability distribution, P, with respect to a variable, x, is defined as:-

where p  is the mean of the distribution and cr is the standard deviation. The exact form of 

the gaussian is incidental in relation to the cloud distribution to be ‘fitted’ to the Bod0/Wick 

signal strength curve in Figure 5.4. The mean, p , may thus be set to zero, and the standard 

deviation, a , set to 1. The so defined ‘normalised’ gaussian may thus be expressed as:-

{ x- f i f
2ff2

(5.4a)

(5.4b)

The integral of Equation 5.4b between ± oo is equal to 1 i.e. the normalised probability. The 

probability of x being greater than a given positive value e.g. z, is the integral of
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Equation 5.4b between z and + qo. Such integrals are not so readily determined, however 

integrals between 0  and z, where z is a multiple or semi-multiple of the standard deviation, 

i.e. (7 , or or/2 , are readily available in tabulated form. The integral of the ‘tail’ region of a

gaussian distribution is thus easily determined by evaluating Jq Pdx -  j*Pdx , where Jq Pdx

is equal to a Vi and P  is the normalised gaussian function. These principles are employed to 

calculate plasma cloud populations, defined by a gaussian distribution, with plasma densities 

greater than a given threshold, e.g. z (and by implication, up to infinity).

The Gaussian Plasma Cloud Population Distribution

The proportion of plasma clouds contributing to the received signal strength, at a given 

Probing Frequency, is determined through appropriate integration of the respective cloud 

population distribution, between limits effectively defined by the Probing Frequency and the 

maximum extent of the distribution (infinity for a gaussian). In the case of the gaussian 

distribution it should also be noted that only the upper half of the standard distribution is of 

relevance i.e. the cloud population maximises at plasma densities approximating to the 

ambient, homogenous plasma density of the sporadic-E layer. At higher cloud plasma 

densities, the cloud population decreases. The cloud population never increases with 

increasing plasma density.

In §5.5.4, it was observed that the Bod0/Wick signal strength curve was tending to a zero 

gradient at the lower values of (PF/ftEs), and thus a maximum, threshold signal strength. 

Such a trend is to be expected, considering the definition of fbEs, and the results depicted in 

Figures 5.1 and 5.3(a,b). For the purpose of the cloud population model distributions, a 50 dB 

signal strength threshold (S S threshold) is assumed, applicable to the signal strength returned 

from the entire cloud population, and hence also by the ambient plasma density. Probing 

Frequencies at or below fbEs are thus constrained to reflect this maximum signal strength, 

with higher Probing Frequencies, within the partial transparency region, reflecting reduced 

signal strengths as described above.

It follows from the above discussions, that the signal strength received from a given Probing 

Frequency (SSpf) may be expressed as a fraction of the specified signal strength threshold, 

(,SSthreshold), where the fraction, ‘F ’ represents the proportion of clouds, within the ‘tail’ of 

the upper half of the gaussian distribution. The ‘tail’ is defined between a lower limit of ‘z’ 

and infinity, where for the purposes of this study, ‘z’ is a multiple of cr/2 . Hence:-
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SSPF = F x S S T H R E S H O L D (5.5)

where:-
f  Pdx -  \ zPdx

F _  Jo Jo_  — ,

j >
z = 0, <j/ 2 , cr, 3cr/2, 2cr, ...,4cr

and P  is the normalised gaussian distribution defined by Equation 5.4b.

A similar, if simpler, procedure was employed to evaluate the signal strengths pertaining to a 

linear cloud population distribution, being simply defined as a linear fractional reduction. 

The signal strengths derived from both the gaussian and linear distributions, are appropriately 

scaled with respect to the normalised Probing Frequency, and the results presented in 

Figure 5.5.

Results and Analysis

Figure 5.5 is dimensioned identically to Figure 5.4. Indeed, the Bod0/Wick (red) and 

M&S 27 MHz (blue) signal strength curves are similarly depicted. The MSK model data and 

the quartiles have been removed. The two additional plots represent the signal strengths 

predicted from the suitably constrained gaussian (green curve) and linear (yellow curve) cloud 

population distribution models described above, the distributions defining the number density 

of plasma ‘clouds’ as a function of plasma density.

The gaussian ‘fit’ to the Bod0/Wick (and M&S 27 MHz) data in Figure 5.5, is clearly very 

favourable. In comparison, the results pertaining to the linear distribution are significantly less 

good. To an extent, the gaussian cloud distribution model is constrained to ‘fit’, but it is not 

felt that any assumptions made are unwarranted. The unvarying, single cloud scale size is 

probably a simplification, but equally, a continuous spectrum of sizes is unlikely. Presuming a 

gravity wave generation mechanism, scale sizes indicative of discrete harmonic wavelengths 

(cf. Nygrtn, 1990) is potentially a more realistic cloud distribution.

The assumption that the received power is proportional to the cloud population, is valid for 

either incoherent {Barnes, 1995) or coherent {Spencer, 1991) models, providing the scale 

sizes are significantly less than the Fresnel zone size. Miller and Smith (1978) directly 

observed cloud structures -  a few km in size (cf. §2.4.2.1) and From and Whitehead (1978) 

and Barnes (1992) deduced scale sizes of ~ 5 km and ^ 3 km respectively. These sizes are 

indeed significantly less than the first Fresnel zone diameter calculated above.
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in Figure 5.4, with the predicted signal strength curves deduced from both a gaussian and a linear 
sporadic-E cloud distribution model.



From rocket measurements (e.g. Reddy and Mukunda Rao, 1968), the cloud population is 

considered to be sparse (~ 1% of the total area {Rawer, 1962)) and hence the given cloud sizes 

suggest possibly only a single cloud within the largest, first Fresnel zone. If the contribution 

from other, smaller zones are neglected, then by definition, coherent theory applies. The 

decrease in signal strength is consequently a manifestation of a diffusion-limited cloud 

(cf. §2.4.1), the effective reflecting area reducing with increasing Probing Frequency. The 

observed signal strength ‘curve’ in Figure 5.5 is thus equally applicable.

It should be noted that crucially, the gaussian cloud distribution model offers a potential 

physical explanation for the very general relationship defined by Equation 5.1, both in terms 

of the magnitude of the power factor V ,  and importantly, its increase with (PF/ftEs). 

Neither Miya et al. (1978) nor Miya and Sasaki (1966) offer an explanation for the magnitude 

of ‘n’, and both Bramley (1972) and From (1984) only deduce high values of V  by imposing 

extreme constraints on the sporadic-E density profiles or plasma irregularity amplitudes. None 

consider the fact that V  is not a constant. The cloud model of sporadic-E is a generally 

accepted plasma structure and has been demonstrated to fully account for the signal strength 

characteristics of sporadic-E layers, and in particular, the characteristics of the ‘partial 

transparency’ range of frequencies.

5.6.2 The Influence of E-Region Densities
As a final investigation, it is instructive to return to the influence of plasma density gradients, 

on the received signal strength. In §5.5.3, the influence of intrinsic sporadic-E plasma density 

gradients was considered with respect to underdense reflections. Except for unusually narrow 

layers or layers with square-like profiles (cf. §2.4.1), these gradients have little effect on the 

reflection coefficients (Barnes, 1994). However, some observations suggest that overdense 

sporadic-E reflection coefficients do depend on the density gradient that exists between the 

sporadic-E top frequency (ftEs) and the ‘normal’ E-layer critical frequency (foE), particularly 

for low altitude (< 100 km) Es-layers (e.g. Kerblay et al., 1986; Minullin et al., 1988). Such 

observations appear to depend solely on ftEs and foE, i.e. independent of the Es-layer 

thickness or profile. Considering the relationship between plasma frequencies and electron 

densities i.e. N  «= / 2 (cf. Equation 1.10), this gradient dependence may be expressed as:-

(5.6)
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The density gradient described by Equation 5.6 may exist independent of the relationship 

between the sporadic-E and E-layer critical frequency heights (h’Es and h ’E respectively). 

Larger gradients are however more likely when h ’Es is less than h ’E, with the gradient being 

inversely proportional to h ’Es under quiescent ionospheric conditions (cf. Figure 1.8). Hence 

the bias towards low altitude sporadic-E (Kerblay et al., 1986). The applicability of 

Equation 5.6 to the Bod0/Wick data set is considered below. Further, it is important to be able 

to conclusively dismiss the possibility of a significant proportion of ‘non-typical’ sporadic-E 

profiles, with plasma gradients that may indeed give rise to non unity values of the Secant 

factor tk \  as discussed in §5.5.3.

Figure 5.6a -  Unfiltered Data

Two plots have been compiled to investigate the influence of foE. Figure 5.6a is compiled 

from the complete Bod0/Wick data set i.e. all valid sporadic-E observations (cf. §5.2) from all 

days and times of the August campaign. The Probing Frequency is a constant 17.0 MHz as in 

previous Figures. Figure 5.6a essentially takes the format of Figure 5.1 with respect to the 

ordinates, but with the data being binned according to the relationship expressed in 

Equation 5.6. In addition to the associated median signal strength (red line), median ftEs 

(green line) and data count (blue line) being plotted, the median foE  is also depicted (yellow 

line). When the E-layer can be distinguished from the sporadic-E layer, foE  values are scaled 

directly from the oblique ionograms. The majority are however accurate ICEPAC predictions, 

as described in §3.3.2. To aid comparison, the range of abscissa values for which data is 

plotted, is constrained to match those applicable to Figure 5.6b. Quartiles have also been 

omitted for clarity.

Referring to Figure 5.6a, increasing values of ftEs2 -  foE 2 unsurprisingly leads to increases 

in ftEs and decreases in foE. The median signal strength (MSS) is also noted to increase with 

increasing abscissa values. It is unclear however whether the apparent relationship between 

the MSS and ftEs2 -  foE 2 is genuine, or merely a manifestation of the general relationship 

between the MSS and ftEs, as determined in previous Sections. To separate these 

inter-relationships, Figure 5.6b was compiled.

Figure 5.6b -  Filtered Data

The general format of Figure 5.6b is similar to Figure 5.6a, but in order to reduce the 

influence of the ftEs value on determining the MSS value, the ftEs has been constrained 

within a narrow ‘permitted’ range. The width of this range needs to be wide enough to
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FIGURES 5.6(a,b) Plots to examine the relationship between median signal strength and the 
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ftE s  values, probing at 17.0 MHz, whilst Figure 5.6b restricts the ftE s  to between 25.5 MHz and 
27.5 MHz, probing at 25.0 MHz. From the latter it is clear that the signal strength reflected from 
the sporadic-E layers, is independent of the said density gradient.



provide a statistically valid data count and a significant variation in abscissa values, and yet 

be narrow enough to fulfil the purpose of the filter. A 2 MHz range was deemed optimum. 

The relative ftEs position of the filter was selected to maximise the data set. From Figure 5.1, 

a significant data maximum is noted for ftEs values between 26.0 MHz and 27.0 MHz. The 

ftEs filter in Figure 5.6b was thus applied for 25.5 MHz < ftEs < 27.5 MHz. The Probing 

Frequency was selected to maximise any potential variation in MSS. From §5.3, close 

proximity to the ftEs frequency is thus desirable. The Probing Frequency was hence 

nominated as 25.0 MHz.

Referring to Figure 5.6b, it is immediately apparent that increases in ftEs2 -  foE2 are now 

determined by decreases in foE, ftEs values being approximately constant. And significantly, 

the MSS is also noted to be approximately constant, in contrast to its behaviour in 

Figure 5.6a. Clearly it may be deduced that the signal strength of HF waves reflected from 

sporadic-E layers, pertaining to this study at least, are independent of foE  and ftEs2 -  foE 2, 

and by implication, any plasma density gradients, and are instead dependent solely on ftEs.

Data Interpretation

Due to the oblique sounder limitations, no information on absolute layer heights can be 

determined for the Bod0/Wick data set (cf. 3.3.2). It is therefore not possible to state what 

percentage of observed sporadic-E layers, were of the low altitude type, as specified by 

Kerblay et al. (1986). The absence of a significant proportion of such layers may explain the 

lack of any correlation between the MSS and foE. An alternative explanation however may 

relate to the Corkscrew theory (Arford, 1961). Sequential sporadic-E (cf. §2.3.6) will tend to 

higher values of ftEs, and hence MSS, resulting from the increased efficiency of the 

windshear mechanism at descending heights and hence the increased compression and plasma 

density of the descending Es-layer (cf. §2.3.4). Of course, many low altitude layers may form 

in-situ, but the principle of windshear efficiency still stands. On balance then, there is a bias 

towards higher ftEs values at the lower altitudes, and this fact alone will result in associated 

increases in returned signal strength, independent of any E-layer/Es-layer density gradients.

At altitudes much below 100 km however, windshear efficiency rapidly reduces due to 

increased turbulence (cf. §2.3.3). Further, Turunen (1977) observed the dominating presence 

of weak, low altitude, sporadic-E returns which he attributed to ‘steep density gradients’, 

presumably between the sporadic-E layers and the normal E-layer. This conclusion is in direct 

contrast to the increasingly stronger signals espoused by Kerblay et al. (1986), but agrees
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with the results presented herein: Es-layer/E-layer density gradients contribute at most only 

weakly to the total returned signal strength, higher returns being the consequence of the 

inherent ftEs magnitude. In conclusion, it is interesting to note that Equation 5.6 is a modified 

form of Equation 5.1, for a constant PF and a value of V  equal to 2. This value of V  is 

considerably lower than is generally observed over the Bod0/Wick propagation path 

(cf. §5.5.2).

5.7 Summary

The relationship between ftEs and signal strength has been firmly established, for overdense 

sporadic-E reflections, by means of High Frequency radio wave propagation. Equation 5.1 

describes this relationship, for values of ‘n’ between zero, for the ‘blanketing’ frequency 

range, up to ~ 20 at the sporadic-E layer top frequency. Differing values of V  are observed 

when underdense, Es scatter is considered (e.g. Bramley, 1972; Miya and Sasaki, 1966; 

Miya et al., 1978), particularly for VHF propagation circuits.

These signal strength profile characteristics, with emphasis on the ‘partial transparency’ range 

of normalised Probing Frequencies, may be modelled by invoking a plasma cloud structure 

(e.g. Whitehead, 1972), with a gaussian population distribution. The received signal strength 

may then be interpreted in terms of incoherent or coherent scatter theories. These 

characteristics are pertinent to strong, overdense, sporadic-E HF reflections, via refractive 

processes alone, as opposed to weaker Es scatter, determined by underdense plasma 

irregularities (e.g. Booker, 1959). ‘Normal’ E-layer densities are considered to generally have 

little or no impact on sporadic-E reflection coefficients.

Partial transparency ranges ~ 30% and ~ 40% of the top frequency value, were noted during 

the daytime and night-time respectively. The daytime value agrees closely with observations 

made by Miller and Smith (1978) and Reddy and Mukunda Rao (1968).
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Chapter 6

An Investigation into the Effect of vftEs Growth Rates 

on the Sporadic-E Signal Strength Profile

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5, an empirical statistical relationship was derived, demonstrating that for High 

Frequency, ‘overdense’ sporadic-E reflections, the received signal strength (SS) is

proportional to (ftE s/P F )n . The value of V  was observed to systematically vary between 0 

and 20, such that for Probing Frequencies less than the blanketing frequency, fbEs, V  

approximates to zero, whilst for Probing Frequencies equal to ftEs, V  approximates to ~ 20 

(cf. §5.5). The relationship is simply summarised in Figure 5.1 for a fixed Probing Frequency 

pertinent to the ‘partial transparency’ range of frequencies. For such a Probing Frequency, the 

received signal strength is noted to increase with increasing sporadic-E top frequency. This 

fundamental observation was however determined independent of top frequency growth rate 

considerations. This omission is rectified within this Chapter.

This Chapter will demonstrate that the top frequency growth rate of sporadic-E layers does 

indeed influence the signal strength relationship described above, but only when the said 

growth rate exceeds an empirically determined threshold magnitude. That magnitude, 

expressed in terms of an equivalent vertical frequency, is ~ 0.6 MHz per 5 minutes (cf. §6.4). 

For larger top frequency growth rates, the signal strength measured for a typical sporadic-E 

layer, increasingly falls short of the magnitude predicted by the growth rate independent 

signal strength relationship established in Chapter 5. Further, for top frequency growth rates 

£ 1.2 MHz per 5 minutes, the signal strength received at a given Probing Frequency is 

independent o f  the sporadic-E top frequency. This contrasts sharply with the signal strength 

relationship evaluated in Chapter 5 and summarised above.

These observations are interpreted in terms of the sporadic-E plasma ‘cloud’ structure 

(cf. §2.4.2.1), with merit also being given to other possible influences e.g. field-aligned 

plasma irregularities and off great circle path propagation modes. It is emphasised however,
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that only ~ 25% of equivalent vertical top frequency growth rates are greater than 0.6 MHz 

per 5 minutes. The majority of (smaller) growth rates thus have no influence on the 

relationship between signal strength and top frequency, as determined in Chapter 5. The 

analysis herein does not therefore fundamentally undermine this relationship, but rather 

establishes the need for the top frequency growth rate to be factored in to the said 

relationship.

6.2 Data Description

As in Chapter 5, the following investigation concentrates on the Bod0/Wick ionogram data 

set, recorded during August, 1988. The resolution of ionogram recordings is hence one every 

five minutes (cf. Table 4.2). The growth rate of the sporadic-E top frequency is investigated 

by comparing scaled top frequency magnitudes from a pair of consecutively recorded 

ionograms. All top frequencies are measured in equivalent vertical frequencies (vftEs) to 

allow for universal comparisons with different data sets. The top frequency growth rate is thus 

expressed as a change in vftEs per 5 minute time interval. For a set of V  ionograms, a 

maximum of ‘x-V pairs of sporadic-E traces may be considered, each Es-layer being 

potentially paired with both its temporal neighbours. A distribution of vftEs growth rates may 

thus be compiled.

For each recorded vftEs growth rate, between a pair of sporadic-E ionogram traces, the signal 

strength of both of the layers is determined, at a given Probing Frequency. In this way, the 

characteristic signal strength of a sporadic-E layer may be expressed as a function of vftEs 

growth rate, and comparisons made with the growth rate independent relationship, between 

signal strength and sporadic-E top frequency, established in Chapter 5.

The data set is subject to the same scaling constraints as applied in Chapter 5 (§5.2), with the 

additional proviso that the constraints be applied to both consecutively recorded sporadic-E 

layers within any defined pair. In particular, for each pair of sporadic-E layers, the designated 

Probing Frequency must be greater than the E/F-region cut-off frequency but less than the 

vftEs of both Es-layers. Further, both sporadic-E layers must have a measurable oblique top 

frequency less than 29.9 MHz. The enforcement of these constraints on both sporadic-E 

layers within each defined pair, slightly reduces the data set as compared to that used in 

Chapter 5.
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It should be noted that throughout much of the analysis and discussion in this Chapter, the 

term ‘growth rate’ is used genetically i.e. is equally applicable to both positive and negative 

rates of vftEs growth. The terms ‘decay rate’ and ‘negative growth rate’ are synonymous and 

are used when a specific distinction with ‘positive growth rate’ is deemed prudent.

6.3 Introductory Observations of yftEs Growth Rates

6.3.1 Typical Daily Variations of vftEs

Figure 6.1 presents typical observations of sporadic-E layers, for the BodpAVick propagation 

path, during the August Campaign (cf. Table 4.1). The format of the plot ideally summarises 

the sporadic-E scaling procedures adopted throughout this thesis, and was discussed in detail 

in §3.3.2. The Figure represents a whole day’s ionogram recordings (day 223), 288 ionograms 

thus being summarised and depicted. The scaled data, in the main panel is presented in terms 

of equivalent vertical Probing Frequency versus Universal Time (UT).

Each of the prominent vertical lines in the main panel indicates the recording of a sporadic-E 

layer, the line itself representing the Probing Frequency range for which sporadic-E signal 

strength measurements may be recorded. The higher frequency end of the lines is thus the 

sporadic-E top frequency, while the lower frequency end is the E/F-region cut-off frequency 

(cf. §3.3.2). The upper panel in Figure 6.1 presents the median signal strength of each 

sporadic-E trace, derived from the range of Probing Frequency measurements as described 

above.

The important information to note in Figure 6.1, is the variation in sporadic-E top frequency 

between consecutive ionograms, i.e. the change in top frequency per 5 minute time interval. It 

appears that the majority of top frequency growths (and decays) are less than 1.0 MHz per 

5 minutes. To quantify these observations in detail, the histogram in Figure 6.2 was compiled, 

for all days of the August campaign.

6.3.2 vftEs Growth rate Distribution
Figure 6.2 presents top frequency, growth rate distribution data, in the form of a histogram. 

The data is binned at vftEs growth rate intervals of 0.2 MHz per 5 minutes. The histogram
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depicts the number of pairs of consecutive sporadic-E layers per growth rate bin. It is noted 

that 35.9% of all vftEs growth rates are less than 0.2 MHz per 5 minute time interval, and that 

88.7% are less than 1.0 MHz per 5 minutes. Practically no growth rates exceed 2.0 MHz per 

5 minute interval. These observations, though not directly comparable, are similar to those 

determined by Goodwin and Summers (1970).

It was noted in §6.1, and will be demonstrated in the analysis below, that the relationship 

between signal strength and normalised Probing Frequency, established in Chapter 5, is only 

applicable for vftEs growth rates < 0.6 MHz per 5 minute time interval. For higher vftEs 

growth rates the relationship breaks down. It is therefore of particular interest, that from 

Figure 6.2, a significant majority ( -15%)  of all vftEs growth rates are < 0.6 MHz per 

5 minute time interval. Conversely however, ~ 25% of all growth rates are > 0.6 MHz per 

5 minutes and this provides a large enough data sample to analyse the influence that these 

larger vftEs growth rates have on the growth rate independent signal strength relationship 

depicted in Figure 5.1. This influence is analysed below.

6.4 The Relationship between Sporadic-E Signal Strengths and Top 

Frequency Growth Rates

6.4.1 Introduction
This Section will clearly demonstrate that the signal strength characteristics of sporadic-E are 

not only determined by the top frequency and Probing Frequency parameters, as established 

in Chapter 5 and summarised by Equation 5.1, but that the sporadic-E top frequency growth 

rate, is also a significant factor.

This conclusion is determined by statistically comparing the sporadic-E signal strength, for 

given Probing Frequencies, as a function of both top frequency and top frequency growth rate. 

For the higher rates of vftEs growth (>  0.6 MHz per 5 minutes), the signal strength-frequency 

profiles are demonstrated to fundamentally differ from the growth rate independent, statistical 

profiles depicted in Figures 5.3(a,b). The relationship between signal strength and vftEs 

growth rate, and the associated signal strength-frequency profiles, are primarily explained in 

terms of the plasma ‘cloud’ model of sporadic-E (cf. §2.4.2.1).
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6.4.2 Analysis Procedure
The terminology adopted within this Section, is defined in Figure 6.3. For simplicity, the 

signal strength-frequency profiles depicted in this Figure, take the form of the growth rate 

independent profiles derived in Chapter 5 and presented in Figures 5.3(a,b). From the above 

discussions, it will be shown that these profiles adopt an increasingly modified form, for 

increasing vftEs growth rates.

Growth rates of vftEs are studied by comparing the change of vftEs between consecutive 

ionograms, at the maximum temporal resolution of the data set, i.e. 5 minutes, as described in 

§6.2. The constituents of these pairs of sporadic-E layers are simply termed the ‘higher-ftEs’ 

and ‘lower-ftEs* layers. It follows that for positive top frequency growth, the ‘lower-ftEs’ 

layer chronologically precedes the ‘higher-ftEs’ layer, whilst the converse is true for vftEs 

decay.

Figure 6.3 also defines two Probing Frequency ranges for each sporadic-E pair, namely the 

‘common’ and ‘growth’ ranges. Note that the generically termed ‘growth’ range is by 

definition, applicable only to the higher-ftEs layer. The ‘common’ frequency range defines the 

range of Probing Frequencies for which signal strength measurements may be determined 

from both sporadic-E layers within a given pair. The following data analysis is primarily 

associated with signal strength characteristics within this 4common’ frequency range.

Signal strength features associated with the ‘growth’ frequency range are however equally 

important in consideration of the signal strength-Probing Frequency relationship determined 

for increasing rates of vftEs growth. These characteristics are considered towards the end of 

this Section.

6.4.3 Signal Strength Observations of the Sporadic-E ‘Common’ Region 

Data Description

Figure 6.4 presents data based on the ‘higher-ftEs’ sporadic-E layers, within each pair of 

layers defined in the preceding Section and depicted in Figure 6.3. The signal strength 

characteristics of each sporadic-E layer, are determined at a single Probing Frequency equal 

to 19 MHz, for these particular observations. This frequency was selected as best typifying
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'higher-./3r£s' layer or the 'lower-yi/ss' layer, zero growths being largely ignored. In each case, 
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the observations depicted in Figure 6.4, for all Probing Frequencies. Modified analysis 

approaches are adopted for subsequent investigations. Figure 6.4 presents both positive and 

negative vftEs growth rate data. The abscissa gives the top frequency growth rate expressed as 

an equivalent vertical frequency (vftEs) per 5 minute time interval, and as for Figure 6.2, the 

data is binned at growth rate intervals of 0.2 MHz per 5 minutes. The data count per growth 

rate bin is identical to that in Figure 6.2.

Three data ordinates are presented. The green plot presents the median signal strength (MSS) 

with respect to the vftEs growth rate bins. For each bin of data it is also possible to calculate a 

median top frequency. The blue plot presents this oblique median top frequency, ftEs, with 

respect to the vftEs growth rate bins. As discussed earlier, the growth rate independent (GRI) 

relationship between signal strength and top frequency, was extensively analysed in 

Chapter 5, defined by Equation 5.1 and depicted in Figure 5.1 for oblique top frequencies. By 

similar computational methods, the median GRI signal strength may be calculated for each of 

the median oblique top frequencies determined for the growth rate bins in Figure 6.4. The red 

plot in Figure 6.4 depicts this latter GRI relationship. The influence of vftEs growth rates on 

the sporadic-E signal strength characteristics may thus be assessed by comparing the 

respective red and green plots in Figure 6.4.

Data Observations

It is immediately clear from Figure 6.4 that there is no correlation between the signal strength 

characteristics expressed solely as a function of top frequency (red plot) and those expressed 

as a function of top frequency growth rate (green plot). The signal strength difference between 

the GRI observations (red plot) and the growth rate dependent observations (green plot), is 

instead noted to increase with increasing vftEs growth rate, and this is for binned data with a 

common median top frequency. It is clearly insufficient to express the signal strength 

characteristics of sporadic-E solely in terms of the top frequency (for a fixed Probing 

Frequency). The qualitative influence of the vftEs growth rate on signal strength 

characteristics is thus clearly demonstrated. It is possible however to deduce from Figure 6.4, 

that the aforementioned signal strength difference is small for vftEs growth rates < 0.6 MHz 

per 5 minutes. The significance of this apparent threshold growth rate is demonstrated below.
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6.4.4 ‘Common’ Signal Strength Differences Between Consecutive Sporadic-E 

Layers

Data Definition

Figures 6.5a and 6.5b depict median signal strength differences observed between pairs of 

consecutively observed sporadic-E layers, as described in §6.2, the results being binned with 

respect to vftEs growth rate, as in Figure 6.4. The ordinate is thus the median signal strength 

(MSS) difference between the ‘higher-ftEs’ and ‘lower-ftEs’ Es-layers (cf. Figure 6.3). The 

two Figures relate respectively to negative and positive vftEs growth rates, with the MSS 

difference being defined in a chronological sense. Negative vftEs growth rates will thus result 

in negative MSS differences, while positive vftEs growth rates will generate positive MSS 

differences.

The signal strength data in Figures 6.5(a,b) was compiled from a range of Probing 

Frequencies, the range being arbitrarily defined in terms of oblique incidence frequencies. 

The range of Probing Frequencies was defined to be within 3 MHz of the ftEs values of each 

of the probed Es-layers, the range being small enough to exhibit distinct signal strength 

difference characteristics and yet still give statistically valid results. For an ftEs value of, for 

example, 25.0 MHz, the pertinent sporadic-E layer is probed at all frequencies between 

22.0 MHz and 25.0 MHz, presuming of course that this range is ‘common’ to both the 

‘higher-* and ‘lower-ftEs’ layers (cf. Figure 6.3). Note that the Probing Frequencies are 

deliberately selected to be close to the ftEs value, so as to maximise the potential signal 

strength difference for a given vftEs growth rate i.e. to be far removed from the blanketing 

frequency range. Note also that as all pairs of sporadic-E layers are probed over a range of 

frequencies, then even given the above constraints, each plot in Figures 6.5(a,b) represents 

over 1000 data points.

The range of Probing Frequencies must be selected for only one of the constituent ftEs values 

within each sporadic-E pair. It is clear from Figure 6.3 that by definition, this must be the 

'lower-ftEs' layer for both positive and negative vftEs growth rates, given that the Probing 

Frequency must intersect both the ‘h ig h e r and ‘lower-ftEs’ Es-layers, within the ‘common’ 

frequency range.
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FIGURE 6.5a Median signal strength difference (dB) with respect to negative vftEs growth 
rates (MHz per 5 minutes), between consecutively observed sporadic-E layers. The plot is 
compiled from signal strengths pertaining to Probing Frequencies within a 3 MHz range o f the 
oblique sporadic-E top frequencies. Note the initially increasing signal strength difference with 
increasing negative vftEs growth, followed by a period o f transition, and finally a decrease in the 
difference to zero, at the largest vftEs growth rates (~ -1.2 MHz per 5 minutes). All data was 
recorded over the Bod0/W ick propagation path during the August campaign.
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FIGURE 6.5b As for Figure 6.5a but for p o s i t i v e  v f t E s  growth rates (MHz per 5 minutes). Note 
the similar variation of the signal strength difference between the consecutively observed 
sporadic-E layers, noting however that the difference is positive for positive v f t E s  growth.



Data Description and Analysis

Figures 6.5(a,b) clearly demonstrate that the measured median signal strength difference, 

between two consecutively recorded sporadic-E layers, is a non-linear function of vftEs 

growth rate. From Figure 6.5a, it is noted that the MSS difference between the ‘h ig h e r and 

‘lower-ftEs’ Es-layers, increases with the (negative) vftEs growth rate. From a magnitude of 

-1.5dB for zero vftEs growth rate, the MSS difference increases to ~ -6.0 dB for a vftEs 

growth rate ~ -0.5 MHz per 5 minutes and then, intermittently, increases to ~ -7.5 dB, for a 

vftEs growth rate -  -0.9 MHz per 5 minutes. These observations are similar to what might be 

predicted from the growth rate independent signal strength-/^ relationship depicted in 

Figure 5.1 and analysed in Chapter 5.

However, for (negative) growth rates greater than ~ -0.9 MHz per 5 minutes, the MSS 

difference is observed to decrease in value, tending to zero dB for vftEs growth rates greater 

than -  -1.2 MHz per 5 minutes. This trend directly contradicts the signal strength -ftEs 

relationship analysed in Chapter 5. The signal strength difference between a pair of 

sporadic-E layers, should only tend to zero if the Probing Frequency approximates to or is less 

than the blanketing frequency. If this were the case, a zero MSS difference would be observed 

for all the vftEs growth rates. This is clearly not the situation in Figure 6.5a.

A small or zero MSS difference, indicates that the signal strength characteristics of the 

‘higher-ftEs’ Es-layer, are similar to those of the ‘lower-ftEs’ Es-layer, within the ‘common’ 

frequency range (cf. Figure 6.3), for two consecutively observed sporadic-E layers. However, 

when the magnitudes of the respective ftEs values are significantly different, as is the case for 

the large vftEs growth rates, it is also predicted from Figure 5.1, that the signal strength 

difference is comparatively large, and certainly not equal to zero dB. This anomaly confirms 

the preliminary observations noted with regard to Figure 6.4, i.e. that the vftEs growth rate has 

a significant impact on the signal strength-top frequency relationship summarised by 

Equation 5.1.

Very similar characteristic features are noted in Figure 6.5b, for positive vftEs growth rates. 

From a MSS difference of -1 .5  dB, for a zero vftEs growth rate (cf. Figure 6.5a), the MSS 

difference increases with vftEs growth rate, approaching a threshold value of ~ +6.0 dB for 

vftEs growth rates between ~ +0.5 and -1 .1  MHz per 5 minutes. The MSS difference then 

decreases to -  zero for a vftEs growth rate - 1 .3  MHz per 5 minutes. Note that a threshold 

MSS difference may also be applicable to the negative vftEs growth rates in Figure 6.5a, for
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vftEs growth rates between ~ 0.5 and 0.9 MHz per 5 minutes. Note also that the finite MSS 

difference for zero vftEs growth rate is most likely a statistical feature of the result set.

It might be surmised from Figures 6.5(a,b) that the threshold signal strength difference is a 

manifestation of the absolute threshold signal strength observed for the blanketing range of 

frequencies of any given sporadic-E layer (cf. Figures 5.3(a,b)). In §5.4, the ‘partial 

transparency’ range of frequencies was statistically determined to be at least ~ 30% of the ftEs 

magnitude. Presuming a typical ftEs magnitude of 22.5 MHz, for the current data set, the 

equivalent vertical frequency extent of the ‘partial transparency’ range is ~ 1.46 MHz. This is 

almost a factor of three times greater than the vftEs growth rate at which the signal strength 

difference tends to a threshold magnitude. It is therefore highly unlikely that the Probing 

Frequency falls outside the ‘partial transparency’ range of frequencies, for any but the largest 

vftEs growth rates. The MSS difference threshold is therefore confirmed to be a feature of the 

sporadic-E vftEs growth rate itself.

Summary

Combining the results from Figure 6.4 and Figures 6.5(a,b), and considering whole bins of 

data from the vftEs growth rates distribution plot (cf. Figure 6.2), it may be concluded that for 

a fixed Probing Frequency, within the ‘common’ range of frequencies, the received signal 

strength increases with vftEs, as described by the signal strength-/r£s relationship in 

Chapter 5, but only for vftEs growth rates < 0.6 MHz per 5 minutes. This accounts for ~ 75% 

of all vftEs growth rates. For vftEs growth rates between ~ 0.6 and ~ 1.0MHz per 5 minutes, 

the MSS difference remains fairly static for increasing vftEs growth rates. And for vftEs 

growth rates > 1.2 MHz per 5 minutes, little or no change in signal strength is observed, 

within the ‘common’ range of frequencies, between the constituents of a given pair of 

sporadic-E layers. Clearly, the signal strength^/tes relationship analysed in Chapter 5 and 

summarised by Equation 5.1, does not adequately define the signal strength characteristics of 

sporadic-E layers arising from vftEs growth rates in excess of ~ 0.6 MHz per 5 minutes.

Finally, it is of benefit to consider whether the time interval between consecutive ionograms

is significant. For data pertaining to this Chapter, the maximum time resolution of ftEs

recordings is one every five minutes. However, fluctuations in ftEs have been noted over

shorter time scales e.g. Goodwin and Summers (1970) observed changes in vftEs of greater

than 0.2 MHz in less than 2 minutes. It is therefore instructive to repeat the plots within

Figures 6.5(a,b) for an arbitrarily large ionogram (ftEs) resolution of one per hour. Analysis

by this author demonstrated that the resulting plots resemble Figure 5.1 i.e. they essentially
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depict the vftEs growth rate independent relationship defined by Equation 5.1. The resolution 

of ftEs recordings for this study may thus be considered arbitrary to a degree, but it is of a 

sufficiently high magnitude to highlight tangible vftEs growth rate characteristics.

6.4.5. Signal Strength Observations of the Sporadic-E ‘G row th ’ Region 

Introduction

To conclude the observations of sporadic-E vftEs growth rates, it is appropriate to consider 

the signal strength characteristics of the so-defined ‘growth* range of frequencies, as 

introduced in Figure 6.3. For each sporadic-E observation, signal strength measurements may 

be determined over a range of Probing Frequencies. To enable comparisons of signal strength 

characteristics, between consecutive sporadic-E layers, a ‘common’ frequency range needs to 

exist between the two consecutive layers. For all previous signal strength comparisons within 

this Chapter, only this ‘common’ frequency range has been considered, the Probing Frequency 

being selected to be coincident with this range.

Beyond the ‘common’ frequency range however, and by definition, unique to the ‘higher-ftEs’ 

Es-layers, an ftEs ‘growth’ range is defined as the range of frequencies between the top 

frequencies of the ‘higher-’ and the ‘lower-ftEs’ Es-layers (cf. Figure 6.3). For a finite vftEs 

growth rate, each sporadic-E pair considered must by definition have a ‘growth’ range of 

frequencies. Note that as for the vftEs growth rate, the ‘growth’ range is a generic term; for 

negative ftEs growth, the ‘growth’ range represents a decrease in the ftEs value. It is the 

purpose of this Section to briefly consider the average signal strength characteristics pertinent 

to this ‘growth’ range of frequencies.

The ‘growth’ range by its nature is very variable, in terms of its range of frequencies and the 

absolute magnitude of those frequencies. It is thus difficult to select an appropriate, single 

Probing Frequency, for signal strength diagnostics, that will intersect a significant number of 

sporadic-E ‘growth’ ranges, without potentially biasing the results. An alternative data 

analysis approach was thus adopted. The Representative Signal Strength (RSS) of the 

‘growth* range was thus defined to be the median signal strength measurement determined for 

the whole ‘growth’ range of Probing Frequencies. The RSS of each ‘higher-ftEs’ Es-layer, is 

consequently determined by a potentially unique range and number of Probing Frequencies. 

The validity of this approach is demonstrated in Figure 6 .6 , by applying the analysis method
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FIGURE 6.6 The “Representative Signal Strength” (RSS) of the “growth” range of Probing 
Frequencies, plotted with respect to the vftEs growth rate. The RSS is noted to vary in a similar 
manner to the signal strength difference plots compiled for the “common” range of Probing 
Frequencies. This is exemplified by the RSS representation of this “common” range data. Note that 
by definition, the “growth” range RSS must always be positive.



to the ‘common’ range of Probing Frequencies, and making comparisons with the data 

depicted in Figures 6.5(a,b).

‘Growth ' range median RSS observations

Figure 6.6  has a similar format to Figure 6.4, with both positive and negative vftEs growth 

rates being considered. The data is binned according to the measured vftEs growth rate, and 

median signal strength measurements derived accordingly. In addition to the growth rate bin 

distribution, which will differ slightly from the distribution depicted in Figure 6.2, two 

ordinates are presented, one for the median RSS measurements pertinent to the ‘growth’ range 

of frequencies, and one for the median ‘common’ signal strength difference. This latter data 

set is similarly defined as in Figures 6.5(a.b), but the RSS analysis approach has been 

adopted, across ‘common’ Probing Frequency ranges, rather than determining the signal 

strength difference at a single Probing Frequency.

Comparison of the ‘common’ data plots in Figures 6.5(a,b) and Figure 6 .6 , reveals that the 

signal strength difference results are well correlated, even to the level of detail of the MSS 

difference threshold, and the decrease in the MSS difference to zero, for vftEs growth rates 

> 1.2 MHz per 5 minutes. As the RSS and single Probing Frequency analysis approaches 

give such similar results, use of Representative Signal Strengths is considered valid.

Considering now the signal strength data pertaining to the ‘growth’ range of frequencies, the 

median RSS is approximately symmetrical about zero vftEs growth rates. For increasing 

growth rates, up to ~ 0.9 MHz per 5 minutes, the ‘growth’ range data increases steadily, up to 

a value ~ 11 dB. However, for greater vftEs growth rates, the RSS ‘growth’ range data 

decreases from its peak, tending to a value of a few decibels or even zero. Noting that by 

definition, the magnitude of the ‘growth’ range RSS must be finite and positive, similarities 

with previously presented signal strength results are most apparent.

6.5 Discussion

The signal strength characteristics of the ‘growth’ range of frequencies are thus similar to 

those of the ‘common’ range of frequencies. For relatively small vftEs growth rates 

(<  0.6 MHz per 5 minutes), the signal strength within the ‘common’ range appears to 

increase for most or all Probing Frequencies pertinent to the ‘partial transparency’ range, as
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determined by Equation 5.1. The signal strengths associated with the ‘growth' range of 

frequencies also increase proportionately, so as to maintain the generally observed signal 

strength profile structure (cf. Figure 5.3(a,b)).

For greater vftEs growth rates, between - 0 . 6  MHz per 5 minutes and - 1 .0  MHz per 

5 minutes, an approximate threshold signal strength difference, between the ‘lower-' and 

‘higher-ftEs* Es-layers is apparent, within the ‘common' range of frequencies. Some 

semblance of a signal strength threshold is also noted for the ‘growth' range RSS results. The 

signal strength at a given Probing Frequency thus still increases for the said vftEs growth 

rates, but the increase is approximately independent of the vftEs growth rate magnitude.

For even greater vftEs growth rates, the signal strength difference between the ‘lower-' and 

‘higher-ftEs' Es-layers is noted to decrease i.e. increasing magnitudes of ftEs actually results 

in lower signal strength magnitudes being received at a given Probing Frequency, than 

observed for smaller vftEs growth rates. The RSS of the ‘growth' range also decreases, even 

though the difference between the top frequencies of the 'lower-' and ‘higher-ftEs' Es-layers 

is increasing. For vftEs growth rates greater than -  1.2 MHz per 5 minutes, the signal strength 

difference between the 'lower-' and ‘higher-ftEs' Es-layers, within the ‘common' range of 

frequencies, is approximately zero, as is the RSS of the ‘growth' range of frequencies. This is 

an indication of an almost identical signal strength-frequency profile for the ‘higher-ftEs' 

Es-layer, as compared to the ‘lower-ftEs' layer, despite a large increase in the top frequency.

6.5.1 Schematic Representation of Sporadic-E vftEs Growths 
The observations above are summarised in the schematic representations of sporadic-E vftEs 

growth per unit time, depicted in Figures 6.7(a,h). Figures 6.7(b,h) each depict a signal 

strength profile, with respect to Probing Frequency, both before and after a given vftEs 

growth. All vftEs growths are with respect to the ‘base’ signal strength profile depicted in 

Figure 6.7a. As positive vftEs growth is depicted throughout, Figure 6.7a is always defined as 

the initial or ‘lower-ftEs' layer, for each of the growth rates represented by Figures 6.7(b,h). 

The ‘base’ signal strength profile is thus shaded, the signal strength profile arising from a 

given vftEs growth, is depicted by a continuous line, and as a means of comparison, the dotted 

line within each Figure gives the signal strength profile from the preceding Figure, arising 

from a lower magnitude of vftEs growth rate.
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Signal Strength-Probing Frequency Profiles for Differing vftEs Growth Rates

Signal
Strength

Probing FrequencyvftEs
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FIGURE 6.7 Schematic o f signal strength versus Probing Frequency profiles, for increasing vftEs growth rates, 
with respect to the 'base' profile (a). Note that for the smaller growth rates ((b) to (d)) the general profile 'shape' is 
maintained and the signal strength increases over a greater range of 'common' Probing Frequencies. At the larger 
vftEs growth rates ((e) to (h)), the converse situation prevails, such that for the greatest vftEs growth rate (h), the 
signal strength increases little with respect to the common 'base' (a), and a low signal strength 'tail' defines the vftEs 
growth.



It is emphasised that the series of Figures, from (b) to (h), do not represent a chronological 

sequence, but are independent of each another. Though the Figures pertain to positive vftEs 

growth, the observations may similarly be interpreted for negative vftEs growth rates. For the 

purpose of this discussion, it is assumed that the ‘common’ range of Probing Frequencies 

extends over at least the ‘partial transparency’ range of frequencies, of the ‘lower-ftEs’ layer 

(Figure 6.7a).

vftEs growth rates of increasing magnitude, up to ~ 0.6 MHz per 5 minutes, are represented by 

Figures 6.7(b,d). The signal strength profiles are noted to maintain their ‘shape’ for the 

differing rates of vftEs growth, and resemble the empirical profile depicted in Figure 5.3a. 

Note that the signal strength increases over an increasing range of Probing Frequencies, 

within the ‘partial transparency’ frequency range, with increasing vftEs growth rate, and that 

the increase is greatest for Probing Frequencies of closest proximity to the ftEs of the 

‘lower-ftEs’ Es-layer (i.e. the ftEs of Figure 6.7a). Note also that the RSS of the ‘growth’ 

frequency range also increases with increasing vftEs growth rate.

Figure 6.7e approximates to the ‘transitional’ range of vftEs growth rates, between -  0.6 MHz 

per 5 minutes and - 1 .0  MHz per 5 minutes. The signal strengths for the ‘partial transparency’ 

range of Probing Frequencies are noted to be independent of vftEs growth rate, i.e. no increase 

in signal strength is observed. The signal strength profile of the sporadic-E layer as a whole, is 

also noted to be deviating from the initial profile ‘shape’ defined in Figure 6.7a and 

determined empirically in Figure 5.3a.

Figures 6.7(f,h) represent vftEs growth rates greater than -  1.0 MHz per 5 minutes. Note that 

the signal strengths are decreasing for all Probing Frequencies, with respect to those noted for 

lower vftEs growth rates (cf. the dotted lines). The ‘growth’ range signal strengths are also 

tending to a ‘tail-like’ profile, of decreasing RSS magnitude, similar to those observed by 

Turunen etal. (1980).

6.5.2 A Cloud Model Explanation of the vftEs Growth Characteristics
The ‘cloud model’ plasma structure of sporadic-E was introduced in Chapter 2 (§2.4.2.1) and

invoked in Chapter 5 (§5.6.1) to explain the signal strength profile of Es-layers, described by

Equation 5.1. The model is thus equally applicable to the current observations and provides a

ready explanation of the vftEs growth characteristics noted throughout this Chapter, and

specifically, those modelled in Figures 6.7(a,h).
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The signal strength received at a given Probing Frequency may be considered as proportional 

to the total cross-sectional area of clouds, of plasma density greater than the equivalent 

Probing Frequency plasma density (cf. §5.6.1). Considering equal cloud scale sizes, the 

schematics in Figures 6.7(a,h) may be interpreted in terms of plasma cloud number density 

expressed as a function of cloud plasma density. The cloud(s) of maximum plasma density 

define the sporadic-E top frequency (cf. §5.6.1).

For relatively small vftEs growth rates (<  0.6MHz per 5 minutes), depicted by 

Figures 6.7(b,d), the cloud number density is observed to increase, over an increasing range of 

‘partial transparency’ frequencies, for increasing vftEs growth rates. Further, clouds of 

increased plasma density are noted within the ‘growth’ range of frequencies, with 

corresponding number densities, so as to maintain the statistically ‘typical’ signal strength 

profile ‘shape’, depicted in Figure 5.3a.

For the ‘transitional’ growth rates, between ~ 0.6MHz per 5 minutes and -1 .0  MHz per 

5 minutes (cf. Figure 6.7e), the cloud number densities within the ‘partial transparency’ range 

of Probing Frequencies, vary little with respect to magnitudes noted for lower vftEs growth 

rates (cf. the comparison of the solid and broken lines in Figure 6.7e). Further, cloud number 

densities, within the ‘growth’ range of Probing Frequencies, are noted to be less than those 

observed at lower vftEs growth rates.

At even higher vftEs growth rates, > 1.0 MHz per 5 minutes (Figures 6.7(f,h)), there is 

increasingly little difference between the cloud number densities, prior to and after a given 

vftEs growth, for both the ‘partial transparency’ and ‘growth’ range of frequencies. In the 

latter case, this is interpreted as very low, and increasingly similar, cloud number densities, 

extending over an increasingly greater range of cloud plasma densities. For the largest vftEs 

growth rates, the cloud structure thus varies little within the ‘partial transparency’ range of 

Probing Frequencies, but an extended range of low number density, but high plasma density 

clouds, is observed to form a ‘tail-like’ signal strength profile.

Clearly, Figures 6.7(e,h) do not conform with the signal strength profiles implied by

Equation 5.1 and depicted in Figure 5.3a. Again however it is emphasised that the proportion

of growth rates greater than 0.6 MHz per 5 minutes is -  25%. The great majority of

sporadic-E top frequency growth rates still conform to the signal strength profiles depicted by

Figures 6.7(b,d), for which Equation 5.1, derived independent of growth rate considerations,

is applicable. The ‘modified’ signal strength-frequency profiles, depicted in Figures 6.7(e,h),
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arise from the increasingly ‘non-typical’ plasma cloud distributions being generated due to the 

relatively high top frequency growth rates (>  0.6MHz per 5 minutes).

From a logical interpretation of the plasma cloud model, the existence of a threshold vftEs 

growth rate is perhaps not surprising. Statistically speaking, the increase in plasma cloud 

number densities (proportional to signal strength) over a range of cloud plasma densities 

(proportional to top frequency), will be increasingly curtailed, the larger the extent of the 

plasma density range, within the limits of a constant or slowing increasing total plasma 

content within the Es-layer. Either the extent of the plasma density range is restricted i.e. 

restricting the top frequency growth rate potential, or the cloud number densities at the higher 

cloud plasma densities are restricted, resulting in an increasingly ‘tail-like’ signal 

strength-frequency profile. From the distribution of vftEs growth rates, depicted in Figure 6.2, 

the former scenario is obviously more prevalent.

Practical Considerations of the Cloud Model Interpretation of vftEs Growth 

The nature of vftEs growth has been interpreted in terms of the sporadic-E plasma cloud 

model: the signal strength reflected from a given sporadic-E layer, at a given Probing 

Frequency, will be determined by the number distribution, and size, of the plasma clouds, 

with respect to their plasma density. Each of these parameters may vary depending on the 

characteristics of the cloud generation mechanism. To fully explain the variability of these 

parameters, noted for different rates of vftEs growth, it is instructive to consider the nature of 

the possible generation mechanisms.

In §2.4.2.1, various plasma cloud generation mechanisms were considered. The interference 

of gravity waves with the solar semidiurnal tide (e.g. Nygren et a l,  1990) and indeed, 

instabilities within the waves themselves (Fritts etal., 1988), both contribute to a spectrum of 

wavelengths which may thus generate a spectrum of plasma clouds, through varying 

horizontal and vertical convergence magnitudes. This mechanism however describes the 

relatively low vftEs growth rates (<  0.6MHz per 5 minutes) depicted in Figures 6.7(b,d).

To account for the relatively large growth rates (>  1.0 MHz per 5 minutes), represented in

Figures 6.7(f,h), the generation or enhancement of plasma cloud densities must pertain to low

number density, high plasma density clouds. ‘Critical levels’ of gravity waves (.Hines, 1968)

may account for such specific requirements. The resulting plasma convergence will be intense

and localised and hence be of low number density (Miller and Smith, 1978). Further, the

conditions for the convergence of plasma at a ‘critical level’ (the excitation of the gravity
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wave for an extended time by a coherent source) are very specific and rare. This satisfies the 

infrequent nature of relatively large vftEs growth rates.

The convergence of ionisation, by the windshear mechanism, from ablating meteors, is also a 

possible means by which a few intense clouds of ionisation may be generated, independent of 

the number distribution of other existing plasma clouds. Again, this mechanism is 

characterised by its infrequency and its low cloud numbers, resulting in a rapid enhancement 

of the top plasma frequency, yet of a low signal strength nature. This mechanism is also likely 

to generate short-lived plasma clouds. Miller and Smith (1978) observed such clouds for 

periods of just 10 minutes (~ 2 BodpAVick ionogram recordings).

Both of the above mechanisms result in the generation of plasma clouds within the existing 

radar field of view. It is also possible that vftEs growth arises from plasma clouds drifting into 

(or out of) the field of view. Plasma clouds, within sporadic-E layers, have generally been 

observed to drift with the E-region neutral wind (e.g. Kolawole and Derblom, 1978). Typical 

wind speeds of between ~ 50 m s'1 and ~ 100 m s 1 are observed at E-region heights 

{Bedinger et al., 1968). In a time interval of five minutes, a plasma cloud may thus drift 

between ~ 15 km and -  30 km. From Equation 5.3 (§5.6.1) the first Fresnel Zone for HF 

propagation over the Bod0/Wick path, approximates to between ~ 20 km and ~ 25 km. 

Plasma structures consistent with scale sizes approximating to the first Fresnel Zone, may 

thus drift into the radar field of view, between consecutive ionogram recordings. These may 

then be responsible for abrupt changes in the observed sporadic-E top frequencies.

The main potential difference between plasma clouds drifting into the radar field of view, and 

clouds forming in-situ, is the time required for generation. Drifting clouds may be generated 

over much longer periods of time, external to the field of view, and be stable structures. 

However, the drifting of plasma structures within sporadic-E layers is a common feature, as 

indicated above, and hence the drifting into view of an enhanced plasma cloud, will most 

probably be accompanied by further drifts of enhanced, or otherwise, plasma clouds. The 

sudden, low signal strength growth in the vftEs, will possibly be transformed into a high 

signal strength, high top frequency feature, as the whole spectrum of plasma clouds drifts into 

view. Indeed, the degree of infrequency of rapid growths in vftEs, would solely be a 

manifestation of the randomness as to which density clouds initially drifted into the radar field 

of view. Note that irrespective of subsequent plasma cloud drifts, the Bod0/Wick field of view 

is large, and a drifting cloud will potentially be the source of reflected signals, over an
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extended period of time. This is in contrast to the intrinsically transient nature of the gravity 

wave ‘critical level’, and meteor ablation, plasma cloud generation mechanisms.

Ionogram Observations of vftEs Growth

It is instructive to refer back to Figure 6.1. Several instances of relatively large vftEs growth 

rates are noted, at 00:41 UT, 05:41 UT, 20:46 UT and 22:06 UT. The example at 05:41 UT, 

day 223, is presented in Figures 6.8(a,d). The main panel of each of the Figures 6.8(a,d), 

depicts the ionogram. Each ionogram is dimensioned by relative group delay (ms) versus 

oblique Probing Frequency (MHz), as described in §3.3.2. The upper panel of each Figure 

represents the signal strength (dB) received by the scanning Probing Frequency. The 

frequency-extended, constant group delay sporadic-E trace is clearly identifiable within each 

ionogram. The time interval between each of the ionograms is noted to vary, so as to highlight 

the different features of the vftEs growth, rather than to analyse the actual rate of growth.

It is immediately apparent from both Figures 6.8(a,d) and Figure 6.1, that this initially, 

relatively large vftEs growth (~ 1.7 MHz) is not temporary but rather transforms into a stable, 

high signal strength sporadic-E layer. Figure 6.8a depicts a typical Es-layer of ftEs equal to 

21.0 MHz. In Figure 6.8b, the top frequency is noted to have extended to 28.8 MHz, but such 

that a low signal strength, Probing Frequency ‘tail’ has developed, within a five minute time 

interval. Figure 6.8c depicts the Es-layer 15 minutes later. In the intervening 15 minutes, the 

lower signal strengths of the Probing Frequency ‘tail’ have gradually increased. The Es-layer 

depicted in Figure 6.8c is now noted to have a ‘typical’ signal strength profile 

(cf. Figure 5.3a). Figure 6.8d depicts the Es-layer a further 15 minutes later. This generally 

high signal strength Es-layer is noted to have a top frequency greater than 29.9 MHz.

This latter example of stable vftEs growth, suggests the influence of drifting plasma clouds. In 

contrast, Figures 6.9(a,d) depict a very large (>  3.2 MHz), but temporary vftEs growth. The 

example is taken from day 220, for the time range of 05:36 UT to 05:41 UT (cf. Figure 3.8). 

The four ionograms in Figures 6.9(a,d) represent a 15 minute time interval, all ionograms 

being consecutive. Figures 6.9(a,b) depict an Es-layer of oblique top frequency equal to 

15.2 MHz. In both ionograms, a low signal strength, potential extension to the Es-layer top 

frequency is noted, but in accordance with the ‘mostly continuous’ scaling rule for Es-layers 

(Piggott and Rawer, 1961), this section of trace is disregarded. In contrast, the Es-layer 

depicted in Figure 6.9c, is now noted to be ‘mostly continuous’, with a low but measurable 

signal strength, extending over a Probing Frequency ‘tail’, to over 29.9 MHz. But in 

Figure 6.9d, the transient ‘tail’ has dispersed and the top frequency has reduced back to
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FIGURES 6.8(a,d) A case example o f a rapid growth in the sporadic-E top frequency, 
transforming from a low signal strength “tail” of Probing Frequencies, into a stable, high signal 
strength, high top frequency sporadic-E layer. The series of four ionograms are not consecutive in 
time, but span 40 minutes, highlighting the important signal strength profile changes. The data was 
recorded over the Bodp/Wick propagation path, on day 223, 1988.
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the four consecutive ionograms. The data was recorded over the Bodp/Wick propagation path, on 
day 220, 1988.
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19.8MHz. This example of a large vftEs growth rate, suggests a possible meteoric or gravity 

wave ‘critical level’, cloud generation mechanism.

6.5.3 Other Possible Causes of vftEs Growth Rates 

Irregularities

An irregularity interpretation for the plasma structure of sporadic-E layers, was discussed in 

Chapter 2 (§2.4.2). At mid-latitudes, field-aligned gradient drift irregularities may be 

generated within the large density plasma gradients observed at the layer’s edges, under 

suitable orientations of the electric field and subsequent plasma ( ‘E cross B’) flow 

(e.g. Ecklund et al., 1981). Intrinsically, irregularities are short-lived plasma features and 

hence their generation is very sensitive to the ambient ionospheric conditions. The scattered 

power is proportional to plasma density fluctuations (cf. Fejer and Kelly, 1980), with 

favourable scattering conditions being related to the relationship between the radar and 

irregularity wavelengths (cf. §3.4.1).

Signal strength observations associated with irregularity scatter, are several 10’s ofdB less 

than for sporadic-E reflection (e.g. Booker, 1959; Miya and Sasaki, 1966). Further, favourable 

conditions for the generation of gradient drift irregularities, within mid-latitude sporadic-E 

layers, are rare (Haldoupis and Schlegel, 1993). Irregularities thus offer a viable explanation 

for the infrequent, large, vftEs growth rates, resulting in extended Probing Frequency ‘tails’ of 

low signal strength. Turunen et al. (1980) noted very similar signal strength ‘tail’ profiles, 

considering irregularities as a possible interpretation. Reddy and Mukunda Rao (1968) also 

interpreted extended ftEs values in terms of plasma irregularities. An irregularity 

interpretation also agrees with deductions made in Chapter 5 i.e. signal strength scatter is rare 

within the Bod0/Wick data set, and that such observations do not directly conform with the 

‘typical’ sporadic-E signal strength-top frequency relationship expressed in Equation 5.1.

Off-Great Circle Path Sporadic-E Reflections

It is possible on occasions that the Great Circle (GC) path propagation circuit, between Bod0

and Wick, does not sustain the most favourable signal strength link, and that the oblique

sounder preferentially receives from greater azimuth angles, with respect to the direct

Bod0/Wick path. Such circumstances may arise from so called ionospheric ‘tilts’. From

Secant Law considerations (cf. §3.2.3), the received oblique radar frequency will be greater

than that received directly over a GC path, for a given sporadic-E plasma density. Such
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‘off-azimuth’ reflections will thus manifest themselves as (sudden) variations in the scaled 

vftEs values, and without azimuth angle data, be interpreted as variations in the sporadic-E 

plasma density and structure. The signal strength determinations will however be weaker, 

with respect to GC path propagation, with the signal strength decreasing with greater azimuth 

angles, and hence greater apparent top frequencies, all plasma parameter considerations being 

considered equal. These deductions are in agreement with the observations above, for 

apparent relatively large vftEs growths, noting also that ‘off-azimuth’ reception is only 

probable for a small minority of sporadic-E recordings.

Sequential Es

Sequential sporadic-E is observed to descend in altitude, with the descent of a solar, 

semidiurnal tidal convergent node (cf. §2.1). During this descent, windshear theory predicts 

an increase in the ion convergence term (§2.3.3), resulting in greater sporadic-E top 

frequencies. The descent speeds however are only ~ 1-2 m s'1 (e.g. Smith, 1970; 

Turunen et al.t 1988) i.e. -3 0 0  to 600 m descent in a five minute time interval. Such 

reductions in altitude are unlikely to give the observed variations in vftEs. Further, 

sequential-Es is only pertinent to increases in vftEs magnitudes, and hence in no way 

accounts for the equally likely negative vftEs growths, noted herein (e.g. Figure 6.5a). 

Sequential-Es is thus not considered to be significant with respect to deliberations within this 

Chapter.

6.6 Summary

In Chapter 5, it was determined that the relationship between the sporadic-E signal strength, 

measured at a given Probing Frequency, and the top frequency of the layer, may be expressed 

in terms of Equation 5.1, for values of V  between ~ zero and ~ 20. The investigations within 

this Chapter demonstrate that the vftEs growth rate is also an important determinant with 

respect to the said signal strength relationship, a factor not considered within Equation 5.1. 

Only vftEs growth rates > 0.6 MHz per 5 minute time interval, have an impact on the 

sporadic-E signal strength characteristics statistically predicted by Equation 5.1, and it is 

noted that only ~ 25% of vftEs growth rates, for the Bod0/Wick data set, are greater than this 

magnitude. However, for vftEs growth rates that are greater than ~ 0.6 MHz per 5 minutes, 

the impact on the sporadic-E signal strength characteristics is very significant.
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Considering the ‘common’ Probing Frequency range between pairs of consecutively recorded 

sporadic-E traces (cf. Figure 6.3), the signal strength difference is observed to be independent 

of vftEs growth rate, for top frequency growth rates between ~ 0.6 MHz per 5 minutes and 

-  1.0 MHz per 5 minutes. And for vftEs growth rates > 1.2 MHz per 5 minutes, the absolute 

signal strength is observed to be independent of the resulting top frequency magnitude. 

Similar characteristics are noted within the ‘growth’ range of frequencies (cf. Figure 6.3), 

such that at vftEs growth rates greater than - 1 . 0  MHz per 5 minutes, this ‘growth’ range takes 

the form of a low signal strength ‘tail’ (cf. Turunen et al., 1988). These characteristics result 

in signal Strength-Probing Frequency profiles that differ substantially from the growth rate 

independent ( ‘typical’) profiles derived in Chapter 5 and depicted in Figures 5.3(a,b). 

Schematic profiles for increasing rates of vftEs growth, are depicted in Figures 6.7(a,h), and 

fully depict the observations described above.

The vftEs growth rate properties of sporadic-E may be interpreted in terms of the plasma 

‘cloud’ structure (cf. §2.4.2.1), the number distribution of different plasma density clouds, 

directly corresponding signal strength-frequency profile. The most commonly espoused 

generation mechanism for the cloud structure, is gravity waves, and their interference with 

each other and the semidiurnal solar tide (e.g. Nygren et al., 1990). This generation 

mechanism is however unlikely to account for the relatively large vftEs growth rates. 

‘Non-typical’ cloud number distributions most likely arise from the random drifting of 

‘clouds’ into the radar field of view. Alternatively, and particularly for the largest vftEs 

growth rates, the generation of a low number of high plasma density clouds, due to meteor 

ablation or the coincident presence of gravity wave ‘critical levels’, is a possibility.

The generation of field-aligned irregularities within sporadic-E layers, offers an alternative 

interpretation of the observations. However, the signal strength characteristics determined 

from irregularity scattering, differ markedly from those associated with reflection from a 

cloud structure. Irregularities are thus considered to only account for the signal strength 

determinations arising from the largest vftEs growth rates. Non great circle path propagation 

is another potential source of pseudo large vftEs growth rates, but sequential-Es is not 

considered to have an important influence.
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Chapter 7

Correlation Studies of Sporadic-E Layers and E-Region 

Plasma Irregularities

7.1 Introduction

The generation of E-region, field-aligned, plasma irregularities was introduced in Chapter 2 

(cf. §2.4.2.2). Several mechanisms are responsible for these instabilities, the most prominent 

being the ‘two-stream’ (e.g. Farley, 1963) and ‘gradient-driff (e.g. Rogister and D ’Angelo, 

1970). Both types may be observed at all latitudes but the ‘two-stream’ instability is most 

prominent within the auroral zone, where the higher plasma (~ electron) drift velocities 

required for generation (>  300 m s'1), are present. Gradient drift irregularities may be excited 

at much lower plasma drift velocities. They are thus the most prominent type observed at 

mid-latitudes. E-region irregularities are most commonly observed at heights between 

~ 100 km and ~ 130 km (e.g. Fejer and Kelley, 1980), the altitude range where sporadic-E 

generation is most prolific (e.g. Smith and Metchley, 1972).

Coincident observations of sporadic-E layers and field-aligned, E-region irregularities, have 

been observed or deduced at both mid-latitudes (e.g. Riggin et al., 1986; 

Tanaka and Venkateswaran, 1982a) and high-latitudes (e.g. Dudeney and Roger, 1985; 

Haldoupis et al., 1992). At mid-latitudes, the lower plasma drift velocities determine that the 

associated irregularities are most likely generated by the gradient-drift mechanism, promoted 

by the high density gradients found within sporadic-E layers. The irregularities are thus 

considered to be embedded within the upper and lower boundaries of the sporadic-E layer 

(Ecklund et al., 1981).

Sporadic-E at high-latitudes is most often associated with substorms and magnetically 

disturbed conditions (e.g. Turunen, 1977; Weber et al., 1977). Auroral-Es (cf. §3.3.2) takes 

the form of a thick, diffuse, range-spread trace on ionograms, and is associated with scattering 

from field-aligned irregularities, both gradient-drift and two-stream types. Flat-type Es 

(cf. §3.3.2) is also observed at high latitudes, though its plasma structure is determined solely 

by the converging action of a uniform electric field (e.g. Bristow and Watkins, 1994;
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N ygrenetal., 1984) (cf. §2.3.5). Such layers are observed as thin, flat, discrete traces on 

ionograms, similar to Windshear generated layers at mid-latitudes.

In previous Chapters, sporadic-E has largely been studied under fairly quiet magnetic 

conditions (Kp <2o on average). The following study is specifically concerned with 

sporadic-E observations at times of disturbed magnetic conditions and in particular, during 

times of substorm activity. Such studies are important for sub-auroral propagation paths, such 

as the Bod0/Wick path, whose propagation characteristics may change adversely in a short 

period of time. Conversely, the generation of evening and night-time sporadic-E layers, as a 

direct or indirect consequence of enhanced electric fields and plasma flows, may enable an 

E-region propagation circuit. These circuits would otherwise be unavailable, at times when 

the E-region densities reduce by up to two orders of magnitude with respect to midday peak 

densities (cf. Figure 1.8).

In this Chapter, coincident observations of sporadic-E layers, and E-region irregularities are 

analysed, as recorded by an HF oblique sounder, and by SABRE, a monostatic VHF coherent 

backscatter radar (cf. §3.4.1). Several time intervals are considered, within the context of five 

case studies (a-e), with the degree of occurrence correlation being noted in each case. Further, 

and unique to this study, the relationship between the backscatter intensity and the sporadic-E 

top frequency is also examined.

7.2 Ionogram Observations of Sporadic-E Layers

It is instructive to observe some typical sporadic-E layers as recorded by the oblique HF 

sounder during the December campaign, and at times of SABRE backscatter. Four examples 

are depicted in Figures 7.1 (a-d). In each Figure, the main panel depicts the ionogram, the 

ordinate representing relative group delay (ms) with the abscissa depicting oblique Probing 

Frequency, from 2.0 MHz to 30.0 MHz. The upper panel displays relative signal strength, 

pertinent to each Probing Frequency. Each sporadic-E trace has a clearly defined top 

frequency, greater than or equal to 24.0 MHz. However the ftEs value is not always so clear 

and may lead to scaling ambiguities.

Figure 7.1a presents a thin, flat-type Es trace with what appears like irregularity scatter at the

higher Probing Frequencies. Characteristics of both the flat- and auroral-type Es-layers are

thus displayed. Figure 7.1b presents a typical mid-latitude flat-type Es trace, with no
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FIGURE 7.1(a,d) Examples of sporadic-E as recorded on Bod0/Wick oblique ionograms, 
during magnetically active periods of the December Campaign, specifically during case studies (a) 
and (b). Figure 7.1a depicts essentially ‘flat’ type Es but with diffuse scatter (of low signal 
strength) observed at the higher Probing Frequencies. Figure 7.1b depicts exclusively ‘flat’ type 
Es.
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FIGURE 7.1(a,d) (cont) Figure 7.1c depicts an oscillation in the sporadic-E group delay, at 
the higher Probing Frequencies and Figure 7. Id presents a diffuse sporadic-E trace, termed 
‘auroral’ type Es.



auroral-type Es characteristics. Figure 7.1c depicts an interesting feature noted throughout 

these case studies, i.e. an oscillation in the group delay. This feature is only observed at the 

higher Probing Frequencies and is sometimes correlated or anti-correlated with the signal 

strength. The amplitude of the oscillations are also often much greater and less clearly 

defined. It is considered to arise from some kind of propagation path or mode interference, or 

maybe an ionosonde interpretation of doppler shifts (cf. §3.3.2). It may also be a signature of 

gradient drift irregularities (cf. Kelley et al., 1995). Further analysis is left to later studies.

The final ionogram is depicted in Figure 7. Id and may be termed diffuse. It has characteristics 

similar to the auroral-type Es, noted on vertical ionograms, and is the most prevalent type 

observed during the following case studies. Again, this example is well defined and fairly 

typical of its type, but much more distorted examples are also observed. It may also be 

considered, and is often observed to be, an obscured, less well defined, oscillatory group path 

type, as depicted in Figure 7.1c.

Various types of sporadic-E traces are thus recorded during the following case studies, 

reflecting the range of structures and characteristics noted previously for high latitude 

sporadic-E layers. Figures 7.1 (c,d) represent the most commonly observed traces, together 

with distortions of each. It is thus inferred that a relationship between high-latitude sporadic-E 

layers and irregularities may exist for some of the proceeding observations. Flat-type 

sporadic-E layers are however also observed throughout all the case studies, but are more 

prevalent during the relatively quiet magnetic periods e.g. between 21:00 UT, day 344 and 

00:30 UT, day 345 and also between 02:30 UT and 04:00 UT, day 345 (case 

studies (a) and (b), §7.4).

7.3 Analysis Procedure

The ionogram data analysed in this Chapter pertains to recordings made over the oblique 

Bod0/Wick propagation path, during the December 1987 and March 1988 campaigns 

(cf. Table 4.1). The HF oblique sounder instrumentation was identical to that employed 

during the August, 1988 campaign, but for logistical reasons, the data volumes recorded were 

much more sparse. Several periods of disturbed magnetic activity, particularly during 

December, are noted, with ionogram recordings specifically concentrated at these times.
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In conjunction with the HF oblique sounder, data was recorded by SABRE, the Sweden and 

Britain Radar-aurora Experiment. During the December and March campaigns, SABRE 

operated as a single, monostatic radar, with the transmitter and receiver being co-located at 

Wick. The SABRE radar frequency (~ 150 MHz) is sensitive to unstable electrostatic plasma 

waves ~ 1 m in wavelength (cf. §3.4.1), which give rise to field-aligned plasma irregularities. 

Such small scale wavelengths bias observations towards irregularities generated by ‘primary’ 

two-stream instabilities, though ‘secondary’ gradient-drift irregularities {Sudan, 1973) may 

also be observed {Mattin and Jones, 1987), depending on the radar flow angle, the acute angle 

between the radar propagation vector and the plasma drift direction. The theory of irregularity 

detection is discussed more fully later.

This Chapter studies coincident observations of sporadic-E layers and E-region irregularity 

backscatter, during periods of magnetic activity and particularly substorm events (cf. §1.2.5). 

The observations are thus naturally biased towards the evening and night-time auroral zone 

sectors, where enhanced electrojets flow during substorm activity (Akasofu, 1964). Further, 

Waldock et al. (1985) observed that the probability of irregularity backscatter being detected 

by the SABRE radar, increased significantly between ~ 16:00 UT and ~ 04:00 UT, the 

probability of detection being greater than 20%. This is a consequence of the enhanced 

plasma flows mentioned above, but also due to the favourable flow angles.

The following analysis concentrates on a few case studies, which satisfy the above criteria, 

and is not intended to provide general occurrence statistics on either sporadic-E or backscatter 

data. For each specific case, the degree of correlation between the occurrence of sporadic-E 

and irregularity backscatter is determined over varying time intervals, as deemed meaningful 

and appropriate. Further, the correlation of the backscatter Signal-to-Noise (S/N) ratio 

(decibels) and the sporadic-E top frequency, measured at equivalent vertical incidence, 

(vftEs), is also analysed. Factors that influence these two measurements are then discussed.

Backscatter S/N ratio data is recorded at 50 range gates, along each of the 8 beams of the 

SABRE radar, as described in §3.4.1. Beam 7 (cf. Figure 3.9) is the beam most closely 

co-located with the Bod0/Wick propagation path, and hence the data presented herein is 

restricted to this single beam. Range gate 12 is located at a slant range of 660 km from the 

Wick transmitter and hence approximates to the nominal Bod0/Wick path midpoint. Range 

gate 30 is located at a slant range of 930 km from Wick, where the magnetic aspect angle, the 

angle between the radar propagation vector and the geomagnetic field, approximates to 90°. 

As the plasma instabilities propagate orthogonal to the magnetic field line, backscatter
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intensity statistically maximises at this range. Backscatter data pertaining to both ranges, is 

preferentially considered below.

Feldstein and Starkov (1967) determined an empirical model of the visual auroral oval, 

relating its poleward and equatorward boundaries to the planetary K-index (Kp). 

Holzworth and Meng (1975) developed a mathematical model of these results and by utilising 

this latter model, the statistical position of the oval may be determined for given Universal 

Time (UT) and Kp parameters. These parameters are used in the case studies below, to depict 

the oval position with respect to the SABRE field of view and the nominal Bod0/Wick 

propagation path.

7.4 Correlation Studies of SABRE Backscatter and Sporadic-E Top 
Frequency Data

7.4.1 Introduction
Five case studies are presented below, four pertaining to the December campaign and one to 

the March campaign. Each describes the characteristics of sporadic-E and E-region 

backscatter data, recorded during periods of magnetic activity and primarily, substorm events. 

In each case, data from the ground magnetometer, SAMNET network (cf. §3.4.2) assists in 

determining the nature, and localised timings, of the magnetic disturbances. The Feldstein 

(visual) auroral oval is also utilised to provide a statistical prediction of the location and 

extent of (backscatter) radar auroras, noting that the latter is approximately co-located within 

the statistical boundaries of the Feldstein oval (e.g. Chestnut, 1972).

7.4.2 Case Study (a): 12:00 -  24:00 UT, Day 344
Figures 7.2(a,b) compare SABRE backscatter S/N ratio data with sporadic-E vftEs values, 

recorded on day 344, 1987, between 12:00 UT and 24:00 UT. Both Figures are identical in 

format and indeed the sporadic-E data is identical in both. The S/N ratio data however, is 

depicted for range gates 12 and 30, for Figures 7.2(a,b) respectively. Four, three hour panels 

are presented in each of Figures 7.2(a,b). Each has two ordinates, measuring Wick (SABRE) 

S/N ratio and vftEs magnitudes. The abscissa depicts Universal Time. On the upper border of 

each panel is ‘data/no data’ information, indicating the on/off times of both the oblique 

sounder and SABRE radars; white space indicates that the respective radar was off. It is noted
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FIGURE 7.2b Case Study (a): As for Figure 7.2a, but with the SABRE backscatter being 
recorded at range gate 30 (930 km).



that the SABRE radar was operational almost continuously throughout this 12 hour time 

interval, but that the oblique sounder recordings were unavailable until 1450. Referring to 

Figure 7.2a, backscatter data was only observed between ~ 15:00 UT and ~ 21:00 UT at range 

gate 12. Sporadic-E data was observed between -  15:00 UT and ~ 24:00 UT.

Four distinct, three hour time intervals may thus be defined. Between ~ 12:00 UT and 

~ 15:00 UT, it is likely that neither 1 m scale E-region irregularities nor sporadic-E layers, of 

detectable intensity, are present within the geographic viewing region. Between ~ 15:00 UT 

and ~ 18:00 UT, there is very good occurrence correlation between the two plasma features. 

Further, there is also good correlation between the backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs 

magnitudes. Between ~ 18:00 UT and ~ 21:00 UT, there is again good occurrence correlation 

between the backscatter and sporadic-E data, but the correlation between the backscatter S/N 

ratio and vftEs data is less convincing. Finally, between ~ 21:00 UT and ~ 24:00 UT, only 

sporadic-E data is observed.

The data in Figure 7.2b is similar to that in Figure 7.2a, but the SABRE backscatter data 

pertains to range gate 30. The S/N ratio magnitudes are thus noted to be greater. The 

occurrence of backscatter is generally similar to that observed in Figure 7.2a, other than some 

returns being noted between 14:00 UT and 15:00 UT. Correlating the backscatter S/N ratio 

and vftEs magnitudes, between 15:00 UT and 18:00 UT, gives a computed correlation 

coefficient of 0.74. This represents a small reduction compared to the value of 0.80, computed 

for the same time interval in Figure 7.2a. Between 18:00 UT and 21:00 UT the respective 

coefficients are 0.63 and 0.42, the correlation at SABRE range gate 30 thus being 

significantly greater. All coefficients are statistically significant at the 1% level.

Between 12:00 UT and 24:00 UT, the planetary K-index varied between 4o and 5+, indicating 

magnetically disturbed conditions. Magnetic field H-component data, for the three most 

northerly stations (L-shell location ~ 4.3) of the SAMNET magnetometer network, are 

depicted in Figure 7.3a. Universal Time, between 12:00 UT and 24:00 UT, is represented 

along the abscissa, with the ordinate being scaled in nT. A series of quite intense (~ 250 nT) 

magnetic bays, mostly positive but some negative, are clearly identifiable for these three 

stations. The lower magnetic latitude stations, on L-shells ~ 3.2 and ~ 2.5, are much less 

disturbed 100 nT) but distinct Pi2 pulsations, the signature of substorm onset, are noted at 

approximate times of 17:50 UT, 19:05 UT and 20:50 UT.
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FIGURE 7.3b Case Study (a): Spectrally filtered SAMNET magnetometer data from three 
lower magnetic latitude stations (with respect to Figure 7.3a), i.e. at L-shells ~ 3.2 and ~ 2.5. The 
data was recorded between 17:00 UT and 21:00 UT, day 344, 1987, and filtered for periods 
between 140 s and 40  s. Pi2 pulsations may thus be observed and are noted at approximate times 
o f  17:50 UT, 19:05 UT arid 20:50 UT.



These latter observations are depicted in Figure 7.3b, which presents selectively filtered, 

H-component data, for spectral periods between 140 seconds and 40 seconds, this being a 

nominal range for observing Pi2 pulsations. For the 12 hour temporal range under 

consideration, Pi2 signatures were not observed outside of the hours presented in Figure 7.3b, 

between 17:00 UT and 21:00 UT. It is thus deduced that the magnetic disturbance noted 

between -  14:00 UT and ~ 16:30 UT, is not substorm activity, while that between ~ 17:45 UT 

and -  22:00 UT depicts a series of substorm intensifications (Pytte etal. 1976). The positive 

H-component bay structure, depicted in Figure 7.3a, suggests an association with the eastward 

electrojet (Rostoker et al., 1980).

Figure 7.4 depicts the Feldstein auroral oval at 20:00 UT, for Kp equal to 4o, these parameters 

being pertinent to the magnetic substorm data depicted in Figures 7.3(a,b). It is noted that the 

nominal Bod0/Wick propagation path midpoint is indicated in Figure 7.4 and indeed is 

located within the predicted auroral oval, as is the SABRE field of view (cf. Figure 3.9). With 

reference to the geographic location of the SAMNET magnetometer stations (cf. Figure 3.11), 

it is noted that the three, higher magnetic latitude stations are also located within the oval. The 

fact that significantly greater magnetic activity was noted at these stations, confirms the 

predicted positioning of the auroral oval in Figure 7.4.

Observation Summary

For a period of six hours, coincident observations of 1 m scale irregularities and sporadic-E 

data, are noted. Throughout the time interval, magnetic activity was distuibed. During the first 

three hours (15:00 UT to 18:00 UT), good correlation is observed between the backscatter 

S/N ratio and vftEs magnitudes, the maximum correlation coefficient (0.82) being noted at 

range gate 13, just beyond the nominal Bod0/Wick propagation path midpoint. Substorm 

activity is not considered to be present.

During the latter three hours (18:00 UT to 21:00 UT), results not presented herein 

demonstrate that the correlation between backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs magnitudes, initially 

increases approximately with SABRE range gate, i.e. with increasing SABRE beam magnetic 

aspect angle. The correlation maximises at range gate 25, with a coefficient value of 0.64. 

During this time interval, substorm activity was noted.

Good correlations are thus observed between the irregularity backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs 

magnitudes, at different range gates and at different observation times. A common factor is 

magnetic disturbance, some pertaining to substorm activity.
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FIGURE 7 .4  Case Study (a): The Feldstein visual auroral oval (Feldstein and Starkov, 1967) as 
computed by Holzworth and Meng (1975), for a Planetary K-index value, Kp, of 4o, at 20:00 UT. 
Note that the BodpAVick nominal propagation path midpoint lies within the predicted zone.



7.4.3 Case Study (b): 00:00 -  06:00 UT, Day 345
This time interval follows on from case study (a) and is of interest because the sporadic-E 

observations are continuous from that time interval and because further substorm-type 

magnetic activity is noted. Figure 7.5 presents the backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs magnitude 

data in the format of Figures 7.2(a,b). Twelve hours of observations are depicted but the two 

upper panels, for 00:00 UT to 06:00 UT, are of most interest.

Figure 7.6a presents magnetic field H-component data for the Faroes, Nordli and Oulu 

SAMNET stations (as in Figure 7.3a), between 00:00 UT and 06:00 UT. The negative 

H-component bay is typical of a westward electrojet associated substorm. In Figure 7.6b 

however, there is little indication of Pi2 pulsations at this time, though a Pi2 signature may be 

present at -01:00 . This would approximately coincide with the onset of irregularity 

backscatter, and a small but sudden rise in vftEs values. Note that at low latitudes, the 

amplitude of Pi2 pulsations may be fractions of nT and hence may fall below the detection 

threshold level of the magnetometer (Rostoker et cd., 1980). Planetary K-indices of 4+ and 3o 

are respectively noted for the 00:00 UT and 06:00 UT time interval, followed by a value of 1+ 

between 06:00 UT and 09:00 UT.

No correlation exists between the S/N ratio and vftEs magnitudes, at any SABRE range gate. 

Figure 7.5 depicts data for range gate 30, solely because the magnetic aspect angle, and hence 

backscatter intensity (cf. §2.4.2.2), maximises at this range gate, the former approximating to 

orthogonality conditions. Neither can it be stated that the occurrence of irregularity 

backscatter and sporadic-E is correlated, with sporadic-E observations extending prior to and 

beyond the backscatter recordings. There is thus the suggestion that while irregularity 

backscatter is closely correlated to the lifetimes of substorm and magnetic bay activity 

(cf. case study (a) also), on some occasions, the correlation of sporadic-E layers with these 

specific magnetic disturbances is weaker. The long lifetimes of the metallic ion constituents 

of sporadic-E layers (cf. §2.3.7) may be contributing to the extended duration of these layers, 

both between and beyond durations of magnetic activity. This said, it is interesting to note 

that the vftEs values, depicted in Figure 7.5, decrease steadily between -  01:25 UT and 

-  04:00 UT, as the depressed H-component value is restored back to quiet time magnetic field 

magnitudes (cf. Figure 7.6a).

In conclusion, it is instructive to note the position of the Feldstein oval during this latter

period of time. Figure 7.7 depicts the auroral oval for a Kp value of 4o and at a time of

02:00 UT. Note that neither the Bod0/Wick great circle path, nor beam 7 of the SABRE radar,
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FIGURE 7.5 Case Study (b): SABRE backscatter S/N ratio, and sporadic-E vftEs data, as 
recorded for Figure 7.2b (range gate 30) but for the December Campaign period between 
00:00 UT and 12:00 UT, day 345, 1987.



FIGURE 7.6a Case Study (b): SAMNET data as for Figure 7.3a, but recorded between
00:00 UT and 06:00 UTt> day 345, 1987. Substorm activity is noted between approximately
00:00 UT and 03:00 UT. *
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FIGURE 7.6b Case Study (b): SAMNET data as for Figure 7.3b, but recorded between
00:00 UT and 03:00 UT, day 345,1987. Pi2 pulsations are difficult to identify, but an observation
at ~ 01:00 UT appears probable.
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FIGURE 7.7 Case Study (b): Feldstein oval data as described for Figure 7.4 (Kp = 4o), but for 
02:00 UT. Note that the Bodp/Wick nominal propagation path midpoint lies outside of the 
predicted zone.



are located within this predicted zone, the equatorward boundary of the oval having drifted 

northwards at this post-midnight time.

7.4.4 Case Study (c): 22:00 UT, Day 338 -  02:00 UT, Day 339 
The SABRE backscatter S/N ratio magnitudes and the Sporadic-E vftEs values for this time 

interval, are depicted in Figure 7.8. The Figure format is similar to that of Figures 7.2(a,b). It 

is immediately apparent that sporadic-E recordings only started towards the latter half of the 

main SABRE backscatter observation period (22:00 UT, day 338 to 02:00 UT, day 339). 

However, the correlation of occurrence thereafter is good, observations of both sporadic-E 

layers and irregularity backscatter ceasing at approximately 01:50, day 339. Of more note is 

the correlation between the backscatter S/N ratio and the vftEs magnitudes, between 

~ 00:00 UT and ~ 02:00 UT. The associated correlation coefficient is noted to be greatest 

between the SABRE range gates of 33 to 47, maximising at range gate 36, for which 

Figure 7.8 was compiled. The said correlation coefficient, at range gate 36 is 0.83, and is 

significant at the 1% level. All these range gates are a few hundred kilometers north of the 

nominal Bod0/Wick propagation path midpoint and indeed, north of the SABRE range gate 

for orthogonal aspect angle conditions (range gate 30).

Figures 7.9(a,b) depict a classic substorm event between ~ 22:15 UT, day 338 and 

~ 01:00 UT, day 339. Figure 7.9a presents unfiltered, H-component magnetometer data from 

the three high latitude stations of the SAMNET network. The negative bay event between 

~ 22:30 UT and ~ 23:50 UT represents the substorm expansion phase, associated with the 

westward electrojet. Note that this time interval is coincident with the SABRE backscatter 

returns depicted in Figure 7.8. A further substorm surge is observed to start just prior to 

midnigjht, with recovery to quiet time magnetic conditions at approximately 02:00 UT. This 

second expansion surge is closely correlated with the SABRE backscatter and sporadic-E data 

presented in Figure 7.8.

Figure 7.9b confirms the substorm activity, with Pi2 pulsations being noted at ~ 22:20 UT, 

~ 22:30 UT and ~ 23:30 UT. Planetary K-indices for the period from 21:00 UT, day 338 to 

03:00 UT, day 339 are 4+ and 4o respectively. The model Feldstein oval for 24:00 UT and a 

Kp value of 4o, is presented in Figure 7.10. Again, as in Figure 7.4, the nominal Bod0/Wick 

propagation path midpoint and a significant proportion of the higher SABRE range gates 

(cf. Figure 3.9) are sited within this statistically active zone.
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FIGURE 7.8 Case Study (c): SABRE backscatter S/N ratio, and sporadic-E vftEs data, as 
recorded for Figure 7.2a, but for the December Campaign period between 18:00 UT, day 338, and 
06:00 UT, day 339, 1987, and for range gate 36.
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FIGURE 7.9b Case Study (c): SAMNET data as for Figure 7.3b, but recorded between
22:00 UT and 24:00 UT, day 338, 1987. Pi2 pulsations are clearly observed at ~ 22:20 UT,
~ 22:30 UT and ~ 23:30 lfr\
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Observation Summary

The current case study concentrates on a magnetically disturbed time interval of four hours, 

straddling midnight, where substorm activity is prominent. The correlation of occurrence 

analysis between the SABRE backscatter data and sporadic-E layers, is significantly affected 

by the absence of recordings of the latter prior to midnight on day 338. However, the 

correlation between the backscatter S/N ratios and vftEs magnitudes, post midnight, is very 

notable. Substorm activity is observed to be approximately coincident with the SABRE 

backscatter returns, between ~ 22:00 UT and -  01:30 UT.

7.4.5 Case Study (d): 18:00 UT, Day 343 -06:00 UT, Day 344 
The coincident observations of SABRE backscatter and sporadic-E data, for this time interval, 

are presented in Figure 7.11. The format is that noted for Figures 7.2(a,b). For this interval of 

time, and indeed from 16:00 UT, day 343 to 09:00 UT, day 344, the SABRE and oblique 

sounder radars were both operational continuously. It is thus all the more significant that 

observations of irregularity backscatter and sporadic-E data were confined solely between 

-  21:00 UT and -  24:00 UT, day 343. The absence of observations outside of these hours is 

significant, particularly during the hours presented in Figure 7.11, when the SABRE flow 

angles are favourable for detecting backscatter data (Waldock et al., 1985). It is worth noting 

that even the absence of backscatter data around 22:50 UT, is mimicked within the sporadic-E 

dataset.

The correlation o f the backscatter S/N ratios and the vftEs data is less notable than in case 

studies (a) and (c). The correlation coefficient maximises at the SABRE range gate of 36 

(cf. case study (c)), data for this range gate being presented in Figure 7.11. A correlation 

coefficient of 0.32 is calculated for the time interval of 21:00 UT to 24:00 UT, which is only 

significant at the 10% level. The backscatter data for range gate 30 is in fact very similar to 

that presented in Figure 7.11, though no backscatter data was recorded at range gate 12.

The significance of this 3-hour time period is demonstrated in Figure 7.12a. The data 

presented pertains to the unfiltered magnetic field H-component, as measured by the three 

highest latitude stations of the SAMNET magnetometer network. A magnetic disturbance is 

clearly noted between ~ 21:00 UT, day 343 and ~ 00:30 UT, day 344, though the 50 nT scale 

bar indicates that the magnitude of this disturbance is significantly less than those noted in
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FIGURE 7.11 Case Study (d): SABRE backscatter S/N ratio, and sporadic-E vftEs data, as 
recorded for Figure 7.2a, but for the December Campaign period between 18:00 UT, day 343, and 
06:00 UT, day 344, 1987, and for range gate 36.
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case studies (a) to (c). Figure 7.12b presents spectrally filtered H-component data, for three 

lower latitude SAMNET stations. Pi2 pulsations are clearly observable at approximate times 

of 19:40 UT and 21:55 UT, indicating that the magnetic disturbance noted in Figure 7.12a, is 

indeed substorm activity, albeit of relatively small intensity, or maybe not proximal to the 

S ABRE/oblique sounder viewing area.

It is interesting to note that the planetary K-index for the period 21:00 UT to 24:00 UT is 4-. 

The local magnetic activity thus appears to be similar to that observed during case study (c), 

with the position of the Feldstein auroral oval, depicted in Figure 7.10, being similarly 

located. This deduction does not however correspond with the significantly lower local 

magnetic activity noted in Figure 7.12a, as compared to that in Figure 7.9a. It is thus often 

more appropriate to consider the local K-index values rather than the planetary K-index, the 

latter being generally more applicable to planetary magnetic storm activity {Gonzalez et al., 

1994) than to the more localised substorm events.

Lerwick is the nearest station to the SABRE field of view, providing local K-index values. As 

this was not considered sufficiently ‘local’, pseudo K-indices were compiled for the 

SAMNET stations, as described in §3.4.2. Figure 7.13 presents the three H- and D-component 

pseudo K-indices, for the three SAMNET stations surrounding the SABRE radar viewing 

area, i.e. Nordli, Faroes and Glenmore. Each station depicts the pseudo K-indices for the 

duration of the December campaign i.e. from day 335 to day 345, 1987. The ordinates are 

scaled in nT. Of note are the increases in magnetic activity during the evening and nights of 

days 339 and 344, the time periods pertinent to case studies (a) to (c). But also note that the 

magnetic activity around midnight on day 343, pertinent to this case study, is significantly 

less than for the previous three case studies, despite similar Kp-index values being calculated. 

Given these observations, positioning the Feldstein oval, with respect to the planetary 

K-index, is inappropriate in this case.

Observation Summary

The occurrence correlation between the E-region backscatter and sporadic-E data is very 

striking. Over a period of time extending for more than 18 hours, the only observations of 

either data type was between 21:00 UT and 24:00 UT on day 343. This time interval was 

characterised by a substorm event and generally increased magnetic activity, though of a 

lesser magnitude than observed in the previous case studies.
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7.4.6 Case Study (e): 18:00 UT, Day 7 5 -03 :00  UT, Day 76 
The following case study is derived from the March, 1988 campaign data set (cf. Table 4.1). 

Figures 7.14(a,b) present the SABRE backscatter S/N ratio and oblique sounder vftEs data, in 

the format of Figures 7.2(a,b), for range gates 12 and 30 respectively. Referring to 

Figure 7.14a, irregularity backscatter and sporadic-E layers are both detected almost 

simultaneously at 18:35 UT. As in case study (b), the sporadic-E layer persists long after the 

backscatter returns cease, though a significant coincident recurrence is noted at ~ 02:00 UT. 

In Figure 7.14b, the coincident occurrence of both backscatter and sporadic-E data is 

significantly more notable, though sporadic-E is still observed to persist when backscatter 

returns have ceased (cf. ~ 21:00 UT to -  23:00 UT).

To put the results in context, the oblique sounder was in continuous operation from 12:00 UT, 

day 75, with no sporadic-E being detected until 18:30 UT, as depicted in Figures 7.14(a,b). 

Similarly, the SABRE radar was in continuous operation from 12:34 UT, detecting no 

backscatter from any range until 17:35 UT. Sporadic-E layer and irregularity generation are 

thus initiated at approximately the same time, after a prolonged period of inactivity.

Figure 7.15a presents the unfiltered H-component magnetic field data, recorded by the Nordli 

and Oulu SAMNET magnetometer stations (Faroes data being unavailable). Substorm 

activity, associated with the westward electrojet, is noted between ~ 18:00 UT to -  21:00 UT 

and between -  23:00 UT to 04:00 UT. Significant Pi2 pulsations are observed at -  18:45 UT, 

-  18:55 UT and ~ 19:40 UT (Figure 7.15b) and also at -  23:30 UT, -  00:05 UT, -  00:30 UT 

and -0 1 :0 5  UT. This is clearly a time interval of multiple substorm onsets. The Kp indices for 

this case study are 4+, 4o and 4-. Appropriate Feldstein auroral ovals are thus depicted in 

Figures 7 .4 ,7 .7  and 7.10.

Observation Summary

Three distinct substorm events are noted throughout the time period of this case study, with 

onsets being at approximately 18:30 UT, 23:30 UT and 01:00 UT. The SABRE backscatter 

returns are closely correlated with these events, as are observations of sporadic-E layers, 

though the latter is noted to persist after the first substorm event for a duration of 

approximately 1.5 hours. A few data gaps also interfere with correlation determinations. The 

vftEs value is noted to increase at each of the substorm onset times.
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7.5 Summary of the Case Study Observations

In §7.4, sporadic-E vftEs values were observed with respect to E-region irregularity 

backscatter data, primarily during substorm activity. The five case studies presented represent 

all types o f observations and correlations noted during the December and March campaigns. 

A summary of the collective observations is thus instructive.

Without exception, all substorm activity is accompanied by irregularity backscatter and 

sporadic-E layer observations. The backscatter data is generally closely correlated with the 

time interval of the substorm, whereas on several occasions, the sporadic-E observations 

extended beyond the substorm interval. An example is the time interval between ~ 21:00 UT, 

day 344 and ~ 00:45 UT, day 345 (case studies (a) and (b» (Figures 7.2(a,b) and Figure 7.5). 

This period of time falls between two significant substorm events and indeed the sporadic-E 

observations extend beyond the second substorm, for a time of about 1 hour (~ 03:00 UT to 

~ 04:00 UT, day 345) (Figure 7.5). Case study (e) is another example (Figure 7.14(a,b)), with 

these Figures demonstrating the need to consider data from a variety of SABRE range gates.

In contrast, Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.11 depict sharp, coincident cut-offs of the sporadic-E data 

with respect to the backscatter data. Further, Figure 7.11 is very notable for coincident 

initiation of sporadic-E and backscatter data, after many previous hours of continuous radar 

operation with no returns. Figures 7 .14(a,b), in case study (e) similarly depict a coincident 

initiation of the two data sets, and also following several hours of no returns.

Of particular interest are the correlated vftEs and irregularity backscatter S/N ratio 

magnitudes. Significant correlations are noted between 00:00 UT and 00:02 UT, day 339 

(Figure 7.8), between 15:00 UT and 18:00 UT, day 344 (Figure 7.2(a,b)) and to a lesser extent 

between 18:00 UT and 21:00 UT, day 344 (Figure 7.2(b)). For each the correlation coefficient 

maximises at a different SABRE range gate, i.e. gates 36, 13 and 25. The example between 

15:00 UT and 18:00 UT, day 344 is of further note in that this time period is the only time 

period from all five case studies, that does not occur during a substorm event, though 

magnetically disturbed bays are still noted (Figure 7.3a). From henceforth, the ionospheric 

conditions pertinent to substorms are presumed to apply to this magnetically disturbed period. 

All of these observations contrast with other occasions of correlated occurrence between the 

two data sets, where little or no correlation is noted between the vftEs and backscatter S/N 

ratio magnitudes.
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7.6 Discussion

The ionospheric signature of a magnetospheric substorm, is characterised by high energy 

particle precipitation into the high latitude auroral E-region (Akasofu, 1964). The subsequent 

increase in conductivities (e.g. Horwitz et al., 1978), together with enhanced auroral electric 

fields (e.g. Rino et a /.,1974), lead to augmented plasma flows within the auroral electrojets. 

These characteristic substorm features are directly responsible for the generation of plasma 

irregularities and sporadic-E layers. Coincident observations of both are thus linked by the 

substorm event. The relationships between substorm activity and separately, SABRE 

irregularity backscatter and sporadic-E layers, are discussed below, in light of the 

observations noted in §7.4 and §7.5. A discussion of the correlation of SABRE backscatter 

S/N ratio and vftEs magnitudes then follows.

7.6.1 The Correlation of SABRE backscatter observations with Substorm Events 
The enhanced plasma drifts and ambient densities, resulting from substorm activity, are 

favourable to the generation of small scale irregularities, for example those of wavelengths 

~ 1 m, which may be observed by the SABRE radar (cf. §3.4.1). During substorm events, the 

auroral oval is also noted to broaden, with the equatorward boundary drifting to lower 

latitudes {Feldstein and Starkov, 1967). This oval broadening increases with the degree of 

magnetic disturbance. Sub-auroral radars such as SABRE (and the Bod0/Wick oblique HF 

sounder) are thus increasingly influenced by these ionospheric responses.

The correlation of substorm activity and SABRE irregularity backscatter observations is thus 

to be expected. However, With reference to the observations described in §7.4, the degree of 

correlation is noted to vary with the exact onset and recovery times of the substorms. For 

example, Pi2 observations are rarely coincident with backscatter intensifications. Disturbed 

magnetic activity as indicated by the unfiltered magnetic field H-component, is though noted 

to approximately correlate with the SABRE backscatter observations. The best correlation is 

noted in case study (c). Comparing Figure 7.8 with Figure 7.9a, substorm related magnetic 

bays are observed between just after 22:00 UT to approximately 01:30 UT, day 338 to 

day 339. Coincident observations of SABRE irregularity backscatter match exactly.

A more typical example is noted for case study (e). Referring to Figure 7.15a, significant 

substorm activity is deduced between -  18:00 UT and ~ 21:30 UT, day 075, and between
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-  23:00 UT and ~ 03:30 UT, days 75 to 76. Corresponding SABRE backscatter is noted in 

Figure 7.14b, between ~ 18:20 UT and ~ 21:00 UT, and between ~ 23:25 UT and ~ 02:40 UT. 

Small discrepancies are thus noted between the time intervals, and significantly, the 

backscatter observations are confined within the magnetic disturbance times. It thus appears 

that there is a time delay between the onset of a magnetic disturbance, and the sufficient 

enhancement of the plasma drift, required to excite plasma instabilities. Similarly, the plasma 

drift reduces below the excitation threshold before the end of the magnetic disturbance. 

Comparison with the other case studies reveals this to be a general observation, but with the 

time delays tending to zero on occasions, e.g. case study (b). These observations contrast with 

the sporadic-E correlations with magnetic (substorm) activity, discussed below.

Factors influencing the exact correlation of SABRE backscatter with magnetic disturbances, 

are firstly the range gate considered (cf. Figures 7 .14(a,b» but also a variety of intrinsic 

factors discussed later e.g. flow and magnetic aspect angles, and the amplitude (and hence 

detectability) of the irregularities, which is determined by the magnitude of the plasma drift. 

Each of these factors depend on the relative location of the substorm to the SABRE field of 

view, and hence on the associated enhanced electrojets and plasma flow vectors. An exact 
correlation between the substorm magnetic signature and the occurrence of SABRE 

backscatter is thus unlikely.

7.6.2 The Correlation of Sporadic-E Occurrence with Substorm Events 
The substorm induced, increased particle precipitation and enhancements of the auroral 

electric fields, are both favourable to the generation of different types of sporadic-E layers at 

high latitudes. Auroral sporadic-E (e.g. Besprozvannaya et al., 1980; Turunen, 1977; 

Weber et al., 1977) is sometimes directly associated with scattering from irregularities i.e. 

independent of any ionisation compression mechanism (cf. equatorial sporadic-E (e.g. Cohen, 
1967)). The enhanced electric fields may thus promote the generation of intense gradient drift 

irregularities, with wavelengths ~ 10 m, which may be detected by an HF radar e.g. an 

ionosonde.

The associated irregularities of auroral-Es are, however, often considered to be embedded

within the sporadic-E layer, the layer itself being generated through the converging action of

uniform electric fields (Nygrin et al., 1984), acting directly or indirectly, on the enhanced

ionisation arising from the substorm induced particle precipitation (cf. §2.3.7). Gradient-drift

instabilities are excited when a component of the ambient electric field is oriented both
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parallel to and in the same direction as the electron density gradient, given sufficient 

magnitudes of each (Ecklund et al., 1981). This type of instability is presumed for coincident 

observations of sporadic-E layers and plasma irregularities at mid-latitudes 

(e.g. Haldoupis and Schlegel, 1993; Keys and Andrews, 1984), but is equally applicable, and 

more easily excited, at high latitudes, particularly during substorm activity.

Further, Haldoupis et al. (1992) have observed Type in irregularities within sub-auroral 

sporadic-E layers. Type in irregularities resemble the two-stream, Type I irregularities, with 

respect to doppler power spectra, but have phase velocities well below typical' ion acoustic 

velocities. It is suggested that these reduced velocities may result from the large electron 

density gradients within sporadic-E layers, and also that the ion acoustic velocity itself may 

be reduced due to the presence of heavier ions, i.e. the metallic ions noted within Es-layers 

(e.g. Huuskonen et al., 1988). Similar observations and deductions were made by Riggin et al. 
(1986).

Mechanisms thus exist to explain the presence of both gradient-drift and two-stream related 

irregularities, within sporadic-E layers at high-latitudes, both types being generated more 

readily during substorm activity.

Sporadic-E at high-latitudes may however exist independent of an irregularity structure. Thin, 

flat-type sporadic-E layers are also observed at high latitudes {e.g. Rodger et al. 1983; 
Turunen, 1977), similarly generated through the action of uniform electric fields. The electric 

field has been noted to intensify about an hour before substorm onset (Mozer, 1971), with 

‘flat-type* Es-layers being noted specifically at this time (Schaeffer, 1967). The electric field 

and precipitation characteristics associated with substorm events, are thus equally favourable 

to generating mid-latitude-type Es-layers at high-latitudes.

Further Data Observations
It was noted in §7.5 that while sporadic-E was always observed during the substorm activity, 

observations sometimes extended beyond the time interval of magnetic disturbances 

(cf. SABRE observations in §7.6.1). Various explanations for these observations are possible. 

Firstly, the generation mechanisms for both the auroral and flat-type Es-layers, observed at 

high latitudes, relate either directly or indirectly to the enhanced electric fields. It is noted that 

plasma irregularities are very short-lived features (~ ms) and hence the observation of 

irregularities is very sensitive to the instantaneous magnitude of the plasma drift. The fact that 

SABRE irregularity backscatter is always noted to be confined within the time periods of
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magnetic disturbance (cf. §7.6.1), indicates that the substorm induced, enhanced electric field 

and hence plasma drift, does not maintain its magnitude after substorm recovery. However, 

flat-type Sporadic-E may be generated at much reduced electric field magnitudes, 

~ a few mV’s {Morton and Mathews, 1993) and hence may persist beyond irregularity 

backscatter observations.

Further, the threshold excitation plasma drift velocity, is inversely proportional to the 

irregularity wavelength (Farley, 1963). Larger wavelength irregularities (i.e. gradient-drift 

type) are thus more easily excited and hence observable, during periods of reduced electric 

fields and plasma drifts. The generation of these larger scale irregularities, and possibly the 

Type m  irregularities, within auroral-Es, may thus be possible beyond the recovery phase of 

the substorm.

But perhaps most importantly, mid-latitude type sporadic-E layers are generally associated 

with long lifetime, metallic ion constituents (cf. §2.3.7). Sporadic-E layers generated by the 

plasma-compressing action of uniform electric fields {Nygrin et al., 1984), may thus exist 

beyond the lifetime of the generating source.

It is noted that the sporadic-E observed between ~ 21:00 UT, day 344 and ~ 00:45 UT, 

day 345 (Figures 7.2(a,b) and Figure 7.5) and between ~ 03:00 UT to ~ 04:00 UT, day 345) 

(Figure 7.5), is generally classified as flat-type i.e. independent of an irregularity structure. 

These time intervals are notable for the absence of SABRE backscatter and substorm activity. 

However, a similarly classified time period, between ~ 21:00 UT and ~ 23:00 UT, day 75, is 

associated with diffuse, auroral-Es type layers. It appears that at least on some occasions, the 

HF sounder may detect larger scale irregularities (~ 10 m) at times when smaller scale 

irregularities (~ 1 m) are not excited, or at least not detectable by SABRE.

7.6.3 The Correlation of SABRE Backscatter S/N Ratio and vftEs Magnitudes 
In §7.4 and §7.5, several instances of the correlation of SABRE backscatter S/N ratio and 

vftEs magnitudes were noted. To discuss possible mechanisms and scenarios to account for 

these correlations, it is first necessary to briefly review the theory associated with backscatter 

intensity magnitudes. Typical enhancements to the auroral electric fields observed during 

substorm and auroral activity, are then employed to deduce the corresponding irregularity 

backscatter intensities and the magnitudes and variations of vftEs values. In deducing typical
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vftEs magnitudes and variations, both electric field and irregularity aspects of sporadic-E 

layers are considered separately.

E-Region Irregularity Backscatter Intensity Theory
The received backscatter intensity, or power, Pn is determined by both radar and ionospheric 

factors, and is defined as (Haldoupis, 1989):-

where Pt is the transmitted power, Lt,r and G(r are the transmitter and receiver ohmic loss 

factors and antenna gains, gr is the receiver gain, X is the radar wavelength, c is the free space 

velocity, t  is the radar pulse length, T is the scattering layer thickness, AS is the antenna 

beam width and R is the slant range to the scattering target. Presuming constant radar 

parameters and a fixed, homogenous, scattering layer thickness, the power is determined 

solely by the scattering cross-section, a, defined in terms of the mean square of the electron

density fluctuation (f̂ ANe/N e )2^, i.e.:-

function of the flow angle, 0 , and the magnetic aspect angle, (j>.

The attenuation of backscatter intensity with magnetic aspect angle, is very sensitive to 

angular deviations from orthogonality. Magnitudes between ~ 3 dB/degree to ~ 10 dB/degree 

have been observed (e.g. Leadabrand et al., 1967; Nielsen, 1988), differences being noted 

with respect to radar frequency (Haldoupis, 1989) and backscatter intensity (Waldocket al, 

1985).

The dependence of backscatter intensity on the irregularity flow angle, varies significantly 

with the irregularity type. Backscatter from gradient-drift irregularities is largely independent 

of flow angle, these irregularities propagating isotropically in the plane perpendicular to the 

magnetic field (Fejer and Kelly, 1980). Backscatter from two-stream irregularities however, is

L,L,GlG,grA2a(k)cTTAS 
'  ‘ 2(4riiy

(7.1)

(7.2)

where k is the radar wave number, Ne is the ambient electron density, and F(6,</>) is a
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sensitive to the cone of instability, defining the angular range for which the relative 

electron-ion drift (Vd) exceeds the ion-acoustic velocity, the condition required for excitation 

of two-stream instabilities. The backscatter intensity is thus very anisotropic with respect to 

flow angle and may vary by a few 10’s of dB between angles of 0° and 90° (AndrS, 1983).

The relationship between the backscatter intensity and î Ng ^(ANg/Ne)2  ̂ is complex, such

that other factors, e.g. the electron-ion drift velocity and indeed the ambient electron density, 

influence the magnitude of the electron density fluctuation (̂AN j N j f ^ .  Studies suggest a

non-linear relationship with respect to the electron-ion drift velocity (Haldoupis et al., 1990). 

At auroral latitudes, ANe/Ne varies between ~ 5% to ~ 15% (Fejer and Kelly, 1980), with

the ambient electron density, Ne, varying by an order of magnitude or more during intense 

precipitation events {Robinson and Vondrak, 1985). It follows that the backscatter intensity 

increases with Kp (cf. SABRE results in Waldock et al., 1985).

Observed Magnitudes and Variations of SABRE Irregularity Backscatter Intensity 
To analyse the correlated variations of the irregularity backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs 
magnitudes, it is instructive to consider some typical auroral E-region characteristics during 

substorm activity. The electron drift velocity is noted to approximate to the plasma (relative 

electron-ion) drift velocity, presuming small ion drifts. As the electrons ‘E cross B’ drift, this 

approximation is employed in coherent backscatter studies to derive electric field vectors 

{Nielson and Schlegel, 1985).

The scattering cross-section of irregularities, a, was noted above to vary non-linearly with 

plasma drift velocity, Vd- Haldoupis et al. (1990) derived the following relationship:-

°  = V f  (7.3)

where m was noted to be 2.2 and 3.9 for the westward and eastward electrojets. During 

substorm activity, the electric field may increase by an order of magnitude e.g. from 4 mV m'1 

to 40 mV m'1 (e.g. Steen et a l , 1988). The plasma drift thus approximately increases to a 

similar degree and hence from Equation 7.3, the scattering cross-section will increase by three 

orders of magnitude, presuming an average value of ‘m’ of 3.0. The scattering cross-section is 

proportional to the backscatter intensity (cf. Equation 7.1) and hence it follows that an order 

of magnitude increase in the auroral electric field, may typically enhance the S/N ratio
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magnitude by ~ 30dB, particularly when increasing from a quiet time, 0 dB level. Increases of 

this order are generally noted in the previous SABRE backscatter plots in §7.4, within the 

required time scales of a few ionogram recordings (cf. Figures 7.2(a,b». It is now necessary 

to demonstrate that the vftEs magnitudes can also vary by several MHz within the same time 

interval, given a typical electric field magnitude ~ 40 mV m'1.

Correlation Interpretation for Electric Field Dominated Sporadic-E Layers 
Variations in vftEs magnitudes may be interpreted directly in terms of the enhanced electric 

fields noted during substorm activity, the related enhancements of the E-region ionisation 

densities, arising from particle injection (Akasofu, 1964), and the subsequent charge-exchange 

processes with metallic atoms (cf. §2.3.7). For the examples from the case studies where the 

vftEs and backscatter S/N ratio magnitudes were reasonably well correlated 

(cf. Figures 7.2(a,b) and Figure 7.8), the sporadic-E layer was generated from the ambient 

electron density over a time interval equivalent to several, 5 minute ionogram recordings.

Kirkwood and Von Zahn (1991) modelled the generation of sporadic-E layers for a variety of 

electric field vectors. The Es-layer characteristics varied considerably with respect to the 

resulting thickness, height and vftEs values, primarily depending on whether a metallic 

(e.g. Fe+, Mg+) or molecular (e.g. NO+, C>2+) ion composition was assumed, and also on the 

orientation of the electric field (cf. Nygrin et al., 1984, and Figure 2.6(a,b)). They calculated 

that sporadic-E layers with vftEs values typically between ~ 3 MHz and ~ 6 MHz would be 

generated in an 18 minute time interval, presuming an electric field magnitude of 40 mV m'1. 

These model results were confirmed through observation, with similar observations being 

noted by various authors e.g. Turunen et al. (1985).

From these calculations and the approximate variations of backscatter intensity derived 

previously, it may be deduced that typical enhancements of the electric field, noted during 

substorm events (i.e. -  40 mV m'1), may be employed to explain correlated variations in 

backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs magnitudes. The degree of correlation is however very 

sensitive to a range of factors. Backscatter intensity fluctuations may occur independent of the 

electric field, and hence independent of vftEs magnitudes, an example being variations in 

backscatter intensity arising from fluctuations in the radar beam magnetic aspect angle 

(e.g. Waldock et al., 1983). Further, variations in the magnitude and orientation of the electric 

field vector will have different perturbing influences on the generation of irregularities and 

sporadic-E layers (cf. plasma flow angle factors versus ion compression efficiency factors 

(cf. §2.4.2) respectively).
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The feasibility of the correlation of backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs magnitudes has thus been 

demonstrated for vftEs magnitudes dependent solely on the electric field characteristics. It has 

also been highlighted that the degree of correlation will be very sensitive to a variety of 

common perturbing factors.

Correlation Interpretation for Irregularity Dominated Sporadic-E Layers 
In the previous Section, the correlation of irregularity backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs 
magnitudes, was interpreted solely in terms of the electric field. An interpretation based on 

intrinsic irregularity characteristics is now discussed. For a given electric field magnitude and 

associated electron drift velocity, plasma instabilities axe generated over a spectrum of 

wavelengths, all propagating in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. If the plasma drift 

is greater than the ion acoustic velocity, then both gradient drift and two-stream irregularities 

may be detected, depending on for example, the radar flow angle and wave vector.

The latter parameter is particularly significant to the current study. SABRE operates at 

~ 150 MHz and is thus sensitive to irregularities ~ 1 m in wavelength (cf. §3.4.1). The HF 

oblique sounder however, will be sensitive to irregularities with wavelengths between ~ 5 m 

and ~ 75 m. These larger wavelengths are most likely generated by gradient-drift instabilities, 

whilst SABRE may detect both two-stream and ‘secondary* gradient drift irregularities.

The relationship between the backscatter scattering cross-section, a, and the irregularity 

wavelength, X, has been empirically and theoretically derived for the HF and VHF bands, i.e.:-

(joc#  (7.4)

where j  equals 3 {Chestnut et al, 1968; Oksmanet al., 1979) or 3.5 {Farley etal. 1981; 

McDonald et al., 1974). The backscatter intensity thus increases approximately with the third 

power of the irregularity wavelength. Alternatively, the minimum wavelength irregularity 

detectable by a frequency scanning radar (e.g. the HF oblique sounder), will depend on the 

signal strength sensitivity of the radar. All other parameters being equal (cf. Equations 7.1 and 

7.2), Equation 7.4 thus determines the spectrum of irregularities that the HF sounder may 

detect. For an irregularity dominated sporadic-E layer, the top frequency thus represents the 

smallest wavelength irregularity detectable by the radar within the E-region, presuming of 

course that it is greater than 5 m (equivalent to a the maximum Probing Frequency of 

30 MHz).
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If again it is presumed that the electric field increases by an order of magnitude during 

substorm activity, and that the backscatter cross-section correspondingly increases by three 

orders of magnitude (cf. Equation 7.3) (i.e. 1000 times), then a spectrum of irregularity 

wavelengths, previously below the intensity detectability level of the ionosonde, may now be 

observed. From Equation 7.4, the minimum, observable irregularity wavelength, will increase

by a factor of approximately VlOOO i.e. 10. The sporadic-E top frequency will thus increase 

approximately ten-fold for a ten-fold increase in the auroral electric field. Referring to 

Figures 7.2(a,b) and Figure 7.8, sporadic-E is noted to grow from very low vftEs values and 

such a large multiplying factor may well be required to give the peak vftEs values noted 

(~ 6 MHz). Note that for a value of */ equal to 3.5 (cf. Equation 7.4), the factorial increase is 

reduced to ~ 7.2. Note also that for a doubling of the auroral electric field, the backscatter 

cross-section increases by a factor of only ~ 8 and hence for a value of equal to 3, the 

factorial increase in the vftEs value is only 2. This gives some possible guide to vftEs 
variations during a substorm disturbance.

An alternative explanation for the correlation of vftEs with backscatter intensity, may be 

deduced from Equation 7.2. For a constant mean square electron density fluctuation and 

constant flow and magnetic aspect angles, the backscatter cross-section is proportional to the 

square of the electron density. From simple plasma relationships (cf. Equation 1.10), the 

backscatter cross-section is proportional to the fourth power of the equivalent Probing

Frequency. If this Probing Frequency is taken as vftEs then cr (vftEs)*. For a three orders of 

magnitude increase in the backscatter cross-section, a, (due to a presumed order of magnitude 

increase in the electric field (see above)), vftEs would increase by a factor of ~ 5.6. 

Considering a doubling of the auroral electric field magnitude, and hence an 8-fold increase in 

the backscatter cross-section, the factorial change in vftEs would be -  1.7.

Both of the above irregularity interpretations, for the correlation of vftEs with the SABRE S/N 

ratio magnitude, are based on a variety of assumptions. In particular, with respect to the latter 

hypothesis, the mean electron density is not easily de-coupled from the mean square electron 

density fluctuation, the relationship being very complex (Haldoupis et al, 1990). 

Nevertheless, both demonstrate in principle how the vftEs value, may vary correspondingly 

with the SABRE backscatter intensity, given a very realistic increase in the auroral electric 

field, during a substorm or other magnetic disturbance.
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Magnetic Orthogonality Considerations
One of the problems with an irregularity explanation for the sporadic-E observations, is the 

requirement for orthogonal or near orthogonal aspect angle conditions, the scattering 

cross-section being very sensitive to deviations of just a few degrees in the magnetic aspect 

angle, as described above. To satisfy magnetic orthogonality conditions, the Bod0/Wick 

propagation path, would need to be severely deviated from the great circle path. For magnetic 

aspect angles near 90°, the single hop reflection point is up to several hundred km 

magnetically north-west of Bod0 (IGRF model), and located within the westerly beams of the 

SABRE field of view (e.g. beam 1).

Neither of these facts however, greatly detract from the deductions described above. Both the 

transmitter and receiver beam widths of the HF oblique sounder were very large (>90°). The 

radar may thus transmit and receive over a wide range of azimuth angles. It is also generally 

noted that the backscatter returns from the eight SABRE beams, do not differ substantially 

from each other at a given range gate, i.e. the plasma instabilities are operative over large 

areas simultaneously. To demonstrate this fact, Figures 7.2(a,b) are reproduced in 

Figures 7.16(a,b), utilising backscatter data from SABRE beam 1, for range gates 12 and 30 

respectively. Comparison of the plots reveals only minor variations in the backscatter S/N 

ratio magnitudes.

It may thus be concluded that the backscatter intensity variations with range gate, are solely a 

manifestation of the significant influence of magnetic aspect angle factors (cf. Equation 7.2). 

Within reasonable spatial limitations, determined by the prevailing ionospheric conditions, 

correlations between different backscatter data that is geographically spaced, are valid 

provided that similar aspept angle criteria are met. Correlations between SABRE and 

Bod0/Wick backscatter data, determined utilising SABRE beam 7, are thus equally applicable 

for large deviations of the Bod0/Wick circuit from the great circle path, presuming similar 

magnetic aspect angle characteristics.

Concluding Remarks
The latter point highlights an interesting aspect to all the case studies analysed in §7.4. When 

correlation calculations between the SABRE backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs magnitudes, were 

deemed appropriate, the maximum coefficients were noted at a variety of different SABRE 

range gates, i.e. 13, 25 and 36. Gate 13 approximates to the nominal Bod0/Wick path 

midpoint, while gate 36 approximates to a 2-hop reflection point. Gate 25 has no obvious 

propagation path significance, though the data presented is very similar to that noted in range
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gate 30. These results may thus indicate a variety of sporadic-E propagation modes, or 

alternatively, merely be a statistical manifestation of the sensitivity of both the backscatter 

intensity and vftEs magnitudes to many perturbing influences, as described above. Without 

more correlation periods, it is impossible to attach any greater significance to any of the three 

range gates quoted.

7.7 Summary and Conclusions

The ionospheric signature of substorms is characterised by enhanced auroral electric fields 

and plasma flows, together with enhanced auroral precipitation (e.g. Rostoker et al., 1980). 

The associated southward drift of the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval, extends these 

auroral features to sub-auroral latitudes {Feldstein and Starkov, 1967). These characteristic 

features have been shown to be responsible for the coincident observations of both E-region 

irregularity backscatter and sporadic-E layers. Further, the backscatter S/N ratio was 

sometimes observed to be correlated with the sporadic-E vftEs magnitude.

The observed sporadic-E layers pertain to two distinct types and plasma structure, these being 

termed a mid-latitude, flat-Es type and an auroral-Es type (cf. §7.2). The flat-type is 

considered to be generated solely by an ion convergence mechanism controlled by uniform 

(auroral) electric fields (e.g.Nygrenetal., 1984). The auroral-type is associated with an 

irregularity structure (e.g. Turunen, 1977). Both types are intrinsically linked to the magnitude 

of the prevailing electric field and were observed throughout all five case studies.

The Correlation of SABRE Backscatter and Sporadic-E Occurrence
The detection of SABRE backscatter was noted to be well correlated with the magnetic 

disturbance observed during a substorm event. The backscatter was always observed to be 

confined within the approximate time interval of the disturbance (cf. Figures 7.14b 

and 7.15a). The occurrence of sporadic-E layers was also noted to be fairly well correlated 

with the magnetic disturbance onset. The most notable results are depicted in Figure 7.11, 

which presents coincident and isolated observations of SABRE backscatter and sporadic-E 

layers, during a brief period of substorm activity amid an otherwise extended quiet magnetic 

time interval.

However, on occasions, sporadic-E layers were observed to prevail after a period of magnetic

disturbance and associated 1 m scale irregularity backscatter observations
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(e.g. Figure 7.2(a,b)). This may be explained for both electric field generated, or irregularity 

structured, sporadic-E layers. During the return to quiet magnetic conditions (e.g. during the 

recovery phase of a substorm), the auroral electric fields and currents diminish in magnitude 

relatively slowly, as compared to ‘onset*. While irregularity generation may thus be inhibited, 

the magnitude of the electric field may still be sufficient to force ion convergence 

(e.g. Morton and Mathews, 1993). Further, the presence of long lifetime metallic ions 

(e.g. Huuskonen et al., 1988) within the flat-type sporadic-E layers, may prolong their 

lifetimes beyond that of the generating force.

For sporadic-E layers with an irregularity structure, it is noted that lower excitation plasma 

(~ ‘E cross B*) drifts are pertinent to the larger scale irregularities (~ 10 m), detected by the 

HF sounder, as compared to the ~ 1 m irregularities detected by SABRE 

(e.g. Fejer and Kelley, 1980). It thus follows that the generation of the larger scale (~ 10 m) 

irregularities may persist after the 1 m scale irregularities.

Examples of both flat- and auroral-type sporadic-E layers were observed during these 

extended periods of sporadic-E occurrence, giving credence to each of the possible 

explanations above. Note that while the above arguments may apply both prior to, as well as 

after a magnetic disturbance, disturbance onsets, and in particular substorm onsets, are 

significantly more rapid than the corresponding recovery time scales. Coincident ‘onsets’ of 

irregularity backscatter and sporadic-E layer observations, are thus more likely than 

coincident ‘terminations*.

The Correlation of SABRE Backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs Magnitudes 
The correlation of SABRE backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs magnitudes was noted on a few 

occasions, with two notable periods of correlation being observed (~ 17:00 UT to ~ 21:00 UT, 

day 344 (Figures 7.2(a,b)) and ~ 00:00 UT to ~ 02:00 UT, day 338 (Figure 7.8)). Both periods 

are characterised by the predicted auroral oval (Feldstein and Starkov, 1967) being positioned 

over the nominal Bod0/Wick propagation path midpoint. By assuming a realistic (order of 

magnitude) enhancement of the auroral electric field magnitude at substorm onset 

(e.g. Steen et al., 1988), the correlated observations of backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs values 

were interpreted, for both flat-type Es and auroral-type Es.

For flat-type Es-layers, deductions were based on modelling work developed by 

Kirkwood and Von Zahn (1991). For auroral-type Es-layers, Equations 7.2 and 7.4 were both 

employed independently to deduce possible factorial increases in vftEs magnitudes, for the
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typical order of magnitude increase in the auroral electric field at substorm onset. The factors 

determined ranged between -  5.6 and ~ 10. In contrast, for a doubling of the electric field, 

during a substorm disturbance, the factorial increase in vftEs magnitudes was determined to 

be < 2, for both equations. These factorial increases closely match observed variations in 

vftEs magnitudes, during times of substorm activity.

Concluding Remarks
It is noted that the ionogram sporadic-E traces observed during the correlation time intervals, 

are of a diffuse, as well as a discrete, flat nature (cf. Figures 7.1(a,d». Diffuse traces however, 

may not indicate the presence of an irregularity structure, but may instead be a manifestation 

of the disturbed propagation conditions and hence a distortion of the nominal propagation 

path. Ionosondes are not ideally suited to determining detailed plasma structure and it is thus 

impossible to state with certainty, the true plasma nature of the sporadic-E layers during these 

periods of correlation.

Finally, it is poignant to note that a weakly compressed or uncompressed plasma layer, arising 

respectively from electric fields or auroral precipitation, may be incorrectly classified as a 

sporadic-E layer (or particle E in the latter case). What constitutes a sporadic-E layer, as 

opposed to a ‘normal’ E-layer enhancement, is thus open to a degree of subjectiveness, 

particularly for ionosonde studies at high-latitudes. Incorrect classifications may thus 

influence the degree of correlation observed between backscatter S/N ratios and vftEs 
magnitudes. It is believed that such misinterpretations have been avoided in this study.

In conclusion, it is emphasised that irregularity backscatter intensity is very sensitive to 

numerous ionospheric influences e.g. flow and magnetic aspect angles, and ambient and 

relative fluctuation electron densities (cf. Equation 7.2). The vftEs values may also be 

sensitive to these perturbing factors, if an irregularity interpretation of vftEs is determined, but 

otherwise, will be sensitive to amongst other things, variations in the ambient electric field, 

attenuation influences and the internal plasma structure of the sporadic-E layers 

(cf. Chapters 5 and 6). Exact correlations between the backscatter S/N ratio and vftEs 
magnitude are thus unlikely to be observed frequently, nor for prolonged periods of time.
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Chapter 8

Summary and Suggestion for Further Work

8.1 Introduction

The deployment of HF oblique ‘Chirp* sounders has proved an effective and relatively cheap 

means of studying the plasma structure of sporadic-E layers. Predicting and understanding 

such characteristics is important for the effective implementation of oblique HF propagation 

circuits. And unlike more complex means of study (e.g. the EISCAT incoherent scatter radar 

(Rishbeth and Williams, 1985)), oblique sounders, by definition, enable signal strength 

determinations to be measured directly over the desired propagation path.

Sporadic-E observations and associated interpretations were derived from the Bod0/Wick 

propagation path, during the December, March and, most significantly, August campaign 

(cf. Table 4.1). The latter campaign is characterised by predominantly quiet geomagnetic 

conditions, with occasional disturbed intervals (cf. Figure 4.7), and is identified with the most 

extensive sporadic-E data set. Statistical plasma structure studies, pertaining to typical 

mid-latitude Es-layers, were thus pursued within Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

During the December and March campaigns, sporadic-E recordings were less frequent, arising 

from both morphological and logistical factors. Significant observations were however noted 

during times of geomagnetic and in particular, substorm activity. A number of case studies 

were undertaken, correlating the HF sporadic-E observations with coincident irregularity 

backscatter data, derived from the SABRE VHF coherent radar. Details of this study are 

presented in Chapter 7 and together with all important data observations, are summarised 

below.

8.2 Summary of Results

8.2.1 Morphological Characteristics
Sporadic-E observations collated from the Bod0/Wick propagation path during the August

campaign, were noted to display typical mid-latitude morphological characteristics. The
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diurnal occurrence statistics are dominated by a broad, pre-midday maximum, defining a 

greater than 50% probability of occurrence, for equivalent vertical top frequencies (vftEs) in 

excess of 6 MHz (e.g.Dyer, 1972). A less well defined early evening maximum is also 

observed (e.g. Smith, 1957). These maxima are most distinct for vftEs magnitudes greater than 

4 MHz. The representative nature of the data, with respect to mid-latitude characteristics, is 

further confirmed by its conformity to Phillips* Rule (Phillips, 1947).

Additional occurrence maxima are observed post-midnight, for top frequencies < 5 MHz, 

and pre-midnight, for top frequencies £ 5 MHz. Both of these maxima are observed under all 

the prevailing, predominantly quiet, geomagnetic conditions of the August campaign: they are 

not a manifestation of auroral activity. Intermediate layers (e.g. Mathews et al., 1997), arising 

from plasma driven down from the F-region (Rowe, 1974) may account for these night-time 

sporadic-E observations. Alternatively, or in association with, tidal components generated by 

the passage of the F-region trough during quiet geomagnetic conditions, may be responsible 

for their generation (Turunen etal., 1993), and may explain the apparent latitudinal 

dependence of the pre-midnight Es-layers.

8.2.2 The Sporadic-E Signal Strength Profile
The relationship between the sporadic-E signal strength, SS, and top frequency, ftEs, was 

studied with respect to the normalised Probing Frequency, (PF/ ftEs), during predominantly 

‘quiet’ or ‘moderately disturbed’ magnetic conditions, at sub-auroral latitudes (i.e. the 

Bod0/Wick propagation path). It was determined that:-

SS oc ftEs'''"
PFv y

(8.1)

for values of V  varying between zero, for normalised Probing Frequencies pertinent to the 

‘blanketing’ frequency range, up to ~ 20 for normalised Probing Frequencies ~ 1.0. These 

values are applicable to ‘overdense* sporadic-E reflections, from High Frequency obliquely 

propagating radio waves.

The determined values of ‘n* were validated with respect to similar determinations in the 

literature, in particular those predicted by the empirical model derived by Miya and Sasaki 
(1966) and Miya et al. (1978). This latter signal strength model, in principle applicable to HF
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propagation circuits, predicted lower values of V  for the Bod0/Wick propagation path. The 

model, however, was derived from VHF propagation circuits and as a consequence was 

compiled from both ‘overdense* sporadic-E reflections and ‘underdense’ sporadic-E scatter. 

For the ‘typical* sporadic-E layers most likely observed on the Bod0/Wick or similar HF 

propagation paths, consideration of Es-scatter, from a field-aligned irregularity structure, or 

intense plasma density gradients, is considered inappropriate. It was thus concluded that its 

inclusion in the VHF signal strength model accounts for the said discrepancies in the values 

of ‘n*. Values of V  empirically determined by Booker (1959) and Bromley (1972) supported 

these conclusions.

With emphasis on the ‘partial transparency* range of normalised Probing Frequencies, the 

sporadic-E signal strength profile may be interpreted in terms of the plasma ‘cloud’ model 

(cf. §2.4.2.1). By utilising either incoherent or coherent scatter theories, the received signal 

strength may be modelled by a gaussian number distribution of plasma cloud densities, all 

clouds having an identical size. The received signal strength is thus characterised by relatively 

strong, ‘overdense’ reflections via refractive processes alone, as compared to weaker Es 

scatter (e.g. Booker, 1959). Density gradients between the sporadic-E layer and the ‘normal’ 

E-region are considered to have little impact on the received signal strength.

The relative extent of the ‘partial transparency* range of frequencies, with respect to ftEs, was 

investigated by the effective superposition of oblique signal strength-Probing Frequency 

profiles, each profile being scaled with respect to the normalised Probing Frequency. For 

nominal daytime (06:00-18:00) and night-time (18:00-06:00) data, the ‘partial transparency’ 

frequency range was determined to be -30% and -40% of the sporadic-E top frequency 

respectively, a significantly greater extent than accounted for by O- and X-mode 

characteristics. The daytime results were in agreement with vertically incident observations 

made by Reddy and Mukunda Rao (1968) and Miller and Smith (1978).

8.2.3 vftE s Growth Rate Factors affecting the Sporadic-E Signal Strength
By observing the change in sporadic-E top frequency between consecutively recorded

ionograms, it was determined that the larger vftEs growth rates have a significant impact on

the signal strength-normalised Probing Frequency characteristics summarised by

Equation 8.1. Approximately 75% of equivalent vertical top frequency (vftEs) growth rates,

both positive and negative, are less than -  0.6 MHz per 5 minute time interval. For these

magnitudes, the relationship defined by Equation 8.1 is applicable. However, for growth rates
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greater than -  0.6 MHz per 5 minute interval, the ‘typical’ signal strength-Probing Frequency 

profile, presented in Figure 5.3a, adopts an increasingly modified form.

Considering the ‘common* Probing Frequency range between pairs of consecutively recorded 

sporadic-E traces (cf. Figure 6.3), the signal strength difference is observed to be independent 

of vftEs growth rate, for top frequency growth rates between ~ 0.6 MHz per 5 minutes and 

~ 1.0 MHz per 5 minutes. And for vftEs growth rates £ 1.2 MHz per 5 minutes, the absolute 
signal strength is observed to be independent of the resulting top frequency magnitude. 

Similar characteristics are noted within the ‘growth’ range of frequencies (cf. Figure 6.3), 

such that at vftEs growth rates greater than -1 .0  MHz per 5 minutes, this ‘growth’ range takes 

the form of a low signal strength ‘tail* (cf. Turunen etal., 1988). These characteristics result 

in signal strength-Probing Frequency profiles that differ substantially from the growth rate 

independent ( ‘typical’) profiles derived in Chapter 5. Schematic profiles for increasing rates 

of vftEs growth, are depicted in Figures 6.7(a,h), and fully depict the observations described 

above. Particularly attention is drawn to the increasingly low signal strength ‘tail* within the 

‘growth’ range of frequencies, most noticeable at the highest vftEs growth rates 

(cf. Figure 6.7h).

Large growths in vftEs may have short temporal durations (~ a few consecutive ionogram 

recordings) as depicted in Figures 6.9(a,d), or alternatively transform into high signal 

strength, high vftEs, stable sporadic-E layers. Both may be interpreted in terms of the 

sporadic-E plasma ‘cloud* model, differences arising from the cloud generation mechanism. 

Transient, high plasma density, low number density clouds, may arise from the convergence 

of ionisation from meteor ablation (Miller and Smith* 1978). Gravity wave ‘critical levels’ 

CHines, 1968) may also account for such cloud characteristics. The more stable sporadic-E 

layers, arising from large vftEs growth rates, are more likely the consequence of plasma 

clouds, of different plasma and number density, drifting into the radar field of view 

(e.g. Kolawole and Derblom, 1978).

Other, non cloud model interpretations of the signal strength features discussed above, are the 

generation of embedded gradient-drift irregularities within the Es-layers (Ecklundetal., 
1981) or more likely, off-great circle path transmissions (cf. the Secant Law (§3.2.3)). These 

alternative interpretations particularly relate to the large temporary vftEs growths 

(cf. Figures 6.9).
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8.2.4 The Correlation of Sporadic-E Observations and E-Region Irregularities 
In Chapter 7, correlation studies of sporadic-E layers, observed by the HF sounder, and 

E-region field-aligned irregularities, observed by a VHF coherent backscatter radar, were 

undertaken. All observations were noted during geomagnetically disturbed time intervals and 

in particular, during magnetospheric substorm events.

In general, the occurrence of the two plasma features was correlated with the duration of the 

substorm, though sporadic-E was sometimes noted to persist beyond the recovery phase. The 

generation of irregularities and sporadic-E layers is a consequence of the enhanced auroral 

electric fields, an ionospheric signature of a substorm event (e.g. Rostoker et al. 1980). 

SABRE, the VHF coherent backscatter radar employed in this study (cf. §3.4.1), detects 

irregularities of wavelengths ~ 1 m, excited by enhanced ‘E cross B’ plasma flows 

{Nielsen et al., 1983). The sporadic-E layers may have a larger scale (~ 10 m) irregularity 

structure (auroral-Es), generated by similar enhanced flows (Turunen, 1977), or may arise 

from uniform electric field compression mechanisms (flat-type Es) (e.g. Nygren et al., 1984). 

Both types are observed throughout the different case studies.

The persistence of the sporadic-E layers beyond the substorm recovery phase, may thus be a 

consequence of the lower excitation thresholds of the larger (gradient drift) irregularity 

wavelengths, detected by the HF sounder and associated with the sporadic-E layers 

(e.g. Farley, 1963). Alternatively, the persistence of electric fields of only a few mV’s, are 

sufficient to maintain the compression of ionisation in sporadic-E layers 

{Morton and Mathews, 1993). The long lifetime properties of the metallic ion composition of 

Es-layers may also be significant {Huuskonen et al., 1988).

Less frequently observed was the correlation of the SABRE backscatter S/N ratio with the 

sporadic-E top frequency. It has been demonstrated that for both the auroral- and flat-type, 

auroral zone sporadic-E layers, realistic enhancements in the auroral electric fields, may 

account for the observed, correlated variations in the sporadic-E top frequency and the 

backscatter S/N ratio. The magnitude of the latter in particular, is however very sensitive to 

plasma flow and magnetic aspect angles {Waldock et al., 1985), and also ambient and relative 

fluctuation electron densities (e.g. Haldoupis et al., 1990). Frequent correlations are thus not 

expected to be observed.
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8.3 Suggestions for Further Work

The oblique ‘Chirp* sounder has proved itself to be a very reliable and flexible radar system 

for oblique propagation path studies, via sporadic-E reflections. Various limitations are 

however apparent. The Secant factor (§3.2.3) for the Bod0/Wick propagation path limits the 

maximum equivalent vertical top frequency to approximately 6.5 MHz. For sporadic-E 

studies, this upper limit for the Probing Frequency is often too low, as can be ascertained from 

Figure 3.8. A greater frequency scanning range is thus desirable. Conversely, the signal 

strength studies in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 were also influenced by the E/F-region cut-off 
frequency, as a consequence of the single signal strength determination per discrete Probing 

Frequency. This issue has already been addressed by the Radio Oblique Sounder Equipment 

(ROSE) programme {Dickson et al, 1991). The ROSE system allows for individual signal 

strength determinations for all received ionospheric traces, and would enable sporadic-E 

signal strength profiles to be determined at significantly lower Probing Frequencies than 

presented herein. Azimuth and elevation angle information would also reduce some of the 

uncertainties with respect to the exact nature of the propagation mode. Such information is 

particularly useful for field-aligned irregularity studies. An adapted oblique dynasonde 

(e.g. Wright and Pitteway, 1982) would prove very useful in all these regards.

This thesis has largely concentrated on data recorded over an 11 day period, on a single 

oblique propagation path. Though significant observations of sporadic-E were recorded, data 

from a variety of further paths, of equal or greater temporal resolution, is required to 

substantiate the observations presented herein. These should range between the mid-, 

sub-auroral and high-latitudes, to comprehensively account for any latitudinal influences on 

the sporadic-E plasma structure and morphology. In this respect, coincident studies with the 

CUTLASS, HF coherent backscatter radars {Milan et al., 1997) would be beneficial, 

providing direct observations of E-region irregularities pertinent to the HF wavelength band. 

Further, this bistatic facility allows for electric field determinations and discrimination 

between types of irregularity doppler spectrum (Fejer and Kelley, 1980), allowing for more 

precise interpretations of auroral and mid-latitude sporadic-E plasma structure.

Sporadic-E has been observed and analysed for many decades and yet continues to manifest 

new and exciting plasma features. This thesis has demonstrated that the study of such features 

need not be the reserve of expensive, high power equipment, and that significant observations

of the sporadic-E plasma structure may be combined with oblique propagation path studies.
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